2006-2007 SGA Minutes and Proposals by Morehead State University. Students Government Association.
Morehead State University Student Government 
Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 6, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Student Concerns 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





Proposal 001-Attendance Policy 







September 8-9 400 p.m. SGA Retreat 
Buses leave ADUC 
September 13 8 p.m. Black Violin 
Button Aud. 
September 15 8 p.m. SGA Talent Show 
Button Aud. 
September 16 1 pm MSU Football v. Valparaiso 
. (Family Weekend) Jayne Stadium 
September 21 7:30 p.m. Capitol Steps 
Button Aud. 







Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday September 6, 2006 
Proposal 001 
Congress Attendance Polley 
The Student Government Association Congress meets 14 times during the fall 
semester, and 15 times during the spring semester, 
Each Student Government Association Committee meets 14 times during the 
fall semester and 15 times during the spring semester 
The students of Morehead State University·expect their representatives to 
attend meetings regularly to serve as their voice, 
Attendance of approximately 85% of all SGA meetings per semester is not 
only expected arid reasonable, but it is also highly obtainable; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress Membership attendance policy governs as follows: 
A maximum of FOUR absences will-be permitted PER SEMESTER. 
Only ONE of the FOUR absences can be UNEXECUSED. The V.P. for 
Administration will notify any congress member once THREE absences 
have been reached. Once FOUR absences have been reached PER 
SEMESTER, the V.P. for Administration will ask for the congress_ 
member's RESIGNATION. If a member so chooses to APPEAL the 
sanction an APPEAL may be submitted to the executive committee. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
"Failing to Plan is Planning to Fail" - Effie Jones 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday September 6a, 2006; 5:00pm 
Proposal 002 
Talent Show Funding 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association is one of the sponsoring 
organizations of the Family.Weekend Talent Show, 
WHEREAS: SGA is responsible for the planning and promotion of the Family 
Weekend Talent Show, 
WHEREAS: SGA hosts this event as a way to raise money for the emergency 
student loan fund, 
WHEREJ\.S: A talent show raffle would raise money for the emergency student 
loan fund, 
WHEREAS: A talent show raffle would create publicity for the event, 
WHEREAS: The raffle would potentially increase donations for the emergency 
student loan fund; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $150 from the 
General Fund to cover the expenses for the raffle prizes. (Itemized 
list below) 
List of Prizes 
(3) $20 gas cards 
(2) $20 Wal-Mart gift cards 
(3) $10 BW3 gift cards 





Meeting Stated: 5:01pm 
Student Concerns 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting minutes 9/6/06 
-Spradlin pointed out that the map in the student planner was marked incorrectly. 
VP Weathers pointed out that there was signage up that stated students need to 
watch for the changes in parking. VP Barker pointed out that there is a new map 
in the public safety office. 
-Hughes asked ifwe could make dropping and adding classes at the beginning of 
the semester easier 
-Pharaoh Printing stations have been taken out on campus. Where can students 
print papers besides computer lab? 
-Online elections- How can we make this more visible to students and easier for 
them to use? 
-Active recycling program, can we acquire one of these campus wide? 
-SGA span, students are wondering if it will continue to be or not. 




September 8-9 4 pm SGA retreat 
Committees 
VP Administration 
2 proposals on the floor 
VP Finance 
001 Attendance Policy 
002 Talent Show Funding 
Budgets 
Committee budgets ready to go 
VP Public Relations 
Table tents for family week end will be up next week 
VP Campus Involvement 
Talent Show 
Good turnout (15 people) 
Proposal 002 for talent show 





Welcome to Congress 
Eagle Restoration Project 
- (Hughes) we have the grant for the project and the area will be 
cleared before winter 
Rec Center Fee 
Fees are going towards the new bowling lanes, new weight room 
equipment for Laughlin 
Student Radio Station 
Plans for station to come back only this time on Internet due to 
FCC regulations 
Dashboard Confessional 
Concert on November 2nd and tickets go on sale Oct. 2nd 
Campus Formal 
President Gay says he would like to pursue this idea because it 
could possibly unify the campus and also utilize the new 
conference center we have in town 
Game room 
A game room on campus would be great to have so that students 
could have a place to congregate and have fun on campus 
City Council 
President ofSGA now has a non voting spot on city council which 
will held with the student discount program and also night life 
possibilities 
School Spirit 
The culture of supporting athletics needs to be maintained and also 
improved. It's encouraged to go to the upcoming football games 
and other athl~ic events 
Proposal 001 Attendance Policy 
Motion to accept by C. Westendorf 
2nd by K. Spradlin 
Vote: Passed!!! 
Proposal 002 Talent Show Funding 
Motion to accept by T. Stevens 




Mandatory to attend and absence will count towards semester attendance 
We will be meeting in the parking lot between Cartmell and Laughlin at 
4pm 
Rooms will be selected randomly 
Sign up sheet is going around for who will be attending. Please sign 
Committees 
We will discuss committees at the retreat and have them set hopefully by 
next Wednesday 
Announcements 
Sept 8-9 SGA Retreat 
Sept. 11 Lost Boys of Sudan Button 
Sept. 13 8pm Black Violin 
Sept. 15 8pm SGA talent show in Button Aud. 
Sept. 16 Football MSU v. Valparaiso 1pm Jayne Stadium 
Sept. 21 Capitol Steps 7:30 pm 
Sept. 23 MSU v. Missouri-Rolla 7pm Jayne Stadium 
Motion to Adjourn ( VP Barker) · 
2nd by Stevens 
Meeting ends at 5:57pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept.13, 2006 -
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Student Concerns 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration- Contact Sheet 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





Proposal 003 - Football T-shirts 
Discussion Items 















SGA Talent Show 
Adjournment 
MSU Football v. Valparaiso 
Capito! Steps 
MSU Football v.Missouri-Rolla 
Button Aud. 
Button Aud. 
(Family Weekend) Jayne Stadium 
Button Aud. 
Jayne Stadium 
"A leader's dynamic does not come from special powers. It comes from a strong belief in a 
purpose and a willingness to express that conviction." · · 
- Kouzes & Posner 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting minutes 9/13/06 
Meeting Started: 5:10pm 
Student Concerns 
-Spradlin pointed out a concern with the bus 
- (Ruiz) Eagle cards that are reactivated are not working in computer lab 
- (Ginter) Buses running late for class · 
- (Hughes) People are slipping on gray mat in front of Combs 
- (Pennington) Yellow crosswalks and man holes are very slippery in rain 
- (VP Barker) Refund Checks not coming in on time 
- (VP Owens) Faculty parking in Student lots 
- (Westendorf) AH parking is not being utilized. This needs to be addressed 
Approval of Minutes (Delayed until next meeting) 
Officer Reports 
Exec VP 
Thanks to everyone who attended the Retreat 
Committee concerns see Daimeon after the meeting 
Intro of Committee chairs 
Campus Involvement- Katie Hockenberry 
Funding and Awards- Thomas Stevens 
Physical Improvement- Lanie Hughes 
Public Relations- Kyle Williams 
Student Life- Neil Arnett 
If you didn't attend retreat, please see Daimeon 
VP Administration 
I proposal on floor 003 Football T-Shirts 
Contact sheet going around 
Excuses need to be handed to Colby for meetings up until this one 
VP Finance 
Best guesstimate of Budget is available for viewing full budget will be 
presented next week 
Budgets will be split for the year (half and halt) 
VP Public Relations 
Gearing up for Talent show 
Selling rafile tickets for ii $ I 
VP Campus Involvement 
-Raffle tickets 
Sold 50 today and the goal is at least 50 per day for 3 days 
Need 1 O people for Door sign up sheet that is going around 
-Need help for talent show set up 
-Proposal for football t-shirts proposal 003 
-Everyone should go to the Fun zone for pizza this Saturday and sit in student 
-section for game 






Please contact your families to join the activities and visit 
Recognize Daimeon for a great job on the Retreat 
Addressing Student Concerns 
20 foot rule on smoking is not being enforced by university 
police · 
Handicap spots 
Student Discount Program 
If anyone has an idea that a business wants to participate let 
us know 
Public Diversity Forum 
Retention on Campus discussed 
Need more student representation at forums 
Proposal 003 Football T-Shirts 
Discussion 
Discussion 
How many shirts? 200 
When will these be handed out? 
They will be handed out at the Family Weekend football game v. 




Committees and chairs 
Pool was very competitive 
Diverse set of chairs for year 
Chairs will handle selection of Vice-Chairs 
·Rec Center 
Public forum should be put together for recreation center 
(Arnett) Student Life will be investigating this topic for students 
(Hughes) When was this fee proposed by SGA 
Point of information by Gay 
This originated in the 2004-05 Congressional year 
(Sharp) Upperclassmen need to know that this fee is being used for 
renovation 
(Gay) I am going to charge the Campus Involvement Committee to put 
together a Forum for the Rec-Center fee 
Announcements 
Motion to Discussion (Hughes) 
2nd by Owens 
Mudslide on hill by Nunn Hall. Is there anything that can be done to protect the 
cars? 
Motion to Adjourn (Westendorf) 
2nd by Bolton 
Meeting ends at 6:14pm 
Morehead State University Stud~nt Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 




Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
President 
"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them." 




Proposal 004- Student Court Appointments 
Proposal 005- SGA Congress Appointment 
Proposal 006- Homecoming Expenses 
Resolution 001- Eagle Lake Restoration Task Force 
Open 
Discussion 
Rec Center Forum 
Campus Game Room 
Open 
Announcements 
September 21 7:30 p.m. 
September 23 7:00 p.m. 
September 26 7:00 p.m. 
October 12 6:00 p.m. 
October 13 4:00 p.m. 
October 14 1:00 p.m. 
November 2 8:00 p.m. 
November 8 8:00 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Capitol Steps Button Auditorium 
MSU Football v.Missouri-Rolla Jayne Stadium 
MSU Volleyball v. Xavier Wetherby Gym 
Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 







Student Court Appointments 
All positions on the student court are vacant; 
All of the appointees are qualified to serve on the student court; 
All of the recommended appointees are willing to accept the 
position; 
President Gay has appointed the following students to the 
respective positions: 
Chief Justice, Lisa Hinkle 
Associate Justice, Brandon Pace 
Associate Justice, Keith Hienernan 
Associate Justice, Amanda Romito 
Associate Justice, Tiffanie Uzoigwe. 
Attorney General, Amanda Thompson 
Assistant Attorney General, Chris McCoy 
Chief Defense Council, Todd Mayo 
Clerk of Court, Bret Newland 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 3 
of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 
aforementioned students to the respective aforementioned 
positions. 
Respectfully submitted, 







SGA Congress Appointment 
There is a Senior Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
Sarah Gibson bas met the requirements of being a Senior 
Representative on SGA Congress; 
Sarah Gibson bas expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant 
Senior Representative position on SGA Congress; 
President Gay has appointed Sarah Gibson to the 
position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 5 
of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 








The Executive Committee 
Proposal 006 
Homecoming Expenses. 
The Student Government Association is the chief organization that 
promotes and sponsors Homecoming 
SGA is supportive of the Homecoming traditions at Morehead 
State University; 
SGA hosts the Homecoming King and Queen Elections; 
SGA promotes the Homecoming Queen and King at the Mountain 
Laurel Festival in Pineville, Kentucky; 
There are costs associated with Homecoming including the 
purchasing of flowers for the homecoming court 
There are costs associated with Homecoming, including crowns, 
rental dresses, rental suits, etc. for the King and Queen; . 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allocates $2,000 from the 
General Fund to cover Homecoming expenses, with the provision 
that unused funds be returned to the SGA General Fund. 
Proposal07 
Whereas: The Department of Geography~ Government..and History is 
bringing Rwandan genocide survivor lmmaculee Dibagiza to Morehead 
State lJniversity t&eonducta program raising individual awareness and 
activism for global justice and human rights. 
Whereas: The Department of Geography-~ Gollemme~ and History- has 
petitioned S.G.A. to co-sponsor this event with other campus and 
t:0mmunity organizations-. 
Wherea&: This ellent is free,. open to both the campus and community~ 
and meets the Funding and Awards Committees criteria for-funding. 
Whereas: The Funding and Awards Comiiiitfee voted unaminousiy to 
approve- support of this event.. 
Be. it Proposed: The Student Government Association co-sponsor this 









SGA Congress Appointment 
There is a Greek Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
Lyndsay Woodrum has met the requirements of being a Greek 
Representative on SGA Congress; 
Lyndsay Woodrum has expressed an interest in obtaining the 
vacant Greek Representative position on SGA Congress; 
President Gay has appointed Lyndsay Woodrum to 
the position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 5 
of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 
aforementioned student to the respective aforementioned position. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Congress Meeting 9/20/06 
Minutes 
President Gay started meeting at 5pm 
Attendance: 2 absent 
Student Concerns 
Mignon Tower internet problems are being taken care ofby Brian Gay and Beth 
Patrick 
Buses are still having trouble getting to classes on time 
Students that have to be at study tables cannot do their math homework on 
computers in library ( certification). 
What role does the advisor play in a student's academic career? 
There is campus wide initiative to make advisors talk with their students 
more 
Refund checks are still not coming in on time. 
Parking pass refunds are not being ~ent. 
Approval ofMinutes 
Motion to approve minutes from 9/6/06 by Westendorf 
2nd by Arnett 
Passed!! 
Motion to approve minutes from 9/13/06 by Arnett 




Need to see me (Daimeon) if the have a problem with the meeting time of 
their committee. Will assign new committee with a more convenient time. 
Committee Reports 
Campus Involvement 
No report, but Vice Chair is Chris Westendorf 
Public Relations 
Vice Chair is Rebecka Hollon 
Talent Show was a success 
Will P.R debate scheduled for Nov. 8th 
Newsletter will commence soon Mike Harmon will head it up along with 
the Website 
Capitol Steps tickets on sale til Thursday before show@ 7:30pm 
FNA 
Student, Senior, Faculty of the Month 
-Proposal 007 will be discussed today for speaker funding 
Vice Chair is Eric Fisher 
Physical Improvement 
Lake Restoration Project 
Meeting with V.P. Keith Kappes to have ideas included in restoration 
project 
Assigned members to bring at least I idea for improving lake to next 
meeting 
Resolution 001 
Mikey Ash named Vice Chair 
Student Life 
Vice Chiar is Shayla Menville 
Liason Structures 
Student Rec-Center Fee 
Laughlin Weight Room 
Surveys being conducted 
Smoking Policy needs to be looked at 
Recycling 
Loading Zones 
VP for Administration 
Name Tags have been made for everyone to help Brian out with who to 
call on during meetings 
3 proposals and 1 Resolution are on the floor 
Proposals 006, 007, and 008 
Resolution 001 
VP for Finance 
Budget $7,233.16 General Fund for this semester 
VP for Public Relations 
Capitol Steps table has been very successful 
VP for Campus Involvement 
SAC 
Raffle was a great success with 320 dollars being made for the student 
emergency loan fund 
T-shirt give away was also a complete success. There were absolutely 
none left over. 
Tailgating 
Encouraging all students to come out for free food and drink with a 
DJ at Eagle park on Saturday 
RHA 
2nd RHA meeting today 
Will take and bring any housing concerns to RHA and will provide student 
concerns for SGA 
President 
Governors Trustee Meeting 
KY was graded on it's changes in Higher Education since 1992. 
Grades for the states all increased or stayed the same although 
there is still room for drastic improvement. 
-Internships for Washington 
-KY Senator Jim Bunning has internships available 
-Colligate All-American scholars program 




Gay quote of the Week 
Proposal 004 Student Court Appointments 
Discussion 
What does student court do? 
3 cases and 1 hearing last year 
Question by Westendorf and 2nd by Barker 
Passed!!! 
Proposal 005 SGA Congress Appointment 
Discussion 
Question by Sharp and 2nd by Westendorf 
Passed!!! 
Proposal 006 Homecoming Expenses 
Discussion 
I-
Mountain Laurel Festival pertains to MSU because we send our 
Homecoming King and Queen as representatives. Money is needed to 
provide proper attire for both candidates. 
Motion to Approve by Arnett and 2nd by Barker 
Passes!!! · 
Proposal 007 Rwanda Survivor Speaker 
Question by Fitzpatrick and 2nd by Menville 
Passes!! 
Motion to Discussion by Fitzpatrick 
. 2nd by Stevens 
Discussion 
REc-Center Forum 
When will building begin and end 
Bonding authority and lobbying efforts to help get the funding 
The provisions have been met from original ,proposal 
Need to discuss how the fee that was assessed is being used for renovation 
for the Laughlin weight room 
We need to invite the right people to answer the students questions 
Is the fee being put into a certain fund 
Campus Game room 
Discussion 
Motion to refer this matter to the student life committee for further 
research by Barker and 2nd by Sharp 
Time Capsule 
Needs to be opened this year, so what are we doing about it? 
Refund Checks 
Refer this issue to student life committee (Barker) 2nd by Sharp 
Announcements 
Motion to adjourn by Stevens and 2nd by Barker 
Passed! 







SGA Congress Appointment 
There is an Area 2 Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
Erica Allen has met the requirements of being an Area II 
Representative on SGA Congress; 
Erica Allen has expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant Area 
II Representative position on SGA Congress; 
President Gay has appointed Erica Allen to the 
position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 5 
of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 
aforementioned student to the respective aforementioned position. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Execµtive Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Sept.27,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Steve Hoyng, Aramark 
Student Concerns 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
President . · 
AGENDA 
"There are no great limits to growth because there are no limits of human 




Proposal 008- SGA Congress Appointment 
Proposal 009- SGA Congress Appointment 
Open 
Discussion 




M Oct. 2 
_TU Oct. 3 
TU Oct 3 
TH Oct.12 
FR Oct. 13 








MSU Volleyball v. Eastern Illinois 
Dashboard Confessional Ticket Sale 
Campus Safety Walk 
Homecoming Election 
Homecoming Parade 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off 








Adjournment t C., \\C~~s t 2 \ 
osmrn,,mwn· f'o~ '(\(J {\ - 'S 'TUda--{\~ S ( 
~-- . ,,~ 
Morehead State University 
SGA Congress Minutes 
9/27/06 
Meeting called 5:01 pm by President Gay 
Roll call: I absence, Scott Murphy ( excused) 
Purpose of SGA 
Suspended Business 
Steve Hoying of Aramark food service 
Wed, Thurs, Fri: food focus groups. Mark¢ng people will be in from all 
over the United States to get the student opinion. What does MSU need to 
improve upon food service wise. 
Student Concerns 
Barker: Teacher education majors will have to buy a certain program for I 00 
dollars and why can't this be provided through the school. Program called TK20. Seniors 
do get 50 dollars back but it is a long process such as for a rebate. 
Bolton: Students wondering why extended food hours are not in effect this year 
Student wanting to know when high schools are coming in so they can 
schedule for it. 
Menville: Library isn't open all night for student to study on Reading day 
Garrett: People wondering why you can't use umbrellas at the game 
Answer: obstruction of view 
Pennington: Mold Issue on campus in the bathroom. Black mold needs to be 
removed 
Bulletin board supplies need to be provided 
Costly to do thing for the lesson plans and teacher 
education program. 
Watts: Students don't know that the 10 dollar fee for dropping class does not 
apply for adding 
Buck: will be charged for internet class 
Miller: Why can't there be 24hr visitation in all the halls and gay and lesbian 
couples can be in the halls 24 hrs 
Fitzpatrick: 
Ginter: Both lanes going across rt. 60 aren't' properly marked 
Hughes: Napkin dispensers in ADUC. Why can't we have them? 
Will contact Steve Hoying 
Ward: Capitol Steps. Students who got their ticket early were seated in the back 
and didn't get to sit up front. 
Sharp: Buses are still running late for classes 
Menville: Professors are not enforcing Dead week before exams and are giving 
exams. 
Garden behind Lappin is severely over grown 
Watts: People of non heterosexual orientation would not be affected by visitation 
rules 
Approval of Minutes 




City council liaison for SGA to City of Morehead 
Bring Ideas of Diversity here at Morehead 





Public Relations Committee 
Newsletter published on Fr2 and things have been assigned to member 
Composite photos 
Table tents 
Finance and Awards Committee 
Monthly awards _and publicity for those awards to campus 
Physical Improvement Committee 
Everyone brought ideas such as things fur Eagle Lake and the Bridge 
Will talk to Environmental Club and Frats and Sorority 
Campus Safety Walk . 
Radio Station, national broadcast society helping with it 
Faculty Senate 
Student Life Committee 
Finding of Laughlin weight room survey 
Colin talked to Dean Koett about Smoking policy 
Rec center fee 
Police Chief talked to about escort . 
Sara Gibson will be Enrollment Services Liaison 
Thanks to everyone who helped today 
Eagle card options and U.S bank 
Erica Allen will be Administration Liaison 
Officer Reports continued 
VP of Administration 
Vice-Chairs need to use and put the attendance sheets for the committees 
so that attendance can be recorded. 
Motion cards are now available for motions from the floor 
2 proposals 
008- Congress Appointment Lyndsay Woodrum 
009- Congress Appointment Erica Allen 
VP of Finance 
Budget: $7,233.16 in General Fund 
Budget sheets need to be utilized by committees 
VP of Public Relations 
Website Updated with Student Disc. 
Homecoming website going to be updated 
Wall should be up tomorrow 
Kyle needs to email newsletter 
VP of Campus Involvement 
SAC 
RHA 
Debate on Nov. 8th • Not everyone has responded for panel but it should be 
exciting. 
Tailgate was moved inside on Saturday 
DB Confessional on sale Oct. 2 
Students need to be with each other for tickets together 
Student concerns are written down 
Gene Caudill will be notified about all problems 
President's Report 
Round of applause for good work 
Gay Quote of the week 




Proposal 008 Congress App. Lyndsay Woodrum 
Question: Barker 2nd by Dilley 
Passed!!! 
Proposal 009 Congress App. Erica Allen 
Question: Barker 2nd by Fitzpatrick 
Passed!! 
Discussion 
Morehead book Exchange 
SGA tried 3 years ago but never really came to fruition 
This enables you to sell your book to a student and you don't' have to sell 
your book back to the book store. 
You can sell your book for more money that the BS will give you 
You can go online to check how much your book is worth and they have 
direct links 
New books are not available 
Barker: Motion to refer to student life committee 2"d by Whitehead 
Washington DC 
Northern Uganda lobby Day 
Will be during Mid-Term week and students will make up tests 
Need to talk to Dean Koett 
Work on Reading Day 
Options? 
Freshman do not know what Reading day is. 
Surveys have been very effective 
Can get a copy of Survey after meeting 
Time Capsule 
Directions for opening that are a County issue and there will be 
Will be notified when it is Opened 
Point of Order by Barker 
Motion to Announcements by Dilley 2ru1 by Barker 
Announcements (See Agenda) 
Motion to Close by Owens 2nd by Menville 
Meeting Ends at 6:04pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Professor N'Diaye and ·students 
Student Concerns 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA President ,, 
SAC President 
SGA President 
"I long to accomplish a great and noble tasks, but it is my chief duty to accomplish humble tasks as 
though they were great and noble. The world is moved along, not only by the mighty shoves of its heroes, 




Proposal 010- Monthly Awards 





TH Oct. 12 
FR Oct. 13 
SA.Oct. 14 
TliNov. 2 







Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Sl l'l>lNl G!>\ll ltr<~lf NI ,\~~t){ IAI ION 
SGA 10/04/06 · 
Proposal 010 
Monthly Awards 
WHEREAS: the Funding and Awards Committee has been commissioned to recognize 
and provide awards for a Senior, Student, and Faculty member of the month. 
WHEREAS: The Funding and Awards Committee believes that incentives will 
encourage deserving recipients to apply and be nominated for these awards. 
WHEREAS: The Funding and Awards Committee voted unanimously in favor of 
allocating significant appropriations to be reserved for the aforementioned awards. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Funding and Awards committee allocate $225 from thefr 
semester budget to be spent in conjunction with the University Bookstore on gift 







The Funding and Awards Committee 
BSBP Membership Dues 
The Board of Student Body Presidents (BSBP) is the leading 
advocate for all students of public institutions of higher education 
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky; · 
The BSBP organizes the Annual Rally for Higher Education and 
other legislative lobbying efforts to keep higher education costs 
low; 
The BSBP provides student governments from around the 
Commonwealth the ability to share and discuss various strategies 
to better serve the students at each of their respective institutions; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, approve the spending of$749.64 from the 
General Fund for BSBP dues, which is the amount required for 
Morehead State University to remain an active member based on 
its full-time enrollment of 624 7 at a cost of $0.12 per student. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA 10-4-06 
Proposal 
Funding For National Uganda Lobby Day 
WHEREAS: On October 9-10, 2006, students are very interested in traveling to 
Washington D.C. for a conference entitled, National Uganda Lobby Day, 
which is a two-day event featuring guest speakers from various public and 
private sector organizations concerned with egregious violations of human 
rights, including the conscription of child soldiers in the country of 
Uganda, Africa. 
WHEREAS: The cost of the conference for each student is $5. This covers their 
conference registration fee, two breakfasts, and a luncheon. The rest of the 
meals are at students' expense. There will be an estimated $10 needed for 
Metro travel within the city, $30 dollars for other meals .rnd @ntel'taiftm@nt. 
Finally due to the time it has taken to organize the trip boarding for 
students is $40 dollars (20 a night at the youth hostel) and a hotel room for 
the bus driver must also be provided, making the total estimated individual 
cost for the trip $100 a student. 
WHEREAS: MSU is actively pursuing an agenda of greater civic engagement among 
students. This event advances that agenda in that students will be learning 
how to become effective grassroots organizers around human rights issues, 
and will be interacting directly with policymakers in the nation's capitol. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA grant 1,200 dollars from the general fund for the trip 
to Washington, DC on October 9th to absolve the cost of board for the 22 
students and 1 faculty member attending and the bus driver, with the 




Junior Class Representative, SGA congress 
Meeting Started: 5pm 
Purpose 
Roll Call 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Congress Meeting Minutes 10/4/06 
Absences: Gibson (Excused), Gray (excuse4), Khetan 
Suspend Business 
Guests: Dr. N'Daiye for funding for student trip to Washington D.C. 
Student Concerns 
Menville: Students never received t-shirts from Earth Day oflast year 
Pegg: Professor wants to know why Homecoming is not organized. 
Wilson: Is pink paint Biodegradable? Yes is it. Water based 
Barker: Fire Drill in Alumni. Can we find a bettertime? 
Bolton: What's with the pink paint? The used gum on the sidewalks is what is 
painted pink 
Confusion on what to do during fire drill 
Hughes: Why is Homecoming election made to where you can't campaign? 
Answer: Homecoming is trying to show 
Westendorf: Why is there a discrepancy between hours of grill works and buffet? 
Barker: Methods classes aren't being offered during summer and will cause for 
another semester of class 
Watts: Reading Day Facebook group has been formed from the reading day 
discussions 
Ginter: Methods courses aren't being offered during summer because students 
aren't getting experience like they do during the year 
Bolton: Job availability on campus seems very slim 
Approval of minutes 




Please refrain from talking out during meeting, please wait to be 
recognized 
Committee Chair meeting coming up 
Committee Reports 
Campus Involvement 
Church v State 
Rec Forum Nov. 1st 
Student Sections 






Nominations for Monthly awards Table in ADUC 
Proposal 
Physical Improvement 
Dinner with VP Kappes 
Proposal 
Campus Safety Walk 
Student Life 
Enrollment Services 
Debit Card use on Campus 
Administrative liaison: drop add fee 
Cable issues 
Morehead book exchange 
Officer Reports ( continued)° 
VP Administration 
4 proposals on the floor: 
VP Finance 
010 Monthly Awards 
011 BSBP Membership Dues 
012 Funding for National Uganda Lobby Day 
013 Funding for Keith Kappes Dinner 
Balance $8, 3 25 
Credits came back 
Committee Budgets 
VP Public Relations 
Working on ways for promoting Homecoming and Forum 
VP Campus Involvement 
Working on Debate 
RHA 
5 finalized participants 
Get word out in classes 
Banners for each organization contest 
Everyone use online work order form for fast service 
SAC 
Next Friday is Homecoming Kickoff 
Plenty of stuff to do 
DB: sold 1600 tickets need to sell 5000 
President's Report 
SGA members going to Volleyball game Friday 
Student interested in putting Nightclub here in Morehead. Working w/ city 
leadership 
Off-Campus Dining club issue has been brought back up with City Council 
Radio Station 
Questions for Officer Reports 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Congress Member of the Week: Courtney Ward 
Old Business . 
None 
New Business 
Proposal 010-Monthly Awards 
How much for each person? There are 9 awards between October and 
December · 
Have we thought about asking bookstore about donations? 
Will talk to bookstore about donations 
Question (Barker) 2nd by Westendorf 
PASSED!!! 
Proposal 011- BSBP Membership Dues 
Question Arnett 2nd by Bolton 
PASSED!! 
Proposal 012 Funding for National Uganda Lobby Day 
Is there any other funding besides Student Government? Yes 
Friendly Amendment by Ginter which reads: 
Whereas: The students attending will present what they learned before Imawlee 
Ilbigiza speaks in Button Auditorium on October 18th 
Stevens: Concerned about how this 1200 dollars will only be used 011: 22 
students 
Arnett: This would look very good on us if we help send people to this 
because we want to promote civic engagement 
Call to vote by Arnett 2nd by Dilley 
Proposal 013 Funding for Kappes Meeting 
Discussion 
Is this coming out of Committee's budget? Yes 
Motion to table by Stevens 2nd by Arnett 
Failed 
Question ·by Westendorf 2nd by Dilley 
Proposal Fails 
Pegg: How are students at the Junior High and High school supposed to get 
tickets? 
Kids can just walk up to 204 ADUC and buy the tickets. 
Homecoming 
People know that this happl,ns every year so why don't they have 
nominations? · 
Every recognized student organization gets 
Motion to Announcements 2nd by Barker 
Announcements 
Motion to Close by Owens 2nd Barker 
Meeting ends 6: 17 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, OcL 11, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
AGENDA 




Truth is the glue that holds government together: Compromise is the oil that makes 




Proposal 014- Bylaws 






TH Oct 12 
FR Oct. 13 
SA Oct. 14 
TH Nov. 2 







Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Dashboard Confessional MC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
~---t. 
---~MORI! 





Student Government Association 
Proposal 14 
SGA Bylaws Article I Section I, Sub.;sections a-e 
Organizations like Student Government Association need a set of 
bylaws 
Bylaws are used to keep a standard in an organization from year to 
year 
Student Government needs a set of bylaws to keep a standard in 
how the organization is run from year to year 
BE IT PROPOSED: That Congress adopts a set of bylaws for Student Government 
starting with Article I, Section I, Sub-sections a-e pertaining to 
Committees and Committee Descriptions.• · 
Respectfully Submitted, 







SGA Campus Giving Campaign 
The Student Government Association encourages the students, for 
whom it represents, to give back to the university; 
SGA has historically matched student or student organization 
donations to the MSU Foundation and has had remarkable success; 
7 student organizations and 8 students participated in the program 
last year, generating $7,720 for the MSU Foundation and for their 
respective Uni'.'ersity charities, which cost SGA $3,000. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA match the first $3000 given by students or student 
organizations to the MSU Foundation for any University charities, 
with the limitation that SGA-not match more than $500 per student 
or student organization donation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
TJie Executive Committee 
Minutes 10/11/06 
Meeting Started: 5:03pm 
Roll Call: Members absent- Kimberly Barker (excused), Ashia Garrett (unexcused), Kyle 
Williams ( excused) 
Purpose 
Guest Speaker 
Environmental Science Club 
Approval ofMinut~s 
Motion to Approve: Bolton 2nd by Spradlin 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
Morehead Gas Prices 
City in brainstorming stages about recreation center in the middle of city 
Frontier Housing and City talking about having Apartments Built 
Committee Chair meeting 
Committee Reports 
Student Concerns Homepage 
Other Issues 
Campus Involvement 
Church v. State 
Rec-Center Forum 
Listen up legislators 
Public Relations 
Dash Board tickets from SAC 
Meeting at 5pm 
Finance and Awards 
Passed Criteria for Funding 
Website 
Put offhavipg table for Student Awards 
Physical Improvement 
Met with Keith Kappes about lake project 
Hiker will find out about Bridge and materials 
Allie will research tools needed for project 
Mikey will meet w/ VP Weathers about possible Rec-Center funds 
to go towards project 
Volunteer Hours needed to decrease the cost of the project 
Fundraising and Donations 
Student Life 
Member reports on concerns 
Enrollment Services 
-There is someone being hired. They are in the last stages of 
the hiring process 
Book Exchange 
Gap in Food Hours 
Under Graduate Job listings for work study 
Homecoming 
Officer Reports 
VP for Administration 
2 proposals 
Printer in office is down until further notice 
VP for Finance 
$6797.00 dollars in general fund 
VP for Public Relations 
None 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA 
SAC 
Church v. State is well underway and wjll update next week 
Banners due Saturday morning for Contest 
Mold in the Halls has been communicated 
If mold is in the room contact hall director or put in work order 
Homecoming Parade tomorrow at 6 
Fabulous Kick off moved to the first floor of ADUC 
Buy Dash board Tickets 
President 
Thanks from Mindy Highley for our contribution to the emergency loan 
fund from the Talent Show 
Putting together bylaws 
Presidential Council 
· Summer course offerings 
Need student reps 
Daily Class schedules 
Need student reps 
Reading Day schedule came from cabinet 
2nd half ofW ednesday will be for studying 
Gay Quote of the week 






-Will there be bylaws instituted on how to change the bylaws? 
-As of now the default will be Roberts Rules of Order until a 
bylaw is passed on how to amend and change bylaws 
Motion to Approve by Westendorf 2nd by Spradlin 
Proposal 015-Campus Giving Campaign 
Discussion 
Money is turned back into projects 
It seems negative for us to match 
Money is not going back to the University; it will be put into the . 
Foundation which is a non profit organization separate entity from the 
University. 
Is there not something philanthropic we can do with the money as a 
student body? . 
SGA matching this money will encourage students to donate money 
The foundation is an organization that gives money off the interest it 
generates 
Call question by Menville, objection by Bolton 
If money is not specified, then will we match it? 




Handicap wheel chair access 
Have we heard anything back about the lane going into the commuter lot? 
P.C. will work with City 
Library hours on the weekends 
Alumni 24 hour study area is not open so can the library be open later 
The elevator in Nunn is not on after certain hours 
Library is not checking id'.s when books are checked out 
Has been several instances and can be checked into 
Fines can be appealed 
Education Student Supplies 
RA resource room is apart of Housing Budget 
Resource area in Library 
Library committee can be contacted 
Reading Day Situation 
Make recommendations to registration advisory committee 
How will info be communicated to students? 
When spring scheduling begins 
Is a summary of survey taken available? Yes 
Info was compiled and recommendations were made and it will be 
submitted 'with the minutes from Student life committee 
What administration was concerned about was Reading Night, not reading 
day. and Students doing questionable and possibly dangerous things. 
Will changes be made according to the entire student body? 
Dissertation by Neil Arnett 
Motion to announcements by Westendorf 2nd by Pennington 
Announcements 
Motion to close by Westendorf 2nd by Spradlin 
Adjournment 
Meeting ends at 6: 17 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting · 
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Nick Weeks 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




For myself I am an optimist - it does not seem to be much use being 




Proposal 016- Debate Funding 







F Oct 20 









Rwandan Genocide Survivor Button Auditorium 
"Festival of Lights" India/Nepal Food Button Drill Rm. 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
Separation of Church and state Debate Button Auditorium 
Morehead State University SGA 
October 18, 2006 
Proposal 016 
Funding for the Separation of Church and State Debate 
WHEREAS: One of the functions of the Student Gove=ent Association is to 
provide educational and stimulating programs on campus. 
WHEREAS: On November 8, 2006, The Separation of Church and State debate 
will be sponsored by SGA. 
WHEREAS: Funding is needed to provide dinner for the panelists and other 
guests, h00Feri11rn~, and decorations. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That $451 be allocated from the Campus Involvement fund to pay 
for these expenses with any unused money being returned after the 
debate. 
ITEMIZED LIST OF EXPENSES: 
Catered Dinner for guests .... $351 
Decorations .......................... $100 
GUEST LIST 
Gene Parr and guest 
Ric Carie and guest 
Randall Swain and guest 
Michael Hail and guest 
Drew McNeal and guest 
Jack Weir and guest 
Executive Board 
Committee Chairs 
Madonna Weathers and guest 
Gerome Stephens and guest 
Lauren Buck and guest 
Kevin Koett and guest 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Executive Committee 
Student Government Association 
Minutes 
10-18-06 
Meeting Started: 5 pm 
Roll Call: excused absences: Lauren Gray, Ryker Wilson, Sid Khetan 
Unexcused: Ashia Garrett 
Purpose 
Suspended Business 
Guest Speaker: Nick Weeks 
-regarding reading day 
Approval ofMinutes · 
Motion to approve Westenddorfby 2nd by Spradlin 
Approved!! 
Officer Reports 








New meeting time 5pm in SGA office 
No meeting this week 
Funding Criteria for Committee turned into VP for Administration 
Nominations for Monthly Awards and there will be additional forms in 
office · 
Tables for Awards in ADUC will be scheduled for week of 10/23 
Physical Improvement 
Everyone did homework 
Lake Project 
Working on Volunteer interest 
Allie Q. will be going to Greek meetings to find out who will help 
Hiker will go to Physical plant for clearing info 
Student Life 
Nick Weeks met with committee 
Food Service hours were discussed 
Work study job listing is still being worked on 
New website link for answers to student concerns and there is a link to a 
form to send concerns via internet 
Open discussion about making sure everyone knows we are the student 
representatives on campus to the administration 
Officer Reports · 
VP for Administration 
2 Proposals on the floor 
016 Funding for Church v. State 
017 Additions to the Bylaws of SGA 
VP for Finance 
General Fund 6,053.06 
VP for Public Relations 
Sign Up sheet for Table: Dashboard Confessional tickets 
Hours 11-Zpm 
Church v State: Informational Booth 
Table Tents 
Trying to get in touch with Steve Hoying 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA 
SAC 
The panel of participants for Church v. State has been finalized 
Thank You for homecoming banner participants 
Social Studies Club was the winner 
Wednesday: Caricature Artist in ADUC 
Dashboard tickets 
Radio ads are out 
President 
Thank you for coming out for homecoming 
King Courtney Johnson 
Queen Kristi Hamilton 
Met with faculty member who wishes to pursue a student ombudsman on 
campus. Early conversation 
A report of 14 points of Chapter Excellence document is being discussed 
for Greeks, and is planned to be mandatory for all student organizations 
after the Greek trial run 
Television program 
President Andrews will be at meeting next week for Reading Day 
Questions 
Gay Quote of the Week 




Proposal 016 Funding for Church v. State Debate 
Statement by Barker that there has been absolutely no money spent on this 
debate and that last year there was over 7 thousand dollars spent on the 
marijuana debate · 
Question by Hughes 2nd Scott Murphy 
PASSED!! 
Proposal 017 
We are passing this again so that it is part of the Bylaws ofSGA 




Question by Whitehead objection by Fisher 
Question by Bolton 2nd by Pennington 
PASSED!! 
Student Concerns 
-Checking into library hours on weekends and weeknights 
There is a library committee meeting and the information will be 
taken to the committee 
-Trees in front of Combs need to be trimmed back, they hang over the 
sidewalk 
-Alumni pool table. There needs to be only I set of balls in 
-Why isn't the daycare open later for parents with night classes? 
Located in the old apartments behind the Wellness Center 
Bill Redwine is the contact 
-Normal hall has a roach problem possibly 
-Is there any news about the water contamination in Alumni? 
2 inch water main break in Alumni 
-Where are files kept for SGA? · 
Current (2years) are kept in the office but the older minutes for 
SGA are in the MSU archive on the 5th floor 
Nunn Hall water problem after a rain 
Announcements 
Motion to close by Spradlin 2nd by Bolton 
Adjournment 
Meeting ended: 5:51pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- President Andrews 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
· Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 







Proposal 018-Congress Appointment 
AGENDA 






TH Nov. 2 
M Nov. 6 
W Nov.a 
Adjournment 
8:00 p.m. Dashboard Confessional AAC 
11 a.m.- 3 p.m. Listen Up Legislators ADUC 







SGA Congress Appointment 
There is a Senior Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
Ebony McCoy has met the requirements of being a Senior 
Representative on SGA Congress; 
Ebony McCoy has expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant 
Senior Representative position on SGA Congress; 
President Gay has appointed Ebony McCoy to the 
position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 5 
of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 
aforementioned student to the respective aforementioned position. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Proposal.11 
Whereas: The Alpha Lambda Pi fraternity has petitioned the Funding and Awards 
Committee for money to attend the Kentucky Paralegal Association Conference 
in Lexington, KY on November 9th and 10th • ' 
Whereas: The Kentucky Paralegal Association Conference is open to any student 
interested in paralegal studies. 
Whereas: The Funding and Awards Committee believes that Morehead States presence at 
The Kentucky Paralegal Association Conference would be beneficial to the 
students attending as well as our University as a whole. 
Whereas: Alpha Lambda Pi has also agreed to issue a press release upon their return from 
the conference highlighting their trip and specifically thanking S.G.A. for their 
contribution. 
Be it Proposed: That the Funding and Awards Committee allocate $500.00 to the 
paral~gal studies students to be used to attend their annual conference under the 
stipulation that they keep a thorough record of expenditures incurred on their 
trip which they will give the committee a copy and that they return all unused 
funds back to the Student Government Association. 
Respectfully Submitted: The Funding and Awards Committee 
) 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Nov.1,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 









"As we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do to 




TH Nov. 2 
M Nov. 6 
W Nov.a 
Adjournment 
8:00 p.m. Dashboard Confessional AAC 
11 a.m.- 3 p.m. Listen Up Legislators ADUC 







Morehead State University SGA 
November 1, 2006 
Proposal 020 
Funding for Kentucky Paralegal Association Conference 
On November 9 and 10, 2006, students are interested in attending 
the Kentucky Paralegal Association Conference, 
The cost of registration is $75 per person, total travel costs are 
approximately $150, and the cost for each hotel room is $112, 
The Department of Geography, Government, and History has 
contributed $675 to cover some of the costs, 
The total cost of the trip will be a minimum of $1161, 
The purpose of the Student Government Association is to commit 
itself to making the college experience the best it can be for the 
students of Morehead State University, 
The conference will better the overall college experience for those 
in attendance to enhance future career placement while proudly 
representing Morehead State University, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That $350 be allocated from the Funding and Awards Committee 
to partially fund the cost of the conference. 
Respectfully Submitted. 
f .f A c~,w.,._:4\~ 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 1, 2006 
Proposal 2.{ 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding to help finance their 
annual "free pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State students each 
night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to the entire student body. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of hosting this event is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPSED: That the Student Government Association _allocate $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this event. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Novil,200& 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran 'university Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Monthly Award Recipients 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




"You must be the change you want to see in the world." 















8 p.m. Separation of Church and State Debate 
1 p.m. MSU Football v. Austin Peay 







Addition to Article 1 of SGA Bylaws 
The Executive Committee has been charged with the creation of 
bylaws for SGA 
The addition to the bylaws set before congress will clarify the 
positions of the Chair, Vice-Chair, and Advisors to the committees 
BE IT PROPOSED: That Congress adopt Article I, Sections II and III as additions to 
the bylaws of SGA. 
Section II. Committee Chairs 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
a The Committee Chair is the presiding congress member of the 
committee. This person is responsible for managing the committees 
operations. 
b. The responsibilities of the chair are to include the following: 
i. determine a time and place for the meeting to be held 
ii. produce an4 agenda for each meeting 
iii. conduct the meeting pursuant to Roberts Rules of Order 
1v. report committee progress to congress 
v. report directly to the .Executive Vice-President 
Section ill. Vice-Chairs . 
a The Committee Vice-Chair is the second presiding member of the committee. 
This person is responsible for assisting the chair in managing the committee's 
operations. 
b. The responsibilities of the Vice-Chair are to include the following: 
i. take roll at each meeting (include excused/unexcused absences) 
u. submit roll to Vice-President for Administration 
iii. take minutes 
iv. submit the completed committee report to the Executive Vice-
President 
v. fulfill the responsibilities of.the chair in their absence 
Section IV. Advisors to Standing Committees 
a All committees will be assigned an advisor from the Executive committee. 
b. Advisor is available for council arid feedback. 
c. Advisor is not required to attend committee meetings, but should be available 
should the committee require assistance. · 
d. The staff advisors will also be an available resource to the committees to 







SGA Congress Appointment 
There is an Area 1 Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
John Spalding has met the requirements of being an Area 1 
Representative on SGA Congress; 
John Spalding has expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant 
Area 1 Representative position on SGA Congress; 
President Gay has appointed John Spalding to the 
position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 5 
· of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 
aforementioned student to the respective aforementioned position. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m, SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Nov.15,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA President 
SAC President . 
SGA President 
AGENDA 
"Without initiative, leaders are simply workers iri leadership positions." 




Proposal 24- Basketball T-Shirts 






W Nov. 15 5-8 p.m. 
TU Nov. 21 7 p.m. 
W Nov. 29 7:30 p.m. 
TH-SA Nov. 30-Dec.2 · 7 p.m. 
W Dec. 6 5 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Pot-luck Thanksgiving- Multicultural Services 
Men's Basketball MSU v. ETSU 
Men's Basketball MSU V. Marshall 



















BE IT PROPOSED: 
BE IT PROPOSED: 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 15, 2006 
Proposal 024 
Basketball T-Shirt Funding 
T-Sbirts Promotions are an effective incentive for students to attend athletic 
events and support our Eagles, 
200 Shirts will cost approximately $5 each, totaling approximately $1,000.00, 
The t-shirts will be given to students that attend the December 7, 2006 
basketball game on a first-come first-serve basis, 
Athletics is willing to contribute $500 toward the cost of the basketball t-sbirts, 
That SGA support the support Morehead State University Basketball by a T-
shirt Promotion by the allocation of$500.00 from the Oeneral Fund to partially 
fund the cost of t-sbirts. 
Proposal 025 
Student Radio Station 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Public Relations Committee 
Morehead State University does not currently have an official student-driven 
radio station, · 
~ves 
Students I a radio station that provides programs that they want to hear 
(Local Talk Shows, Rock, Country, Hip-Hop, etc.), 
"The Bird" online student radio station will provide entertainment and a channel 
of communication for students, 
The online student radio station will serve as an opportunity for students to 
experience radio production while attending MSU, 
Morehead State University has provided the appropriate facilities to house and 
support "The Bird" online student radio station, 
Individual students have already personally incurred $4000 in equipment costs, 
. These individual students are willing to donate the equipment to the university 
to sustain the life of the online student radio station, 
That SGA support the student initiative in providing a completely functional 
online student-driven radio station on campus, 
That SGA allocate $1303.00 from the Physical Improvement Committee to 
partially fund the cost of software and products necessary. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Physical Improvement Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Nov.29,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Do.ran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call . 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 































Men's Basketball MSU v. Marshall 
Morehead Holiday Parade 
Tuition Forum 
MSU Basketball v. Austin Peay (SGA T-Shirts) 










SGA Bylaws - Dispensation of SGA Funds 
It is important for the Student Government Association to establish 
bylaws for proper organizational procedure; 
The addition of the bylaws in this proposal would help SGA come closer 
to completing this task; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress adopt Article IV of the Student Government 
Bylaws for immediate implementation. 
Article IV. Dispensation of SGA Funds 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
1. Prior to each fall semester the executive committee shall take into consideration the 
SGA budget as a whole. 
2. The executive committee shall earmark funds for SGA standing committees based 
on analysis of previous and projected expenditures. 
A. Any use of SGA standing committee funds must first be proposed by the 
respective standing committee and approved by a majority vote within the 
committee · 
B. All standing committee transactions must be approved by a majority vote 
of the SGA Congress unless otherwise specified in SGA governing 
documents. 
C. All committee expenditures of less than or equal to $50.00 may be 
approved by the Vice President for Finance without a majority vote of the 
SGA Congress 
i. Standing Committees must file a request to dispense funds with 
the Vice President for Finance and include: 
1. Amount Requested 
2. Description of Expenditure 
3. Sponsorship by the Committee 
ii. If the Vice President for Finance is inaccessible for a signature 
of approval, committee expenditures of less than or equal to 
$50.00 may be approved by the President 
D. All committee expenditures ofless than or equaf.to $100.00 may be 
approved by the Vice President for Finance without a majority vote of the 
SGA Congress for the specific use· of printed promotional materials. 
3. All funds not allocated to SGA standing committees shall be designated as the 
SGA General Fund. 
A. Allocations of the SGA General Fund may be proposed to congress and 
approved by a majority vote. . 
B. The SGA General Fund shall be designated for spending outside the 
specific duties of the standing committees. 
C. Additional funds may be allocated to SGA standing committees 
4. The Executive Committee shall present the Dispensation of SGA Funds to congress 
for ratification, no later than the second congress meeting of each fall semester. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Jan.17,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 








VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, What are you doing for others?' • 




Proposal 28- Congress Member Appointment 
Proposal 29- Congress Member Appointment 













4:30 - 830 p.m. 
10am-3p.m. 
1 p.m.· 
SGA Spring Retreat 
Listen-Up Legislators 






SGA Congress Appointment 
WHEREAS: · Kimberly Barker, Vice President for Campus Involvement has resigned from 
SGA; 
WHEREAS: The Vice President for Campus Involvement positio'! is vacant; 
WHEREAS: Colby Owens is qualified and has met the requirements of being the Vice 
President for Campus Involvement on SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
WHEREAS: Colby Owens has expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant position on SGA; 
WHEREAS: President Gay has appointed Colby Owens to the position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointment of the aforementioned student to the 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA 1/17/07 
Proposal 029 
SGA Congress Appointment 
Respectfully submitted, · 
The Executive Committee 
The Vice President for Administration position is vacant; 
Michael Harmon is qualified and has met the requirements of being the Vice 
President for Administration ou SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
Michael Harmon has expressed an interest in obtaining the vacant position on 
SGA; 
President Gay has appointed Michael Harmon to the position; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointment of the aforementioned student to the 
respective aforementioned position. 
Respectfully submitted, 









SGA Spring Break- Spring Back 
· 'f4e Student body has expressed interest in participating in the 
Spring Break-Spring Back program '07; 
Allocating funds to lower the cost for Spring Break-Spring Back 
would directly assist students participating in the program; 
Approximately 80 students participated in the program last year; 
The President's Office has allocated $5,000 for the trip; 
$20,000 is the total amount needed 
This proposal represents SGA's support of the Student Body 
participation in this wonderful cause, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA designate a Spring Break - Spring Back financial 
assistance fund under the authority of the Funding and Awarding 
Committee. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Funding and Awards Committee create an application 
form by.January 24, 2007 to be implemented as soon as possible. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allocate $3,000 from the general fund to be awarded as 
financial assistance for students wishing to participate in the 
program. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Meeting started: 5:07 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-17-07 
Roll Call: Absent: Clint Banlcs, Trevor Fannin, Sid Khetan, Allison Quackenbush 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: None 
Approval of Minutes: VP Cotton asked if Kara Hall was added to Senior of the Month. 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
VP Owens said yes. 
Motion to approve by Rep. Bolton, seconded by Rep. Whitehead. 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Excited for new semester and SGA Retreat. 
SGA Retreat will be on Friday, January 26, 2007. 
It will be from 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm in 301 ADUC 
After the retreat, SGA will reserve the newly fixed bowling lanes in 
Laughlin Building 
Committees need to meet this week unless if Monday is the meeting date. 
Committees also need to update their roster. 
The committee chairs need to tell the date, time, and place in their minutes. 
Committee Chairs need to meet with VP Cotton after this meeting. 
Campus Involvement Committee 
They will meet every Wednesday at 6:00 in the SGA Office. 
Public Relations 
The committee will meet this week after this meeting. 
Funding and Awards 
They will meet every Monday at 5 :00 on th\3 second floor of ADUC 
(Same place as last semester). 
Physical Improvement 
They will meet every Monday at 5:00 in the Library. 
Student Life 
They will meet every Tuesday at 5:00 in the tentative location of202 
ADUC. 
Some of Representatives resigned, so there will be a rearrangement of 
liaisons. 
Papers from last semesters wer;e handed out to the proper people / orgs. 
They met 1-16-07 and discussed some goals. 
VP Cotton 
The Committee chairs need to check their mailboxes and be sure to meet 
with him after this meeting. 
VP Owens 
Needs positions filled for last semester's Representatives who resigned. 
Passed out a paper so all of the Representatives could fill in their name, 
email, cell phone and what committee they are on. 
There are three proposals in the meeting today. 
VP Sharp 
The general fund has $9,086.75. 
Worked with Rep. Harmon on designing a funding request sheet which 
will be passed out at the retreat. 
VP Dilley 
Planning on promoting the Rally for Higher Education and Listen Up 
Legislators. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
RHA received SGA concerns which was then passed to Housing Concerns 
Committee. 
RHA will create a newsletter on all of the student concerns RHA receives. 
SAC President, Stewart 
Blessed Union of Souls will be in concert in Historic Button Auditorium 
on January 29, 2007. 
It will be a free concert starting at 8:00 pm, and doors open at 7:00 pm. 
Recycled Percussion will have a free performance on February 12, 2007, 
in Historic Button Auditorium. 
The performance is free, beginning at 8:00 and "The Bird" will be at the 
performance. 
President Gay 
There will be a ton of work this semester. 
Civic Engagement Week is only three weeks away. 
Listen Up Legislators is on February 5 and Rally for Higher Education is 
on February 7. 
Last year at Rally for Higher Education, 175 Morehead students went to 
Frankfort and the second-most students were from EKU, having 60 
Students. 
SGARetreat is next Friday, January 26, 2007. 
Old Business: 
None 
Wants Physical Improvement Committee to work with Financial Aid 
Campaign. 
Dayna Seelig says "Most students wait to fill out F ASF A" 
March 1st is the Priority Deadline. 
There are 6-8 vacancies on SGA Congress and the Congress needs to 
spread the word to other leaders on campus. 
BeatEKU week is in a couple of weeks 
Gay Quote of the Week 
New Business: 
Proposal 28: Congress to Appoint VP Owens to Vice President of Campus 
Involvement. 
Discussion: 
President Gay: One of the toughest decisions he has ever made. 
Problem with appointing a Committee Chair is hindering 
the progress of the committee. 
VP Owens did very well as the Campus Involvement 
Chair last year. 
Rep. Hughes called question and Rep. Menville seconded 
Proposal 28 passed. 
Proposal 29: Congress to Appoint Rep. Harmon to Vice President of 
Administration 
Discussion: 
Rep Hughes: This appointment was a safe, but not fair decision. 
This decision should have been made at this meeting. 
Believed the person who lost to VP Owens in the Election 
last year should take the position. 
President Gay: 
Rep. Yartz: 
It was a very difficult decision. 
He looked at a number of people and at least 10 
Representatives could have taken the position. 
Michael has been very supportive and he was the 
Congressman of the Semester for last semester. 
Michael is taking the SGA Website to the next level and is 
taking a class to improve his skills in website design. 
Rep. Stevens calls Question and Rep. Pennington seconded. 
Proposal 29 passed. 
Proposal 30: Funding for Spring Break/ Spring Back Trip. 
Discussion: 
Rep. Whitehead calls question and Rep. Stevens objects. 
Rep. Stevens: 
Inquired about should the funding cover only a portion or all of the 
cost the students have to pay for the trip. 
VP Dilley: 
The funds shouldn't cover all of the cost the students have to pay, 
but it is up to the Funding and Awards Committee discretion. 
VP Cotton: 
It should be up to Funding and Awards Committee discretion and 
the application should have a partial amount if applying for this 
scholarship. 
VP Sharp: 
If this proposal passes, then the General Fund Budget would be 
about $6,000. 
Rep. Hughes: 
Some people don't go to Spring Break and the money so the 
money should be split evenly among all of the participants. 
Rep. Bolton: 
These participants are helping people in Mississippi and they have 
to first pay down payment. 
VP Dilley: 
If a person can pay the full amount, like a professor, then they 
shouldn't be allowed to receive a lower price by splitting the 
money evenly. 
Rep Malone: 
The money should be split among everyone. 
Advisor Weathers: · 
The $190 does not cover the entire cost of the trip. Morehead State 
University underwrites part of the trip. There are also some funds 
established in the Foundation that can sponsor a student. 
Rep. Kennedy: 
Where is the $3,000 coming from? 
President Gay: 
The money is coming from the General Fund. The Funding and 
Awards Committee will make the form and make the final 
application process. 
Rep. Stevens: 
If this proposal passes, then you can speiµc with the committee and 
express your feelings. 
VP Sharp: 
The prices are already set and this proposal would make the trip 
more affordable to students directly. 
VP Sharp Call Question and Objection by Rep. Bolton. 
VP Owens makes a friendly amendment: 
Whereas: Money not used in the scholarship application will be moved to 
underwrite the rest of the trip. 
Executive Committee approves. 
Rep. Fisher: 
How many students will use it? 
President Gay: 
Students can apply and ask for whatever amount desired. $3,000 
will be allocated to the Spring Break, Spring Back Trip. 
Rep. Menville: 
Morehead State University underwrites part of the trip and the rest 
of the money will underwrite the trip. 
Advisor Weathers: 
SGA was expected to pay part of the trip. 
Rep. Hughes: 
It takes the Government a long time to pass out their money so 
how will the Funding and Awards Committee govern money? 
Will there be a cap? It seems irresponsible. 
Rep. Stevens: 
The Funding and Awards Committee will be good stewards of the 
money. 
Rep. Watts: 
We have no business to look at financial records. 
VP Sharp: 
If these students take their Spring Break off to work in a disaster 
area, then they deserve the money. 
Rep. Binion: 
We donated $2,000 more last year than we did this year. 
VP Dilley: 
This is a very rough trip for these volunteers. 
Rep. Arnett: 
Agrees that it is a very rough trip, but is unsure about the friendly 
amendment. SGA was not approached to give money to the Spring 
Break, Spring Back trip. 
Rep. Westendorf: 
Does the University Administration have the capability to look 
through the financial status? If so, then could the participants sign 
a waiver? ·· 
Advisor Weathers: 
It was projected that the students write a brief explanation on why 
they need this money. 
Rep. Ash calls question and Rep. Binion seconded. 
Proposal 30 passed. 
Rep Stevens: 
What is the friendly amendment? 
Discussion: 
VP Dilley: 
There will be sixty participants who travel to Gulfport, MS, and 
there won't be any money left over. Everyone should trust the 
committee. 
Advisor Weathers: 
The other money that pays for the trip comes from the Foundation 
and gala funds (private monies). It won't go back to the General 
Fund. 
Rep. Bolton: 
The scholarship will have a deadline. 
Rep. Hughes: 
The money was given to the Foundation so we are giving that 
money back again. 
President Gay: 
She is talking about Proposal 15: Matching Funds ;proposal. If any 
organization gives money to the Foundation, then SGA will match 
it. 
Rep. Kennedy: 
The proposal has been passed, so we need to move on. 
Rep Fisher: 
He was working at Alumni Tower arid the Card Swipe machine 
wouldn't work. 
Advisor Weathers: 
· The card company was at Morehead today. 
Rep. Hughes: 
We need to invite Mr. Hoyng and discuss the Jack of a salad bar 
for this semester. 
President Gay will talk with Mr. Hoyng 
Rep. Ruiz: 
When is the deadline for getting a new roommate? 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick: 
You are only buying part of the room, so there is no deadline. 
Rep. Westendorf: 
Some of Alumni Tower's rooms were moldy and the ceilings were 
wet. Also, the showerheads were not good. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick: 
Fill out an online work order form. 
President Gay delegated that to RHA President, Fitzpatrick. 
Rep. Hughes: 
If you live on then you have to pay a $100 deposit in case your 
room is destroyed. There is a $50 fee for lock replacement, so why • 
isn't the $50 taken out of the $100 deposit? 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick: 
The $100 is a down payment and will be sent back to you only if 
you check out. 
Rep. Spradlin: 
Is there a backup on work order fonns? 
President Gay: 
Take up individual issues after the meeting with him. 
Rep. Ash: 
The crosswalks are harder to cross because it is very slippery, 
especially where the ditches are and water builds up near Baird. 
VP Cotton: 
Putting down salt can only do so much. 
Rep. Watts: 
When they repaint next time, ·they could add gravel. 
Rep. Garrett: 
Can freshmen students, room with non-freshmen students? 
Advisor Koett: · 
It is not preferred, but if they want to they need to speak with the 
housing office. 
Rep. Hughes: 
Has the parking problem behind Wilson and Regents Hall been 
taken fixed? 
Advisor Weathers: 
Some spots were moved after Thanksgiving. 
Rep. Whitehead: 
You have to keep ample amount of A/H spaces as well. 
Rep. Westendorf: 
There were approximately 30 open spaces in that parking lot. 
Rep. Michael: 
He has no problems finding a spot and ifthere was a problem, then 
he would park in the overflow and take a bus over. 
Rep. Watts moved to table this issue and Rep. Spradlin objects. 
Rep. Spradlin: 
Could they assign parking numbers? 
President Gay: 
If people had a ticket, then there would be, at times, spots open. 
Then other people would park in that same spot. 
VP Sharp moved to go to announcements and seconded by Rep. Menville 
Passed 
Announcements 
Friday, January 26, 2007, SGA Spring Retreat from 4:30-8:30 in 301 ADUC 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen Up Legislators from 10:00-3:00 in ADUC 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education, beginning at 1 :00 pm 
in Frankfort, KY. · 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Spradlin, seconded by Rep. Malone. 
Passed 
Meeting ended @ 6: 17 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· 5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Jan.24,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 




Suspended Business- Neil Arnett, Civic Engagement Week 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




"The old saying that "success breeds success" has something to it. It's that feeling of confidence 
that can banish negativity and procrastination and get you going the right way.· 




Proposal 31- Congress Member Appointment 
Proposal 32- SGA SPAN Funding 
Proposal 33- Listen-Up Legislators Funding 

















5:15/7:30 p.m. MSU Basketball v. South East Missouri 
4:30 - 830 p.m. SGA Spring Retreat 
8 p.m. Blessid Union of Souls 
10 am -3 p.m. Listen-Up Legislators 
1 p.m. Rally for Higher Education 











SGA Congress Appointment 
There is an Area 2 Representative position on the SGA Congress 
vacant; 
LaBrina Tolliver has met the requirements of being an Area 2 
Representative on SGA Congress and has expressed an interest in 
obtaining the vacant position; 
President Gay has appointed Ms. Tolliver to the 
position; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of 
the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment of the 










The Public Relations Committee is responsible for promoting arid 
publicizing information affiliated with SGA; 
The PR Committee recognizes the need for a consistent source for 
students to have access to SGA activities; 
SGA SP AN provides a consistent source for students to have 
access to SGA meetings from the comfort of their residence halls; 
Three capable students have expressed interest to the PR 
committee to perform the task; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article IV, Section 2B 
of the SGA Bylaws, approve the spending ofup to $700 from the 
PR Committee budget to fund an SGA work-study position to 
conduct the processes involved in producing SGA SPAN. 
Respectfully submitted, 






Listen Up Legislators 
Civic Engagement week is February Sth-91\ 
The success of the "listen-up legislators" event is dependent upon a 
high volume of student participation; 
Incentives stimulate increased student participation; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article IV, Section 2B 
of the SGA Bylaws, approve the spending ofup to $300 from the 





Campus Involvement Committee 
Prizes: 
1. Netflix Subscription for 6 mo. (2 at a time-unliniited), $89.99 
2. Ipod Shuffle (240 songs), $79.99 
3. $50 Gift Card 
SGAl/24/07 
Proposal .034 
Rally for Higher Education 
Student Government is sponsoring the Rally for Higher Education 
on February 7, 2007; 
Transportation is needed for students from campus to Frankfort, 
KY for the rally in the form of2 charter buses in order to transport 
all the students that are projected to attend; 
Student Government is also paying for the cost of food and drink 
for Morehead State students at the Rally; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA Congress approve the expenditure of $2200 from the 
General Fund to provide transportation and lunch for the students 
attending the Rally for Higher Education. 
· Respectfully submitted, 
Executive Committee 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-24-07 




- Civic Engagement Week (Feb. 5-9) 
- Rally for Higher Education and Listen Up Legislators are the main 
events. 
- US Congress cut $12.7 Billion from student loans. 
o Causes higher interest rates. 
- Urges SGA Representatives to speak with other students and 
Legislators. 
November was a turnaround because of voting (There is a bill to cut 
student interest rates in half 
- Ninety-six percent ofMSU students receive financial aid. 
- Fed. Pell Grants will not increase but tuition will. 
- Tuition will increase by 8.3%. 
- Higher increase in Higher Education Funding in many years. 
- Main focus is $27 Million for Housing and Recreational Center 
o Agency Bond Authority was cut by Gov. Fletcher last year. 
- Support 2006 House Bill 75. 
o Rep. Damron is the author of the Bill. 
- Register for the Rally for Higher Education on SGA Website. 
President Gay 
- This is the biggest event for SGA. 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hughes, seconded by Rep. Spradlin. 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Friday, January 26, 2007, is the SGA Spring Retreat. 
SGA needs to improve from last year. 
All Vice Chairs need to give VP Cotton minutes. 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Finalize Listen Up Legislators at the meeting at 6:00 pm. 
Civic Engagement week begins February 5, 2007. 
CI Committee will work on Financial Awareness Campaign as well as 
Environmental Awareness Week. 
Public Relations 
Rep. John Spaulding is the new Vice Chair. 
Going to publicize the Civic Engagement Week. 
Got a design for SGA T-shirts 
Blue with white writing 
Funding and Awards 
Working on Student of the Month, Senior of the Month, and Faculty of the 
Month awards. Also working on the Proposal of the Spring Break, 
Spring Back Scholarship. There are a lot of criteria and Rep. 
Fisher is working on the application. They will be ready next 
Monday and F&A Committee will have a table in ADUC next 
week. 
Physical Improvement 
Eagle Lake Trail Grant is almost done and unsure of forum. Starting to 
pursue a Recycle Bin Project. Will also work on Wheelchair 
Awareness Campaign. 
Student Life 
Will be working with Physical Improvement Committee on Recycle Bin 
and Handicap Awareness Campaign. Rep. Pennington is the 
liaison for Recycle Bin Project and Rep. Ward is the liaison for 
Handicap Awareness Campaign. 
VP Cotton 
Wants everyone to help promote the Rally. 
The Spring Retreat will be this Friday, January 26, 2007, beginning at 
4:30 on the third floor of ADUC. After the Retreat, there will be 
bowling at the Bowling Lanes in the Laughlin Building. 
Rep. Miller 
Will there be cosmic bowling? 
VP Cotton . 
He is going to check on that detail and others at the end of this meeting. 
Rep. Bolton 
Heard that the Recreational Center will be over Eagle Lake 
Rep.Hughes 
Going to come up with an idea that makes sense 
President Gay 
Hold questions until after the Officers Report 
VP Harmon 
Nine new people at this meeting and encourages everyone to register and 
go to the Rally. Four Proposals 
VP Sharp 
The general fund has $6,086.75. 
Funding Request Form will be passed out at the retreat. 
VP Dilley 
Wanting people to sign up for the Civic Engagement Week Informational 
Table. There will be a laptop to register for the Rally for Higher 
Education. 
VP Owens 
Civic Engagement Week is February 5-9, 2007. 
Monday, February 5, 2007 
Listen Up Legislators 
One of the proposals is for Door Prizes for this event 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007 
Main day for Voter Registration 
Got "Rock the Vote" logo 
Head of the State will be shown 7:00 in Button Auditorium 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007 
Rally for Higher Education 
Wants RHA to pass out door hangers to everyone who lives 
on-campus Rally by hanging them on the doors 
RHA, Rep. Hockenberry 
For the "Beat EKlY' Game, RHA is sponsoring a banner contest 
Winner of the banner will receive $100 cash prize 
SAC President, Stewart 
Blessid Union of Souls will be in concert in Historic Button Auditorium 
on January 29, 2007. 
It will be a free concert starting at 8:00 pm. Doors open at 7:00 pm., and 
only the first 1,200 people will be allowed in. 
Rep. Hughes correctly named a Blessed Union of Souls song and received 
at-shirt. 
There will be an autograph session before the concert, and The BIRD will 
interview Blessid Union of Souls before the concert. 
The lead singer will sing the National Anthem at the Men's Basketball 
game versus EKU. 
"Beat EKlY' t-shirts will be passed out at the game versus Eastern 
Kentucky University. The shirts are yellow with blue writing. The 
guy's game will be televised on WKYT. 
President Gay 
Thanked everyone who has helped publicized Civic Engagement Week. 
Special thanks to Hockenberry, Hollon, Dilley, Arnett, and 
Westendorf 
Needs to publicize more, especially how to Register for the Rally for 
Higher Education. 
Wrote letter to the Provost and the Provost passed to the entire faculty. 
There are thirteen SGA Representatives who resigned. 
Wants all of the new people to speak with him after the meeting. 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Arnett 
Was the $3,000 from Proposal 30 included in the general fund in VP 
Sharp's report? 
VP Sharp 
It was taken out of the general fund to get to $6,086.75. 
Rep. Bolton 





The Committee Chairs thought it would be more beneficial to only do 
Congress Member of the Month, not of the Week. 
Proposal 31: Congress to Appoint Rep. Tolliver to Area 2 Representative 
Discussion: 
Rep. Westendorf 
Miss Tolliver is excited to be here. 
Rep. Westendorf called question and Rep. Pennington seconded 
Proposal 31 passed. 
Proposal 32: Public Relations Committee spending on SGA SP AN 
Discussion: 
Rep Ash 




What would be the rules if this proposal passed? 
Rep. Hollon 
There would be no official dress code, but you are representing the 
students, so dress according! y. 
Rep. Stevens 
Spending the money on SGA SP AN is a waste of money because 
no one watched it last year. 
Rep. Menville 
Believes the last statement was false because she heard a lot of 
people watched it. The Trailblazer has to work on the paper every 
Wednesday, so it would be very beneficial for them. 
Rep. Westendorf 
PR Committee has to publicize it. It is only $700 and SGA has 
enough money to cover it. 
VP Dilley 
When did the PR Committee, come to an agreement on this 
proposal? The main problem is how the Representatives 
conducted themselves last year. It was bad publicity. 
Rep. Whitehead called question, and Rep. Hughes called objection. 
Rep. Hughes 
The $700 is unnecessary and we invested a lot into The BIRD last 
semester. Students can listen to it. It is a different channel of 
communication. Last semester PR Committee got money from the 
general fund fort-shirts for the basketball game. 
Rep. Fisher 
If the proposal passes, when will be the first meeting to be taped 
and when will it air? 
Rep. Hollon 
It will be taped next week. 
Rep. Fisher 
It should be tabled until next week because VP Dill was unaware 
ofit. 
Rep. Spaulding 
We have the radio station, and SGA SPAN would be another form 
of publicizing SGA We are mature people, so we should act more 
mature. 
VP Owens 
We need to conduct ourselves to the best of our abilities. If all of 
the committee approves, then they do not need to tell the VP. 
Rep. Watts 
The $700 will not cover the cost of a camera and stand. 
President Gay 
Last year, Rep. Omohundro provided all of the materials 
Rep. Watts 
Could a Rep. put it at a comer and let it film it by itself. 
President Gay 
The money was for playback costs. 
Rep. Hollon 
The cameraman will also come to SGA events and do a slideshow 
at the end of the semester. 
Rep. Stevens 
It is a great intention, but there are better ways to publicize. It is 
also a lack of info, so moved to refer back to PR Committee. 
Rep. Fisher seconded. 
Motion to refer Proposal 32 back to Public Relations committee failed 
Rep. Hollon 
Talked with committee and they all supported the Proposal. Will 
also publicize on The BIRD. 
Rep. Arnett 
In the minutes, did they vote on this proposal? Since there was no 
PR meeting before this meeting, then it didn't go through the 
proper channel. 
VP Dilley 
President Gay came to Rep. Hollon. 
Rep. Stevens 
There was no majority vote in the committee meeting, so it cannot 
come to Congress. Discussion should end and Proposal 32 will 
die. 
Rep. Westendorf 
Rep. Hollon can make a friendly amendment. 
Rep. Hollon move to submit Proposal 32, Rep. Westendorf seconded. 
Rep. Hughes called question, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Proposal 3 2 passed. 
Proposal 33: Spending for Listen-Up Legislators 
Discussion: 
Rep.Hockenberry 
Made a friendly amendment. 
President Gay 
It would be better if she made Proposal 35. 
Rep. Stevens called question, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Proposal 3 3 passes. 
Proposal 34: Transportation and Food for Rally for Higher Education 
Discussion: 
Rep.Hughes 
Feels the third Whereas is not correctly written. The Student 
Government will also pay for food and drink. It is more of a 
declarative sentence and should be an inquisitive sentence. 
Rep. Ash called question, objection by Rep. Whitehead 
Rep. Whitehead 
What happens if not all of the money gets spent? 
VP Owens 
The buses already costs $1,700, and we have to pay for food and 
drinks with the extra $500. This is the biggest SGA event of the 
year, and the money is well worth the cost of Transportation and 
Food. 
Rep. Fisher 
Agreed. This is the SGA's big event. 
Rep. Ruiz 
How many people signed up for the Rally? 
VP Harmon 
So far, only 11 have registered. 
Rep. Hughes 
What is the itemized cost of the Proposal? 
President Gay 
$1,700 for Transportation, and the rest for food and drinks. 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Ash. 
Proposal 34 passed. 
Proposal 35: Spending for Movie for Civic Engagement Week 
SGA 1/24/07 
Proposal 035 
Spending for Movie for Civic Engagement Week 
Where As: As a part of Civic Engagement week we would like to show a movie to promote the theme 
of polttics during Civic Engagement week. 
Where As: The movie "Man of the Yea~• would be shown during Tuesday of Civic Engagement week. 
Where As: To show a movie on campus a license is required 
Where As: This would be a way to increase student participation during Civic Engagement week. 
Be tt proposed: That SGA approves the spending of up to $400 from the Campus Involvement Committee 




Rep. Stevens called question, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Proposal 3 S Passes. 
Student Concerns: 
President Gay 
Concerns need to be focused on large groups, not just individual issues. 
VP Sharp 
Commueters want a delay whenever Rowan Co. School System is delayed 
or cancelled due to terrible road conditions or conflicts with getting 
children to school. 
Rep. Hess 
Some professors are not allowing students to have laptops in class. 
President Gay 




VP Harmon is making excellent minutes of SGA Congress 
Rep. Kennedy moved to announcements, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Announcements 
Wednesday, January 24, 2007, MSU Basketball vs. South East Missouri 
5:15&7:30pminAAC 
Friday, January 26, 2007, SGA 2007 Spring Retreat 
4:30-8:30pm in 301 ADUC 
Monday, January 29, 2007, Blessid Union of Souls 
8:00pm in Historic Button Auditorium 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up Legislators 
10:00am - 3 :00 pm in ADUC 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education 
1 :00 pm in Frankfort, KY 
Advisor Weathers 
The girls score at halftime is Morehead 33, SEMU 25 
Rep. Fisher 
Students for Progressive Change meets every Wed. at 9:00 pm in 
ADUC312. 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf; seconded by Rep. Garrett 
Passed 
Meeting ended @ 6: 17 pm 
• 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· 5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Jan.31,2006 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
C_all to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




"Since most of us spend our lives doing ordinary tasks, the most important thing is to carry them out 































10 am-3 pm 
Soul Food Dinner 
BEAT EKU!!! MSU v. EKU 
KARH Begins hosted by MSU RHA 
*Civic Engagement Week* 
Listen-Up .Legislators 
Man of the Year (feat Robin Williams) 















BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA 1/31/07 
Proposal 036 
SGA Congress Appointments 
There are several vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to maintain a full organization; 
The following candidates are qualified and have met the requirements of being 
Congress Members on SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest in obtaining vacant 
positions on SGA; 
Molly Cinquegrani, Area II 
Billy Howard, Area II 
Heather Kettering, Freshman 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the respective 
positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective aforementioned positions. 
, . . 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-31-07 
Meeting started: 5 :02 





Motion to approve by Rep. Whitehead, seconded by Rep. Watts. 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Thanks for everyone who participated in the Spring 2007 SGA Retreat. 
Typed up all of the goals and put them in each of the Committee Chair's 
Mailboxes. 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Civic Engagement Week has been planned and ready to go. 
Working on Financial Aid Awareness Campaign. 
Public Relations 
Interviewed three candi<!ates, but all three were either not qualified or not 
able to make the meetings. 
Passed around Civic Engagement Week Sign-ups and flyers with 
information about Civic Engagement Week. 
Funding and Awards 
Awards 
Already decided on the winners and will present the certificates 
next week. 
Thanks for everyone who helped at the table this week. 
Scholarship 
Need to pub_licize more to student organizations and inform all the 
people who have put down their down payment. 
The online form is on the website. 
Physical Improvement 
Meet next week in 202 ADUC 
Student Life 
Thanked Daimeon for a very successful retreat. 
Appointed Rep. Whitehead to the Academic Affairs Liaison. 
Rep. Ward is working on Handicap Accessibility and Visibility Campaign. 
Rep. Pennington is working on Recycle Campaign. 
Rep. Menville is working on goal three. 
Priority two is goals two and five. 
VP Cotton 
Also working on organizing a Committee for a University Lounge Area 
Rep. Menville 
Anyone interested on being in this committee, let her know. 
VP Cotton 
The goal of this committee is to work on organizing a Recreation Area 
with a game room, and handout lounge like the previous one in ADUC. 
VP Harmon 
Thirty-four people are registered for the Rally. 
One proposal 
The Spring 2007 SGA Retreat was very successful. 
VP Sharp 
The general fund has $3,217.14. 
$3,000 went to the campus giving campaign. 
This means the committees need to spend their budget wisely. 
Funding Request Forms are available in the SGA Office. 
$50 can be approved by VP of Finance without Congress consent. 
$100 can be approved by VP ofFinance without Congress consent 
for Printed Promotional Materials. 
Harry Gum is the Chairman of the Energy Committee 
VP Dilley 
Would like some SGA members to serve on this committee. 
Next meeting is Wednesday, February 7, 2007 from 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Passing out sign-up sheet to work at the Civic Engagement Table in 
ADUC for next Monday and Tuesday. 
VP Owens 
Civic Engagement Week is February 5-9, 2007. 
Monday, February 5, 2007 
Listen Up Legislators 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007 
Main day for Voter Registration 
Head of the State will be shown 7:00 in Button Auditorium 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007 
Rally for Higher Education 
If anyone wants to help, speak with Rep. Hockenberry or VP Owens 
Spoke with Donna King regarding Financial Aid Awareness Campaign. 
If anyone has any ideas, speak with Rep. Hockenberry or VP Owens 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Received Civic Engagement Week literature and passed out to residence 
halls' mailboxes. 
World Largest Duck, Duck, Goose game will be held here sometime this 
semester. 
If anyone has any housing concerns, they need to fill out an online work 
order form. 
RHA will be hosting the State Conference this week. 
SAC President, Stewart 
Thanked everyone who went to the Blessid Union of Souls Concert. 
There were approximately seven hundred people who went to the concert. 
The.Wiz will be at Button Auditorium February 8, 2007. 
Recycled Percussion will have a free concert February 12, 2007 in Button. 
Hitch will be shown along with a dinner on Valentine's Day. 
There will be a Soul Food Dinner tonite. 
President Gay 
Thanked Advisor Stephens and SAC President, Stewart, for the Blessid 
Union of Souls Concert. 
Thanked Rep. Hockenberry and Rep. Hollon for the warm fuzzies. 
BSBP 
Met with CPE this past weekend. 
Rally will be February 7, 2007. 
Thanked everyone who worked at the SGA table today. 
Currently have two buses for the Rally. 
Civic Engagement Week 
Speaking points have been made for Listen-Up, Legislators. 
SGA Members are eligible for the prizes at Listen-Up, Legislators. 
Spoke with Vice Chairs at Retreat 
Receive little acknowledgement and do a lot of work. 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Congress Member of the Month- Mikey Ash 
Worked with Mary Jerde for Eagle Lake Restoration Project. 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Menville 
How many people are needed to break the record for the Duck, Duck, 
Goose Game? 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Unsure 
Advisor Stephens 
When is the deadline for the scholarship applications? 
Rep. Stevens 
February 13, 2007 
Rep. Pennington 
When is the Duck, Duck, Goose Gaine 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Should be in March, but needs people to register when more information 
has been given out. 
President Gay 
When RHA President, Fitzpatrick, has an update, she will let everyone 
know. 
Rep. Arnett 
Registrar Lykins is working on Datatel and it is going live in April. 





Sent sign-up sheet for Listen-Up, Legislators from I 0:00-3 :00 on February 
5, 2007. 
Proposal 36: Appointment of Three Candidates to a position on SGA. 
Discussion: 
President Gay 
Since Billy Howard is not in attendance today, he will be taken out of the 
proposal. 
Candidate Cinquegrani 
Wants to make a difference at Morehead State University and excited to 
be working with everyone else. 
Candidate Kettenring 
Wants to be more active at Morehead State University. 
Rep. Hughes calls question, seconded by Rep, Ash 
Proposal 3 6 passes. 




SGA Congress Appointment 




Be it Proposed: 
It is vital for the success of the organization to maintain a 
full organization; 
The following candidate has expressed an interest in 
obtaining a vacant position on SGA; 
Kami Thornton, Area II 
President Gay has appointed the above mentioned to the 
position; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the appointment 




President Gay made the motion and VP Sharp seconded. 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Fisher 
Proposal 37 Passed. 
Student Concerns: 
Rep.Hughes 
New email has created a system which attachments are not saved in the 
Sent Mail Folder. 
Rep. Arnett 
There is an option to save it at the bottom of the message. 
President Gay delegated it to the Student Life Committee 
Rep. Spradlin 
Steps outside of Baird are slippery. 
Rep. Bolton 
Is the steps outside of Rader going to be fixed? 
Rep. Pennington 
Watched a confrontation inside the library. 
Bad customer service when paid books were thought to be unpaid. 
President Gay delegated it to the Student Life Committee 
Watts 
Will bring up the previous issue at the Library Committee Meeting. 
There is an option to switch to the previous server for a month in regards 
to the attachments issue. 
The elevator in Fields has been broken for a while. 
President Gay delegated it to RHA. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
The previous issue has been looked at in the past. 
President Gay 
RHA will take that issue and get some details. 
Advisor Buck 
Student Concerns is on the Main Page of the Website. 
VP Cotton 
Is the Physical Improvement still meeting in the library? 
Rep.Hughes 
No, it will be in ADUC 202. 
Open Discussion: 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
The record for the largest Duck, Duck, Goose Game is over 500 people. 
Announcements 
Wednesday, January 31, 2007, Soul Food Dinner beginning at 5:30 in the Crager 
Room. 
Thursday, January 1, 2007, MSU versus EKU starting at 5:15 and 8:00 in the 
AAC. 
Friday, February 02, 2007, KARH at 7:00 pm in Button 
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT WEEK 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up, Legislators from 10:00-3:00 in ADUC. 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007, Man of the Year beginning at 7:00 pm in Button. 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education from 8:00-4:00 in 
Frankfort, KY. 
Thursday, February 8, 2007, Voter Registration from 10:00-3:00 in ADUC. 
Motion to Adjourn made by Rep. Whitehead, seconded by Rep. Garrett. 
Meeting ended at 5:43 pm. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, February 07, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes - Jan. 31, 2007 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





The four basic premises of communication are clarity, brevity, simplicity, and humanity. 









TH Feb. 8 10 am - 3 pm Voter Registration 





Proposal 8Sil' O 3'cl 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
The responsibility of the public relations 
committee is to publicize SGA in a positive and 
professional manner; 
It is vital for congress members of SGA to 
maintain a visual appearance on campus; 
It is important to display the accomplishments 
that SGA has made on the behalf of the students 
of Morehead State University; 
SGA t-shirts will aid students 
in their ability io identify the 
members of SGA Congress; 
The reverse of the SGA t-shirt 
will contain a list of the SGA 
accomplishments; 
That th_e SGA Congress, approve the spending of 
up to $300 from the PR Committee budget to 
purchase 50 SGA I-shirts. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Public Relations Committee 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
2-7-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Binion, Bolton, Fisher, Garrett, Gray, Hughes 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: 
Moved to after the Officer's Reports 
Approval ofMinutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Murphy 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
The Rally for Higher Education was a great success. 
Executive Branch sign-ups are going to begin starting next Monday. 
Start forming the Executive Branch Election Committee. 
Need five people to sign up for this committee. 
Anyone wanting to run needs to sign up in the Student Activities 
Office. 
City Council will be next week, so if anyone has any comments, then let 
him know. 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Civic Engagement Week has been a success, so far. 
Twenty people signed up for Listen-Up, Legislators 
Thirty-eight people registered to vote. 
"Man of the Year" was cancelled due to extreme weather circumstances. 
Voter Registration will occur tomorrow. 
We are donating money for the Rally for Life, but will have to fundraise 
and will also need support from everyone. 
Public Relations 
Passed out flyers for Civic Engagement Week. 
The Rally for Higher Education occurred today even with the harsh 
weather. 
Will start up the newsletter today. 
Funding and Awards 
Spring Break, Spring Back Scholarships are still available. 
Deadline is next Monday. 
The application is also online. 
Presentation of Student of the Month, Senior of the Month, and "Flying 
High" Faculty/Staff of the Month will be presented today. 
Physical Improvement 
Working on a board for SGA. 
The deadline for the grant has been moved back to March 15. 
Student Life 
Rep. Pennington is working on the Recycling Campaign. 
Rep. Ward received a list for the building and the location of these 
Handicap Accessible Entrances. 
After these finding are discovered, then they will be moved to the Physical 
Improvement Committee. 
Working on Student Communication Survey as well as Emergency 
Preparedness Campaign. 
Made signs for the Rally for Higher Education. 
VP Cotton 
Also working on organizing a Committee for a University Lounge Area 
AdHoc 
Anyone interested on being in the Committee for a University Lounge 
Area, let her know. 
VP Cotton 
Election Committee will be receiving a lot of e-mails. 
Need to discuss the rules next week. 
VP Harmon 
Rally was a great success. 
One proposal 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $4,217 .14. 
The increase funding was due to the removal of a bus for the Rally for 
Higher Education. 
The amount will be more accurate next week. 
Welcome Phi Sigma Pi today while they are watching how a meeting 
should work. 
To·make meetings run smoother, passing out Student Concern Cards. 
If anyone has a concern, they will fill it out and give it to Advisor 
Weathers. 
These concerns will be passed to the appropriate committee. 
If anyone has a Funding Request, they need to attach a receipt with the 
form. 
VP Dilley 
Rep. Hollon covered everything. 
VP Owens 
Since the movie was cancelled, will call Swank tomorrow to see if we can 
get a replacement or try to get our money back. 
Rep. Hockenberry covered everything else. 
Needs a lot of people to work at the Voter Registration tomorrow. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
KARR was a huge success this past weekend. 
Thank Advisor Koett for giving the welcoming speech. 
If anyone has any housing concerns, speak to her. 
Duck, Duck, Goose World Record 
Waiting for a person from Guiness World Book of Records. 
Expected to be held this March. 
The record is a little over 500. 
SAC President, Stewart 
The Wiz will be shown tomorrow in ADUC at 5:30. 
Everyone will receive a photo puzzle for coming to this event. 
Recycled Percussion is this Monday at 8:00 in Button Auditorium. 
Some people will receive a voucher for a free drink for next 
week's game. 




Advisor Buck worked on correcting the Constitution to make it 
clear and concise. 
Changing the Constitution is a drawn out process and could take 
several weeks. 
Civic Engagement Week 
Excellent Success 
Thirty-seven students and three faculty members went on the Rally 
for Higher Education. 
Best Rally he has gone to. 
Meant a lot to him for all of these people to travel through the 
snow to go to Frankfort, KY. 
Thanks to: 
Rep. Arnett for making the signs. 
VP Owens for working on the signs, banner, and 
everything else. 
Rep. Spradlin for bringing the DVD. 
VP Harmon for helping with lunch. 
All of the Congress members who went to lirankfort. 
Spoke with five legislators and they asked President Gay if the e-
mails sent to the Legislators during Listen-Up, Legislators 
were meaningful. 
Listen-Up, Legislators really works. 
The Rally had immediate reaction. 
Rep. Damron spoke at the Rally and filed a bill regarding 
agency bonding authority in the House of 
Representatives. 
Each University could build useful buildings if the bill 
becomes a law. 
Governor Ernie Fletcher appeared as well. 
President Gay felt proud for all of the support. 
Welcomed Phi Sigma Pi. 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Questions on Reports: 
None · 
Suspended Business: 




Senior of the Month was unavailable to be here today 
Vanessa Miles 
"Flying High" Faculty/Staff of the Month 
Dr. Michael Hale 
Unavailable due to a busy schedule. 
Student of the Month 
Kyle Yarawsky will receive a $25.00 gift certificate from 
the Bookstore. 
Kyle is a: 
Sophomore, Biology Major 
Secretary and Philanthropy Chair of Delta Tau 
Delta 
Delta Tau Delta representative to the IFC 
Went to Spring Break, Spring Back last year. 
Works with Big Brothers, Big Sisters, Habitat for 
Humanity, Relay for Higher Education, and 
is a volunteer worker for the EMT. 
Has over 3 .0 GP A and works very hard. 
New Business: 
Proposal 38: Funding for SGA t-shirts 
Discussion 
VP Sharp 
Public Relation's Budget is $1,190.54 
Rep. Watts calls question, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 





Be it Proposed: 
SGA2/7/07 
Proposal 039 
Dance Marathon Funding 
According to the SGA Bylaws, Article I, Section I, Sub-
Section A, the Mission Statement of the Campus 
Involvement Committee is "to develop and manage civic 
engagement efforts, educational programming, and 
participation in the campus community."; 
The present budget of the Campus Involvement Committee 
is $3,151.66; 
Dance Marathon is the largest student-run philanthropy at 
Morehead State University that raises funds for Children's 
Miracle Network at the Kentucky Children's Hospital; 
The proposed.amount to donate of$500.00 will go directly 
to Dance Marathon, taking place April 13, 2007 from 6:00 
pm-12:00 am; 
That the Student Government Association allocate $500.00 
from the Campus Involvement Committee budget to 
support Dance Marathon, the Kentucky Children's 
Hospital, and Children's Miracle Network. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christopher Westendorf 
Campus Involvement Vice Chair 
Motion to second Proposal 39 by Rep. Hockenberry 
Rep. Miller called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Proposal 3 9 passed. 
Open Discussion: 
Rep. Hockenberry 
No one has signed up tomorrow between 10:00-11:00 
Rep. Watts 
Met with the library director this past week regarding the Library 
Confrontation. 
The staff members who were in the confrontation were spoken to. 
A letter of apology was sent to the student. 
RHA President, Ftizpatrick made a motion to move to announcements, seconded 
by Rep. Whitehead. 
Announcements 
"The Wiz" Thursday, February 08, 2007 shown in ADUC at 5:30 
Thursday, February 8, 2007, Voter Registration from 10:00-3 :00 in ADUC. 
Monday, February 12, 2007, Recycled Percussion 8:00 in Button 
Tuesday, February 13, 2007, Eagle Basketball v. Jacksonville St., 7:00 in AAC 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Malone, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Passed 
Meeting ended @ 5:34 pm 
Morehead State University S~dent G·ovemment Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Feb.·14, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





Happy Valentine's Day 
Right now you are one choice away from a new beginning - one that leads you toward becoming the fullest 




Proposal 40-Congress Appointments 





. Student Court 
Executive Branch- VP Campus Inv, PR, Academic Success 
The VP for Academic Success is the academic officer of the Student Government Association. 
The purpose of this posttion is to serve as an advocate for academic excellence and to be 
committed to student success. The major duties of the VP for Academic Affairs shall include: 
1. To serve as a student representative in academic program review, methods of 
instructional delivery evaluation, and assessment of student learning outcomes 
2. To advocate for maintaining high academic standards that prepare students for entrance 
into the workforce or graduate school 
3. To serve as a student Government liaison with leadership in faculty senate, academic 
















8:40 a.m. & 2:30 p.m. 
9:50 a.m. & 3:30 p.m. 
10 a.m. -2 p.m. 
Valentine's Day "Dinner and a Movie" Hitch 
MSU Basketball vs. SAMFORD (Hogs & Dogs) 
Dr. Karla Hughes Provost Candidate Forum 
Dr. Ken Holland Provost Candidate Forum 

















BE IT PROPSED: 
SGA2/14/07 
Proposal 041 
SGA Congress Appointments 
There are several vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to maintain a ful,l organization; 
The following candidates are qualified and have met the requirements of being 
Congress Members on SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest in obtaining vacant 
positions on SGA; 
Maggie Croswell, Senior 
Eric Fisher, Graduate 
Dwight Kevin Andrews, Commuter 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the respective 
positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointments of the aforementioned students to the 




The Executive Committee 
Funding for Methodist Student Center 
The Methodist Student Center is sponsoring a concert featuring the band Our 
Hearts Hero on February 26 in Button Auditorium. 
The Methodist Student Center has petitioned S.G.A to co-sponsor this event by 
allocating $500. 
This event is free of charge and open to the entire student-body. 
The total cost of hosting this event is $1000 and the Methodist Student Center is 
putting forward the remaining $500. 
The Methodist Student Center has agreed to publicize the event as co-sponsored 
by the Student Government Association. 
That the Student Government Association allocate $500.00 from the Funding 
and Awards Committee Budget to help cover the total cost of this event. 
Respectfully Submitted, 












BE IT PROPSED: 
SGAl/14/07 
Proposal 041 
SGA Congress Appointments 
There are several vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organiz.ation to maintain a full organization; 
The following candidates are qualified and have met the requirements of being 
Congress Members on s.GA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest in obtaining vacant 
positions on. SGA; 
Maggie Croswell, Senior 
Eric Fisher, Graduate 
Dwight Kevin Ancjrews, Commuter 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the respective 
positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointments of the aforementioned students to the 




The Executive Committee 
Funding for Methodist Student Center 
The Methodist Student Center is sponsoring a concert featuring the band Our 
Hearts Hero on February 26 in Button Auditorium. 
The Methodist Student Center has petitioned S.G.A to co-sponsor this event by 
allocating $500. ' 
This event is free of charge and open to the entire student body. 
The total cost of hosting this event is $1000 and the Methodist Student Center is 
putting forward the remaining $500. 
The Methodist Student Center has agreed to publicize the event as co-sponsored 
by the Student Government Association. 
That the Student Government Association allocate $500.00 from the Funding 
and Awards Committee Budget to help cover the total cost of this event 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
2-14-07 
Meeting started: 5:02 




Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by VP Sharp, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
City Council Meeting 
Wal-Mart Supercenter 
Construction will begin June or July and be open Christmas 
6-Plex Movie Cinema 
Construction will begin in a few months and be open in 
August 
Might have a bowling alley 
Local Public Transportation 
The Mayor said there will be a bus stop at Laughlin 
Executive Branch Elections 
Rules will be finalized next Monday, and a proposal will be made 
for the next SGA Meeting 
Rep. Miller is the Election Commissioner 
Responsible for delegating people to set up a table to vote, 
and put "Vote Today'' signs out on campus. 
Executive Branch Elections 
Anyone can sign up from now until February 22, 2007. 
People can sign up in the Student Activities Office or Student 
Government Office 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Civic Engagement Week 
Prizes from drawings 
!POD - Heather Butt 
$50 Bookstore Gift card - Sarah Flynn 
Movie Gift Cards - Stephanie Willis 
Cindy Fettener 
Brittany Hackworth 
Environmental Awareness Week 
March 26, 2007 - April 6, 2007 
Raise money for Relay for Life 
Financial Aid Awareness Campaign 
Table with a projector next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in 
·ADuc 
Will have F ASF A forms 
Will also pass out bookmarks 
Public Relations 
Passed out article assignments and are due today 
Jenny Hornbuckle will make Frisbees and SGA will pass them out 
Funding and Awards 
One proposal from Methodist Student Center 
Awarded all $3,000 for Spring Break, Spring Back Scholarship 
Over 25 students received a scholarship. 
Physical Improvement 
Working on Make a Difference Week 
Also working on recycle bins for Environmental Awareness Week 
Student Life 
Rep. Pennington is working on Recycle Awareness Campaign 
Rep. Ward is working on Handicap Awareness Campaign 
Rep. Menville is working on Student Lounge Committee 
Working on Emergency Policy Awareness Campaign 
Going to put a chapter in MSU 101 Textbook 
Moving to Office 2007 
College of Business and Education will be affected because the 
professors are not planning on switching to 2007 anytime soon 
Wants everyone to attend Provost Forum 
Election 
Rep. Miller is the Election Commissioner 
Candidates will be allowed to use facebook and yard signs 
VP Cotton 
Stop Light 
State Decision and the City has mentioned that problem to the State 
VP Harmon 
Working on the updating the website 
Two proposals 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $4,347.79. 
Any concerns, please fill them out and give to Advisor Weathers 
VP Dilley 
Working on getting SGA Sign 
Working on Publicity ideas for Environmental Awareness Week 
VP Owens 
Financial Aid Awareness Campaign 
Table will be out next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 
Important to have two people working each hour 
Financial Aid Counselors will be there all four hours 
Donna King is excited SGA is working on this Campaign 
Problem is people don't fill F ASF A on time 
If everyone fills it out in time, it is smoother in the fall 
If anyone is working, they need to be very professional 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Duck, Duck, Goose 
March 26 or 29 
West Mignon 24 Hour Forum February 19, 2007 at 7:00 pm 
RHA Yard Sale week before Spring Break 
Justin May is Mr. Morehead Candidate 
SAC President, Stewart 
Mr. Morehead will raise money for Dance Marathon 
Thanks for everyone who went to Recycled Percussion 
Hitch will be shown tonight at 8:00 with a Spaghetti Supper before the 
movie at Button Drill Room 
President Gay 
Mr.Morehead 
Got information from SAC President, Stewart 
Three part in this competition 
Sports Wear, Talent, and Evening Wear 
Who wants to be nominated? 
Rep. Stevens 
Rep. Spaulding and he accepts 
Rep. Bolton 
President Gay and he declines 
Rep. Spaulding 
Rep. Stevens and he accepts 
Rep. Arnett 
VP Owens and he accepts 
VP Sharp 
VP Cotton and he declines 
Rep. Bolton 
VP Hannon and he declines 
Rep .. Pennington 
Rep. Arnett and he declines 
MSU Foundation 
VP of Development will come to the meeting showing what the 
Foundation does. 
Andrews wrote a letter to Congress thanking everyone who 
supported the proposal 
Representative Blevins thanked everyone who went to the Rally 
SGA Congress Representative Openings 
Junior, Senior, Non-Traditional, Cosmopolitan Club, College of 
Business 
Thanked everyone who helped find people for these positions 
SGA Constitution Review 
Discussion will be held today 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Bolton 
What about Rep. Fisher 




Proposal 40: Congress Member Appointment 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Rep. Fisher resigned from the Commuter Rep. and accepted to be 
the Graduate Student Rep. 
Candidate Croswell 
SGA has done a lot and she went to the meeting last week and is 
interested 
Rep. Fisher 
You all know he is qualified 
Candidate Andrews 
Very interested in SGA and wants the opportunity to be involved 
Rep. Westendorf calls question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Proposal 40 passes 
Proposal 41, Funding for Methodist Student Center 
Discussion 
VP Owens 
We sponsored MSC last year, and turnout was bad. How are they 
planning to change to get people there? 
Rep. Stevens 
MSC is planning on publicizing on campus 
The flyers will say SGA sponsored this event 
Rep. Bolton 
How many people will Button hold? 
Rep. Stevens 
Assume the number of 1,200 people 
Rep. Bolton 
Isn't there a rule stating SGA cannot fund a religious organization? 
VP Weathers 
SGA can sponsor any recognized student organization 
Rep. Miller 
Some of the members went to Morehead and Marshall and others 
live in this area. 
Turnout shouldn't be a problem 
Rep. Menville calls question, seconded by Rep. Yartz 




We are open to changes as long as they are rational 
The main topics are 
Classification Positions 
Greek 
Housing and Commuter 
Classification 
Rep. Stevens 
The recommendation is to change 15 -18 Representatives 
Change to four representatives in each classification and 2 
for Graduate Representatives 
This was the intent of the Legislative Committee 
Seems trouble to fill out upper class positions 
President Gay 
Residence Hall 
There are currently 4 areas 
Area 1, 2, 3, Family Housing 
Remove Family Housing Rep. because there is no 
recognized Family Housing Rep. 
Change to 5 At-large Representatives 
VP Sharp 
Since some Residence Halls will go offiine, it will be better to 
make 5 At-large positions, which will include University Farm 
Next Constitutional Review, the Executive Officers can change 
back to Areas. 
Rep. Bolton 
Wouldn't that be unfair ifthere are 5 representatives from one 
Residence Hall? 
Advisor Weathers 
We didn't have RHA when Areas were created 
These At-Large positions will represent the Student Body 
VP Sharp 
It would be less hassle than to reorganize each year 
Rep. Westendorf 
Will it be At-Large Representatives or At-Large Housing Rep.? 
President Gay 
At-Large Housing Rep. 
President Gay 
Commuter Representatives 
Change 3 Reps. to 5 Reps. 
There are 6000 Students at Morehead State Main Campus 
2,500 On-Campus Residents 
3,500 Commuter Students 
BSC, Cosmopolitan Club, Non-Traditional 
Add to the end of each line "when recognized by and in 
good standing with Morehead State University." 
There is a Cosmopolitan Club, but no BSC. 
5 years ago, there was a BSC, but no Cosmopolitan Club. 
This would give flexibility. 
Greek Representative 
Rep. Bolton 
Change 1 Greek Representative to "l IFC Fraternity 
representative, 1 Panhellenic Sorority 
representative, and 1 Pan-Hellenic NPHC 
representative" 
Why is there a change? 
VP Owens 
There is over 900 Greeks and one person cannot represent all 
Greeks 
Rep.Hughes 
Doesn't one council cover all three organizations? 
VP Sharp 
MPHC is governed by one council 
IFC, Panhellenic, Pan-Hellenic have different concerns 
President Gay 
BSC, Cosmopolitan Club, etc. are umbrella organizations 
These three organizations are also umbrella organizations 
Rep. Arnett 
This is the same recommendation as last year 
Fraternity, Sorority, and MPHC are very different 
These three entities have different concerns 
Rep. Menville 
Ifwe open up these positions, then we might leave open positions 
on Congress. 
Greeks are more apt to be involved 
It is unnecessary to have more spots 
VP Sharp 
It is difficult to represent 3 different organizations 
VP Owens 
It is difficult for one person to represent all three organizations 
It would be easier for one person to represent each constituency 
Rep. Bolton 
85% of the rest are not represented 
Are there 3 members from each of these organizations? 
President Gay 
No, only one representative for each organization. 
VP Cotton 
MPHC doesn't meet with SGA 
SGA is not representing the entire student body 
It is unfair to represent some of the student body, and not all. 
Rep. Stevens 
We are not going to vote today, so please be patient. 
Rep. Quackenbush 
Understand non-Greeks problem with Greek life 
Greeks are very involved 
It would be great if a Fraternity or Sorority could collaborate on an 
issue 
Huge student turnout 
Rep. Croswell 
Couldn't some members represent dual organizations? 
Rep. Pennington 
Won't it be hard to get a Greek Rep.? 
VP Dilley 
Most fraternities and sororities require members to participate in 
other organizations. 
We will have Greek Representatives next year. 
President Gay 
Student Court 
Uncontroversial, just some typed mistakes 
Executive Branch 
Looked at VP of Campus Involvement and Public Relations 
Plarming on reorganizing to alleviate tension 
Possibly of hiring a non-voting director 
VP Hannon 
Looked at other SGA's across the country and most have Directors 
Appointed members who do not vote 
Most SGA's had a Director of Publicity. 
VP Owens 
VP of Campus Involvement does the same thing as CI Committee 
VP of Public Relations does the same thing as PR Committee 
People who do PR will do more than flyers 
Brandon Omohundro did an excellent job last year. 
This Director position will be a work study position that the 
Executive Branch Appoints. 
VP Dilley 
We are planning to take VP of PR and change to Director of PR 
President Gay 
Everyone who wins the election will still serve next year 
Week before the Rally, BSBP met with the CPE 
CPE determines what is appropriate rate to increase tuition 
BSBP met with CPE Chair, and he asked 3 questions 
1. What is purpose ofUniversity? 
a. To educate students 
2. How much can we make a difference in the tuition rate? 
a. Feels like a lot, but wrong 
3. What does SGA do to prepare people to get an 
education? 
Visions SGA to move into that position 
Wants to work with the new Provost 




What is your talent? 
Rep. Fisher 
Five minute step 
Rep. Stevens 
Sing and play guitar 
Rep. Spalding 





VP Owens, Rep. Stevens, tie for first 
Rep. Fisher, third 
Rep. Spalding, fourth 
Final 
VP Owens, first 
Rep. Stevens, second 
Motion to move to announcements by RHA President, seconded by Rep. Kennedy 
Announcements 
Wednesday, February 14, 2007, Valentine's Day "Dinner and a Movie" Hitch in 
Button, beginning at 8:00 pm 
Thursday, February 15, 2007, MSU Basketball v. Samford (Hogs & Dogs) in 
AAC, beginning at 5: 15 pm 
Friday, February 16, 2007, Dr. Karla Hughes Provost Candidate Forum in Riggle 
Room, beginning at 8:40 am and 2:30 pm 
Friday, February 16, 2007, Progressive Bowling in Laughlin, beginning at 5:00 
Monday, February 19, 2007, Dr. Ken Holland Provost Candidate Forum in Crager 
Room, beginning at 9:50 am and 3:30 pm 
Monday, February 19, 2007 - Wednesday, February 21, 2007, Financial Aid 
Awareness Week in ADUC, beginning at 10:00 am 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Kennedy 
Meeting ended @ 6: 12 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Feb. 21, 2007 -
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





We should be taught not to wait for inspiration to start a thing. Action always generates 
inspiration. Inspiration seldom generates action. -Frank Tibolt 
Old Business 
Proposals 42, 43, 44 Constitutional Amendments 
Open · 
New Business 
Proposal 45 ·Election Rules for Bylaws 







Proposal Olli 0'-13 









BE IT PROPOSED: 
The Morehead State University changes and SGA redefines itself to better serve 
the needs of the students, Constitutional Review becomes necessary; 
The SGA Executive members have accepted guidance from the previous 
Constitutional Review Committee, Congress Members, and University Officials; 
The following changes wou_ld occur: 
I. Remove the Vice President for Public Relations 
2, Remove the Vice President for Campus Involvement 
3. Add the Vice President for Academic Success; 
The removal of the Vice President for Public Relation is iotenaed to elimioate 
the overlap ofresponsibilities between the respective Vice President, the 
members of the Public Relations committee and the chair of the Public Relations 
Committee. 
The removal of the Vice President for Campus Involvement is iotended to 
elimioate the overlap of responsibilities between the respective Vice President, 
the members of the Campus Involvement committee and the chair of the 
Campus Involvement Committee. 
The addition of the Vice President for Academic Success is iotended to iosure 
that MSU students are receiving the education necessary to be placed ioto a 
career or graduate school after graduation. 
The following text would be added to Article IV of the SGA Constitution: 
"The VP for Academic Success is the academic officer of the Student 
Government Association that will service as an advocate for academic 
excellence and be committed to student success. 
The major duties of the VP for Academic Affairs shall ioclude: 
I. To serve as a student representative io a_cademic program review, methods of 
iostructional delivery evaluation, and assessment of student learning outcomes 
2. To advocate for maiotaioiog high standards that prepare students for entrance 
ioto the workforce or graduate school 
3. To serve as a Student Government liaison with leadership in faculty senate, 
academic affairs, academic and career services, and enrollment services" 
Each reference to the "Executive Committee" shall be changed to the 
"Executive Branch" for the purpose of clarification. 
That SGA Congress approve the aforementioned changes and other mioor 
grammatical adjustments to Article IV of the Executive Branch of SGA 
Constitution. 
Respectfully snbmitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA2/21/07 
Proposal 6lllJ o<i4 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
The Morehead State University changes and SGA redefines itself to better serve 
the needs of the students, Constitutional Review becomes necessary; 
The SGA Executive member.; have accepted guidance from the previous 
Constitutional Review Committee, Congress Members, and University Officials; 
The following changes would occur: 
I. Replace current classification representatives with 4 freshman, 4 
sophomore, 4 junior, 4 senior, and 2 graduate representatives 
2. Replace housing area representatives with 5 "University Housing" at-large 
representatives 
3. Change commuter representatives to a total of 5 representatives 
4. Change current I greek representative to I IFC fraternity representative, I 
Panhellenic sorority representative, and I Pan-Hellenic NPHC 
representative 
5. All "umbrella" student organization representatives will be elected "when 
[the organization is] recognized by and in good standing with Morehead 
State University · 
That SGA Congress approve the aforementioned changes and any minor 
grammatical adjustments Article V - The Student Congress of SGA 
Constitution. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
( 
SGA2/21/07 
Proposal 8lli 0'15 








BE IT PROPOSED: 
The Morehead State University changes and SGA redefines itself to better serve 
the needs of the students, Constitutional Review becomes necessary; 
The SGA Executive members have accepted guidance from the previous 
Constitutional Review Committee, Congress Members, and University Officials; 
The following changes would occur: 
I. Ac;ld "Toe.swmnons must be delivered at le~ 24 hours before the date of 
appearance" 
2. Change that court officers must have a minimum of30 credit hours (not 27) 
3. Add ''respectively" after "opening statements from prosecution and defense 
counsels" 
4. Add that the under the Enumerated Rights of the Defendant that "These 
rights shall be enumerated in the writ of sununons." 
5. Add that the defendant "has the right to testify in his/her own defense" 
6. Remove statements of"unless otherwise stated in this constitution" 
7. Each reference to the "Executive Committee" shall be changed to the 
"Executive Branch" for the purpose of clarification. 
That SGA Congress approve the aforementioned changes and any minor 
grammatical adjustments to Article VI - The Student Court and other Articles of 
the SGA Constitution. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Student Government Association 2/21/07 
Proposal It& C'-t(, 
Bylaws: Election Rules 
SGA needs established rules for all elections pertaining to the organiz.ation; 
Rules need to be established to ensure a fair election for all candidates; 
The Election Committee bas come up with a slate of rules for all elections; 
That the SGA Congress ratify Article V Sections A-F as an amendment to the 
SGABylaws 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Election Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
2-21-07 
Meeting started: 5:02 




Motion to approve by VP Spradlin, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: 
Motion to move to Old Business made by VP Sharp, seconded by RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Motion passed 
Old Business 
Proposal 42, Amending the Executive Branch 
Discussion 
Rep. Stevens 
Just for clarification, do Constitutional Amendments require 2/3 's 
of a vote to be passed? 
President Gay 
That is correct 
Rep. Watts 
There are a couple of errors. 
President Gay 
1. Sixth Whereas, change insure to ensure 
2. Is the new position VP for Academic Success or 
Academic Affairs? 
It will be called VP for Academic Success 
VP Sharp called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Motion for hand count, made by VP Owens, seconded by Rep. Pennington 
Proposal 42 passed, 29 in favor, I in opposition 
Proposal 43, Amending the Student Congress 
Discussion 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick, called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 43 passed, 28 in favor, 3 in opposition 
Proposal 44, Amending the Student Court and other Articles 
Discussion 
Rep. Whitehead 
Were the changes to the Constitution sent out? 
VP Harmon 
I e-mailed them to everyone 
Rep. Spalding 
Shouldn't these Judicial Officers have more than 30 credit hours at 
Morehead? 
VP Owens 
This rule was to make sure these officers had the status of a 
Sophomore. A few years ago, 27 credit hours were considered 
Sophomore status. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick, called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Proposal 44 passed, 34 in favor, 0 in opposition 
New Business 
Proposal 45, Election Rules 
Discussion 
Rep. Miller 
The rules are almost the same as last year 
The only changes are to add in Section C, sub-section 8, ( and yard 
signs. 
These changes were approved by the Election Committee 
RHA President called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Proposal 45 passed 





Student Government Association 2/21/2007 
Proposal 047 
Relay for Life 
According to the SGA Bylaws in Article I Section I, Subsection 
A, the mission statement of the .Campus Involvement Committee is 
"to develop and manage civic engagement efforts, educational 
programming, and participation in the community, 
The present budget of the Campus Involvement Committee is 
$2,505.66, 
With the funding of$400.00 towards Relay for Life, SGA may 
show their support of the efforts and causes of Relay for Life 
The funding of$400.00 would benefit the struggle to cure cancer 
in all of its forms, 
Be It Proposed: 
Discussion 
That $400.00 be allocated from the Campus Involvement 
Committee budget as a generous donation to the Relay for Life. 
Rep. Westendorf 
The money will come from the Campus Involvement Committee 
Budget 
Anyone interested to sign up for the Relay for Life should sing the 
sign-up sheet 
VP Cotton called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Motion 46 passed 




Public Relation and Elections Committee will speak to MSU 101 classes 
to show them how to vote 
Candidates sign-up will close Thursday, February 22, 2007 at 4:00 pm 
Candidates meeting will be Thursday, February 22, 2007 at 5:00 pm 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Pass out sign-up sheet 
Thanks to everyone who worked at Financial Aid Awareness Campaign 
Working on Environmental Awareness Week 
Public Relations 
Talked to Rep. Miller about publicizing Executive Branch Elections 
Rep. Woodrum made promotional advertisements 
Will also promote the elections on Stall Notes 
Articles for the Newsletterwere due today 
Working on banner 
Funding and Awards 
Chemistry Club and National Broadcasting Society want money from 
Funding an Awards Committee 
These are going to postponed so there will be more effective proposals 
There will be a table in ADUC to sign up for Faculty of the Month, Senior 
of the Month, and Student of the Month 
Physical Improvement 
Working on Make a Difference Week 
Each committee member has an assignment 
Student Life 
Rep. Ward has completed ADA visibility handicap signs concern 
Rep. Pennington is about done with Recycle Bin Project 
Rep. Kettenring is going to help with bulletin board goal 
Election 
Candidates can begin to campaign right after the meeting 
AdHoc 
Rep. Westendorf is the Vice Chair 
Contacted all ten members to bring their schedules 
VP Harmon 
. Working on roster and website 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $4,347.79. 
If anyone needs funding under $50.00 or $100.00 for promotional 
activities, then they need to fill funding sheets 
VP Dilley 
PR Committee is going to buy Yard Signs which say ''Event Today'' 
Also going to make a banner which says what SGA does for the students 
VP Owens 
Financial Aid Awareness Campaign was very positive 
Counselors were very appreciative of what SGA did 
Bookmarks came in.today and wants RHA to help pass them out 
Toni Hobbs created an advertisement to put in the Trailblazer 
Jami Hornbuckle will fund 50 poster with the ad. 
The last day to file the F AFSA is March 15 
Environmental Awareness Week 
Earth Day Committee is working on Earth Day Clean Up, Trash 
Pickup, and Cigarette Butt Pick Up 
Earth Day Committee wants SGA to spread the word 
Environmental Awareness Week is in the calendar 
Campus Involvement Committee is working on Clear Cutting 
Debate 
Some debaters will be from Lumber companies, Kentucky 
Heartwood, and Kentucky Department ofForestry 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Housing Concerns Committee is working on compiling a survey 
Programming Committee is working on RHA Week 
Monday, April 9, 2007, Freeze Tag 
Tuesday, April l 0, 2007, RHA will pass out Ice Cream 
SAC 
Wednesday, April 11, 2007, Nap 
Thursday, April 12, 2007, Water Balloon Fight 




Members of SGA asked questions about sfudent concerns 
Financial Aid Awareness Campaign 
Thanked everyone who worked 
10-12 students forgot that they need to fill out the F AFSA 
Gay Quote of the Week 




What is the timeline for Relay for Life? 
Rep. Hockenberry 
7:00 pm - 2:00 am in Wetherby Gym 
President Gay 
It is a great opportunity 
Rep. Hughes 
At the Committee Chairs meeting, discussed weather plan for the 
University. Prestonsburg campus was closed. Should urge the University 
to set guidelines. 
President Gay delegated it to Rep. Arnett 
VP Dilley 
There are a lot of people who spilled their drinks, so their should be lids 
by the soda machine. 
Rep. Ward 
Steve Hoyng said students put food in the cups and only paid for drinks. 
VP Sharp 
Since the salad bat is gone, then there shouldn't be as much food stolen 
Rep. Westendorf 
There was a survey which found that 76% preferred grab and go salads 
President Gay 
Will speak to Steve to see if he will come and speak at a Congress 
meeting. 
VP of Development will come to next week's meeting showing what the 
Foundation does and who has used the SGA money for the matching funds 
campaign. 
Rep.Harlow 
Jackie Scott is in charge to speak with professors if commuters cannot 
come to class due to weather. 
President Gay 
Will Rep. Harlow, the new Non-Traditional Eagle Society Member, 
discuss why she is the new member for SGA 
Rep. Harlow 
Been gone for a while and very excited to be here 
VP Owens made a motion to move to announcements, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Motion passed 
Announcements 
Wednesday, February 21, 2007, Grill Cheese Dinner at 7:00 in the Newman 
Center 
Wednesday, February 21, 2007, Bake Sale by Leadership Class in Fields Hall 
VP Sharp · 
Executive Branch sign-ups are due tomorrow at 4:00 
Rep. Ash 
The architects will come to Morehead to host a forum to design the new 
recreational center March 13 
Rep. Spradlin 
Dance Concert this Thursday - Saturday in Breckinridge Hall 
Rep. Westendorf 
Anyone interested in joining the Ad Hoc Committee, please give your 
schedule to him 
Motion to adjourn by VP Owens, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Meeting ended @ 5:42 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,Feb.28,2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 




Suspended Business- VP for Development Barbara Ender 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




Those who bring sunshine into the lives of others, cannot keep it from themselves. 




Proposal 048- Funding for MSU Film Series 
Proposal 049- Funding for SAACS 
Proposal 050- Funding for BCM Free Pancakes Week 
Open 
Discussion 














6 p.m. - 2 a.m. Marga-Relay-ville for Life 
10 a.m.-1 p.m. Job Fair 
10:30a.m.-2 p.m. Paper Rock Scissors Tournament 
3:30 p.m. Recreation Center Forum 
8 p.m. "DUI: A Powerful Lesson·- Mark Sterner 







Whereas: The Student Government Association is charged with being the advocate and 
voice of the students at Morehead State University. 
Whereas: Favorable student perception of our organization is critical to the efficacy and 
usefulness ofS.G.A. 
Whereas: Students.at Morehead State have expressed concern and disapproval with the 
absence of adequate awareness of S.G.A executive officer sign ups. 
Whereas: The Student Government Association of Morehead State is perpetuated and 
maintained by healthy democratic election processes with a high degree of competition. 
Whereas: It is in the best interest of our organization and'the students of Morehead State 
to support the aforementioned ideals. 
Whereas: The nature of this proposal is conducive and compliant to the tenants and· 
statutes of the Student Government Association Constitution. 
Be it Proposed: 
A. The Student Government Association Executive Elections be postponed and 
election sign-ups be re-opened using the following schedule: 
Sign-ups: March 1-8. 
Candidate Meeting: Thursday March 8th• 
Campaigning Begins: March 8th following the candidates meeting and continues 
through the primary and general elections. · 
Primary Election: March 27. · 
General Election: April 3. 
B. A comprehensive election sign-up awareness campaign will be administered by 
the Student Government Association. To include: print announcements, web 
· advertising, and a sign-up table in ADUC. 
Respecifully Submitted, 
Thomas Stevens 
Morehead State University SGA 
February 28, 2007 
Proposal 048 
Fonding for MSU Film Series 
WHEREAS: The National Broadcasting Society is hosting the "48 Hour Film 
Challenge." 
WHEREAS: "The 48 Hour Film Challenge" is an event in which Morehead 
State University students are given 48 hours to produce short films 
which are then viewed and judged. 
WHEREAS: On April 2nd the National Broadcasting Society is hosting an event 
to showcase the films at the University Cinema in Morehead 
WHEREAS: The National Broadcasting Society incurs multiple costs by 
sponsoring this event including theatre rental, advertising, and the 
costs of awards presented. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to the entire student body and 
attracted more than 325 MSU students last year. 
WHEREAS: The National Broadcasting Society along with the MSU Film 
Series Committee has agreed to publicize this event as S.G.A 
sponsored. 
BE IT PROPSED: That the Student Government Association allocate $425.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to the National 
Broadcasting Society to co-sponsor the "48 Hour Film Challenge". 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee · 
\ 
Morehead State University SGA 
February 28, 2007 
Proposal 049 
Funding for SAACS 
WHEREAS: MSU students .involved in the Student Affiliates of the American 
Chemical Society will be attending the National American 
Chemical Society meeting on March 24-27 in Chicago, IL. 
WHEREAS: The NACS meeting is an international forum which allows 
students to network with field professionals and publicize 
Morehead State University's chemistry department. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of the trip is over $3,000 of which the SAACS has 
raised $1,500. 
WHEREAS: The SAACS has planned a presentation upon their return from the 
NACS meeting to highlight their experience and findings. 
WHEREAS: The SAACS has petitioned S.G.A. to help fund their trip. 
BE IT PROPSED: That S.G.A. allocate $300 from the Funding and Awards 
Committee budget to assist the SAACS in paying for hotel 
accommodations with the stipulation that any unused funds are 
returned back to student government. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Morehead State University SGA 
February 28, 2007 
Proposal 050 
Funding for DCM Free Pancakes Week 
WHEREAS: Baptist Collegiate l\1inistries (formerly known as Baptist Student 
Union) is hosting "Pancakes Week'' during MSU finals week. 
WHEREAS: This event is open to the entire student body and typically serves 
free pancakes to between 500 and 1,000 students every semester. 
WHEREAS: Baptist Collegiate lMinistries has petitioned the Student 
Government Association to co-sponsor this event. 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association has traditionally assisted in 
sponsoring this event. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this event is $1000, of which the BCM is able to 
pay$500. 
BE IT PROPSED: That the Student Government Association allocate $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee budget to co0sponsor the 
Baptist Collegiate l\1inistries "Free Pancakes Week". 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
2-28-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Sharp 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: 
VP ofDevelopment, Barbara Ender 
MSU Foundation 
Always welcome the opportunity to increase awareness 
It is a non-affiliated organization 
The location is the Palmer House 
. It was created in 1987 
At first the amount of assets was $25,000,000 
Now the amount of assets is $31,000,000 
5% of the assets are unrestricted funds 
400 accounts are ran by the Foundation 
There are over 200 scholarships 
The Foundation is governed by 25 Board of Governors 
Philosophy · 
To preserve the endowments while providing a predictable 
and sustainable amount of money to run the program. 
Last year, there was $500,000 in scholarships 
This year, there is $700,000 in scholarships 
Some of these monies are not awarded. 
The Foundation tells investors who receives the scholarships each 
year. 
The Foundation seeks funds from Corporations and other 
Foundations 
The most important investors are the alumni 
SGA's impact is huge to double the amount of moneys of investors 
There is a wide variety of support from donors for the SGA 
Matching Fund. Some of the donors give their money to: 
I. Morehead State Public Radio 
2. Funding for Progress 
3. Adult Learning Center 
4. Matthew Ballard Scholarship 
5. etc. 
SGA doubles the amount an investor gives 
This reinforces giving 
I 0% of the alumni give money to MSU 
It is vital that MSU receives money to MSU 
VP Cotton 
Who and how are umestricted funds given out? 
Guest Ender 
There are few umestricted funds. 
We work with Emollment Services to distribute the money. 
These proposals have to be approved by the Board of Governors. 
The amount of umestricted funds has decreased in the past years. 
President Gay 
What can students do to give back to the Foundation? 
Guest Ender 
Work on capital campaign, which is private dollars for priority 
issues. The Student Government Association can sign papers 
which will be sent out to young alumni. We hope these alumni 
begin giving early. 
Rep. Harlow 
Couldn't student work on events? 
Guest Ender 
This is a very good idea. Creating awareness is a wonderf41 idea. 
Advisor Stephens 
The Sigma Phi Epsilon Scholarship was created by alumni. 
$20,000 was raised in 2-3 months because students called alumni. 
Guest Ender 
Students do phone-a-thons. This helps students work on their 
communication skills. 
President Gay 
Now I will introduce Dr. Irons 
Guest Irons 
I am the Advisor for the Morehead College against Cancer 
Funded an endowment 
Is a cancer survivor 
Encourages everyone to attend tomorrow's Relay for Life 
Advisor Stephens will speak at the Relay 
The. theme is Marga-relay-ville for Life 
Rep. Stevens made a motion to move to Old Business, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Motion Passed 
Old Business 
Amendment to Proposal 45: Postponement of SGA Executive Branch Elections 
Rep. Stevens 
SGA is the Government for and by the students 
It is the ethical and right thing to do 
This proposal is the removal of Proposal 45 
Seconded by Rep. Malone 
Discussion 
Rep.Watts 
Could someone please name the current candidates? 
VP Cotton 
President - Brian N. Gay 
Executive Vice President - Neil Arnett and Thomas Stevens 
Vice President for Administration - Michael Harmon 
Vice President for Finance .:... Mikey Ash, Justin Kennedy, and John 
Spalding 
Vice President for Campus Involvement - Katie Hockenberry 
Vice President for Public Relations - Rebecca Hollon 
Rep. Spalding 
Since the elections are open to the student body, it is the best 
interest for SGA to postpone the elections. Most of the Student 
Body was unaware of the sign-ups. 
Rep. Menville 
It is unfair for anyone to sign-up late 
Rep. Ash 
The candidates who have already signed up will have to change 
their campaign materials. 
Rep. Hughes 
Anyone who signs up early will have a short leg in campaigning 
If the candidate is willing to serve the student body, they should 
understand that they have to put in a lot of time, money, and effort. 
It is unjustified for the Student Body to not be aware of signing up. 
The officers should be elected, not appointed. 
VP Owens 
This is a great proposal. SGA did an awful job at publicizing the 
sign-ups. Last year was the best election ever. This year has been 
the worst. This will create a fair and unbiased election. 
Rep. Pennington 
The candidates can change the necessary information by using a 
marker, if necessary. 
Rep. Kennedy 
Do the campaign materials, which are already up, need to be taken 
down? 
Rep. Miller 
Yes, and the candidates can put up these materials once we have 
the candidates meeting. 
Rep. Fisher 
This is our chance to correct and change what we failed to do. 
VP Dilley moved to end discussion, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Motion passed 
VP Dilley called question, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Amendment passed 
New Business 
Proposal 48: Funding for MSU Film Series 
Discussion . 
Rep. Whitehead made a motion to end discussion, seconded by Rep. Miller 
Motion Passed 
Rep. Bolton called discussion, seconded by Rep. Watts 
Proposal 48 Passed 
Proposal 49: Funding for SAACS 
Discussion 
Rep. Hughes 
What is the budget of the Funding and Awards Committee? 
Rep. Stevens 
With the approval of Proposal 48 and this one, our budget will be 
approximately $3,300 
Rep. Hughes 
How many people will benefit? 
Rep. Stevens 
Unsure, but we have the Advisor of this group. 
Advisor of SAACS 
Nine people are going to the convention, and four people are 
presenting. 25-30 people are registered members. 
Rep.Ward 
These members work hard on experiments. This will look good 
that SGA sponsored SAACS 
Rep. Miller moves to end discussion, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Motion Passed 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Pennington 
Proposal 49 Passed 
Proposal 50: Funding for BCM 
Discussion 
Rep. Westendorf moved to end discussion, seconded by Rep. Kenndy 
Motion Passed 
Rep. Whitehead called question, seconded by Rep. Fisher 
Proposal 50 Passed 




Motion to approve by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Kennedy 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
SGA Banquet is May 2 from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Committee Chairs Meeting is March 12, 2007 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Working on Environmental Awareness Campaign 
Also working on ideas for next semester 
If anyone is going to Relay for Life, please speak with Rep. Hockenberry 
after the meeting. 
Public Relations 
Will meet with Toni Hobbs to work on banner. 
Also working on Student Discount Cards 
Passing around sign-up sheet to work table for Executive Branch Sign-Ups 
Funding and Awards 
· Already passed three Proposals 
Thanked everyone who worked table and the presentation of awards will 
be next week. · 
Physical Improvement 
Worked on Eagle Lake Grant 
Discussed Make a Difference Week 
Rep. Ash and Rep. Binion presented information on Recreational Center 
Student Life 
Recycling Project is almost completed. 
Rep. Kettenring is working on bulletin boards 
Rep, Menville and Rep. Westendorf is in charge of Lounge Committee 
Election 
Hopes a lot of people sign-up to work the table 
. All candidates who have campaign materials_ needs to take them down. 
· If anyone is interested to be on Election's Committee please !ether know 
AdHoc 
Meetings schedule is almost completed and is waiting on one more 
schedule.' There are currently seven members. 
Rep. Hughes 
Can a person serve on more than one committee? 
VP Cotton 
Talk to him after the meeting 
Rep. Menville 
Do we have to get the entire set of cards we pass out back? 
Rep. Miller 
The candidates need to take down all stationery material. 
VP Dilley 
Can people fund campaign and be on Election's Committee? 
VP Cotton 
This would be a conflict of interest and would be unfair. You should 
speak with him after the meeting. 
Rep. Stevens 
What day should this stationery material be taken down by? 
Rep. Miller 
It should be taken down by at least next Monday, March 5, 2007. 
VP Harmon 
There are 4 proposals which have been passed and currently working on 
the SGA.website. 
VP Sharp . 
The budget is $3,817.82. 
Committees should give her a heads up on Funding Proposals. 
VP Dilley 
The Recycled Frisbees are in 
Working on Promoting the Executive Branch Election and Recreational 
Center Forum 
VP Owens 
Met with Earth Day Committee 
Will report to Congress once the final plans have been developed 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Some events 
Thursday, March 15 - Ice Cream Social outside ADUC 
RHAWeek . 
Monday, April 9 - Freeze Tag at Laughlin Lawn beginning 
at 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, April IO - Nap Time at Fields Lawn from 12:00 -
4:00p.m. 
Wednesday, April 11 - RA Appreciation Day inside 
ADUC from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 12 - Water Balloon Day at Laughlin Lawn 
from 4:00- 6:00 pm. 
Friday, April 13 - Soda Pop Day Outside ADUC from 
12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
Flag Football April 17-18 from 8:00-11:00 p.m. 
Duck, Duck, Goose Game May 2 beginning at 6:30 p.m. 
Football field and needs over 500 people 
We can only play 10-15 minutes 
SAC President, Stewart 
Paper, Rock, Scissors Tournament next Tuesday - Thursday_ 
From 10:30- 2:00 p.m. 
President Gay 
The cost is $3.00 
If you win the first game, you will receive your money back 
If you win any other games, then you will win a dollar 
We will also have a champion of the day 
We will also have Split the Pot for some of the games 
Thanked1everyone who participated in testing out Datatel yesterday. 
The Job Fair is coming up as well as the Recreational Center .Forum 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Rep. Ruiz is in the hospital for surgery, so passed out a get well card so 
everyone could sign it 
Dr. Karla Hughes is the new Provost 
Has a lot if energy and is very charismatic 
Received her BS and MS in Nutrition from Kansas State 
University · 
Received her Ph.D. in Agriculture from the University of 
Tennessee 
She is currently the Dean of Human Ecology at East Carolina 
University 
Relay for Life 
If anyone is going to this event, please wear your SGA or a 
Morehead State shirt. We also need to nominate a person for the 
Womanless Beauty Pageant 
Rep. Garrett nominated President Gay, and he accepts 
· VP Dilley nominated Rep. Arnett, and he declines 
Rep. Garrett nominated VP Owens, and he accepts 
VP Dilley-nominated Rep. Yartz, and he declines 
Rep. Hollon nominated Associate Member, Pflug, and he accepts 
Results 
President Gay - 4 
VPOwens-5 
Associate Member Pflug - 21 
There will also be a silent auction and Chi Omega Bake sale 
Is anyone interested in serving drinks? 
President Gay delegated it to VP Owens 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Garrett 
The SGA Banquet is the same day and time as the Duck, Duck, Goose 
Game 
Rep. Hockenberry · 
We can show up to be counted as a member at 6:30, and then go back to 
the banquet. 
Rep. Ash 
Are the SGA t-shirts in? 
President Gay delegated it to Rep. Hollon 
Rep. Miller 
All of the candidates need to meet with her after the meeting. 
Discussion: 
Rep.Ash 
We need to publicize the Recreational Center Forum as a Roundtable 
President Gay delegated it to the Public Relations Committee 
Announcements 
Thursday, March I, Marga-Relay-ville for Life 6:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. in 
Weatherby Gym 
Tuesday, March 6, MSU Job Fair 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m: in the Crager Room 
Tuesday, March 6 -Thursday March 8, Paper Rock Scissors Tournament from 
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. in ADUC Lobby 
Tuesday, March 13, Recreational Center Forum beginning at 3 :30 p.m. in ADUC 
Lobby 
Tuesday, March 13, "DUI: A Powerful Lesson" - Mark Sterner beginning at 8:00 
p.m. in Button Auditorium 
Thursday, March I - Thursday, March 8, Execut_jve Branch Sign-Ups at ADUC 
Table, SGA Office, Student Activities Office, and online 
Thursday, March 8, Candidates Meeting at 5:00 in Riggle Room 
Tuesday, March 27, Primary Election online from 6:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 3, General Election online from 6:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
VP Cotton 
Election Committee Meeting next Tuesday at 6:00 
Rep. Murphy 
Pi Kappa Phi "No Limits Week" 
Penny Wars next Week 
Monday is Bowling 
Tuesday is Empathy Dinner in Button Drill Room 
Wednesday is Super Hero Dance in <:;rager Room 
Thursday is Talent Show 
Rep. Stephens 
Put Pop Tabs in cup on table 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Watts, seconded by VP Owens 
Meeting ended@6:19 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, March 7, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 




SGA Monthly Award Recipients 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration _ 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 









Proposal 051- Congress Appointments 
Proposal 052- Physics Club Funding 
Proposal 053- Candidates Debate 
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Discussion 
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SAFT Women's Day Poetry Reading 
Recreation Center Forum 
Mocktails w/ SGA 
"DUI: A Powerful Lesson"- Mark Sterner 
Allee lri Wonderland 
FAFSA Priority Deadline 
Spring Break Spring Back 
ADUC Lobby 
ADUCLobby 



















There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to maintain a full OJganization; 
The following candidates have met the qualifications of being Congress 
Members on SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest in obtaining vacant 
positions OD SGA; 
Jessica Valentine, College of Business Representative 
Jeremy Pflug, Senior Representative 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the respective 
positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointments of the aforementioned !!!udents to the 




The Executive Branch 
Funding for Philosophy Club Speaker 
The Philosophy Club is bringing Dr. G. Michael Watkins, Professor of 
Philosophy at Auburn University to MSU to give a public lecture on the reality 
of color. 
This event is open to the entire student body. 
The total cost of hosting this event is $816. 
The Philosophy Club has petitioned SGA to cosponsor this event 
That the Student Gove111IDent Association allocate $200.00 from the Funding 
and Awards Committee budget to co-sponsor the Philosophy Club's public 
lecture. 
Respectfully Submitted, 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA3/07/07 
Proposal 053 
Executive Election Candidates Debate 
The Election Conunittee unanimously decided to host a Candidates Debate for 
all Executive Candidates that make it passed the primary election to participate, 
The Student Government Association has historically provided an arena for 
candidates to engage in such an event, 
The debate will give the general student population a chance to 
come and interact with each candidate, 
A debate is designed for participants to acknowledge statements made by their 
opponent and to articulate a response based on his/her own perspective on a 
given issue, 
D6 of the adopted-SGA Election rules and procedures provides that "no 
candidate may name or in any way refer to his/her opponent or other person 
affiliated with an opponent in any campaign materials or events," 
That the SGA Congress approves the Election Committee's decision to host a 
Candidates Debate that is considered separate from all campaigning and 
therefore exempt from rule D.6 of the Student Government Association Election 
Rules and Procedures. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Election Committee 
( 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
3-7-07 
Meeting started: 5:02 




Thanks for everyone who helped worked the table 
All of the award winners need to come forward to take a picture 
Senior of the Month 
Chris Preece 
Chemistry Club's VP 
Chemistry Major 
Honor's Program • 
On the Dean's list 
Student.of the Month 
Kim Jackson 
Elementary Education Major 
Volunteers at Big Brother, Big Sister 
Order of Omega 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Delta Zeta 
MSU Alumni Ambassadors 
Panhellenic member 
On the Dean's list 
"Flying High" Faculty/ Staff Member of the Month 
Dr. Emma Perkins 
Associate Professor of Art 
Incredible willingness to work outside office hours 
Not only distinguishable educator, but a good friend 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Westendort: seconded by Rep. ~tehead 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship . 
Four scholarships will be awarded 
Needs to make a committee 
4 Executive Branch Committee, 4 Funding and Awards 
Members, and 4 At-Large Members 
Passed around sign-up sheet 
SGA Mailboxes 
Mailboxes are full 
Mailboxes should be used only to receive mail, not store mail 
Recreational Center Forum 
March 13, 2007, 3:30 p.m. in ADUC Lobby 
Mocktails 
March 13, 2007, 6:00 p.m. in Button Drill Room 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Environmental Awareness Month 
Working on finalizing the logging forum 
Public Relations 
Sign made for Executive Branch Candidate's Sign-ups and Recreational 
Center Forum 
Met with Toni Hobbs to create banner for SGA 
Funding and Awards 
Promoting Student of the Month, Senior of the Month, and "Flying High'' 
Faculty/ Staff of the Month 
The application for student organization's funding is now on the website 
Physical Improvement 
Discussed the two goals which were given at the Retreat 
Recycling Bin Project and Bulletin Board Project 
. Student Life 
Delegated two student concerns and these reports should be done by next 
. week 
Associate Rep. Slone received information regarding the snow policy 
regulations 
The snow policy regulations will be on the website soon 
Election 
Candidate's Meeting this Thursday at 5:00 in the Riggle Room 
Have a proposal today 
. The members of the committee received new duties 
Discussed spacing in banners outside of Allie Young 
VP Cotton 
If you want to be a member of the Scholarship Committee, you can not fill 
out the scholarship 
VP Harmon 
Working on the new fonns for the website 
Three proposals 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $3,779.90 
Funding and Awards Committee Budget is $2,725 
Cpmmittee Chairs need to let her know prior to the meetings if they have and 
proposals this week 
VP Dilley 
Rep.'Hollon covered most of the infonnation 
Also working on flyers for the Recreation Center 
VP Owens 
There is no update from the Earth Day Committee 
Mocktails will be this Tuesday at 6:00 in Button Drill Room 
Ifwe participate in this event, then we need to come up with a them~ and a. 
flavor of punch · 
If anyone is interested in helping, then they can come to the Campus 
Involvement Committee Meeting after the Congress meeting 
Passed sign-up sheet around 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Also doing mocktails thi.s Tuesday 
Walking through Residence Hall Rooms 
Discussing the issue with vandalism 
Come up with a cost of repairing these problems 
Duck, Duck, Goose will be May 2 
RHA Week April 9-13 
SAC President, Stewart 
Also doing mocktails 
President Gay 
Recreational Center Forum 
Urges everyone to come to this event March 13, 2007 at 3 :30 p.m. 
The building designer will be there to hear what the students want in 
the Recreational Center 
Bring a friend 
Job Fair 
There were 53 companies and Graduate Programs at the Fair 
Open House 
Anyone interested in helping out needs to be at ADUC Saturday at 
8:30am 
Advisor Stephens 
You can volunteer for anything at the open house 
SGA, Spring Break, Spring Back 
You would be selling MSU to 500 prospective students 
Largest amount of students ever at this Open House 
You would be helping with parking and greeting people 
You can wear your SGA shirt 
President Gay 
5 00 students is a lot of students, but a lot of fun 
Preserving Eagle Trail Golf Course 
President Andrews is wanting to preserve the golf course 
March 13, 2007 is also Founder's Day 
Eagle Lake Trail Grant is almost completed 
Thanks to Rep. Hughes, Rep. Ash, Mary Jerde, Advisor Weathers and 
Advisor Stephens 
Will hopefully get state dollars 
Housekeeping with Congress Members, Committee Chairs, and Executive Officers 
Hit the problem straight on and talk to VP Cotton or any of the Advisors 
Congress Member of the Month 
Freshmen 
One of the quietest members at the first of the year . 
Leader of a difficult task 
Rep.Miller 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Challenge all of the members to come up with ideas for Congress and 
complete _these tasks 
Help fulfill SGA' s purpose 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Westendorf 
Ad Hoc Committee 
Rep. Menville 
They will meet tomorrow at 5:00 in the SGA office for an idea session 
Rep. Watts 
Could you give details for the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
VP Cotton 
MSUStudent 
2.5 GPA on 4.0 scale 
Be involved with extracurricular activities 
Participate in community service activities 
Two letters of recommendations 
Have unofficial transcripts · 
Any SGA member can apply unless if they are on the Scholarship Committee 
Rep.Harlow 
How many times will this committee meet? 
VP Cotton 
Only one time 
President Gay 
Here is more information regarding the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Larry Stephenson was a previous SGA Advisor 
Recognized scholars 
SGA receives interest off of an endowment 
Each scholarship will be about $1,500 - $2,000 
VP Cotton 
Applications will also be online 
President Gay 
This is a very competitive scholarship, so it will take as long as it is 




Proposal 51: Candidate Appointments 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Will strike Candidate Pflug from the proposal so he can speak on his 
behalf 
Candidate Valentine . 
Lives near President Gay 
Read SGA materials 
Wants to be involved 
Want to get things done 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Watts 
Proposal 5 I passes · 
Proposal 52: Funding for Philosophy Club 
Discussion 
Rep. Ash 
Is it Philosophy Club or Physics Club 
President Gay 
Philosophy Club . 
Rep.Hughes 
Will the Philosophy Club go ahead if not awarded the money today? 
Rep. Stevens 
Yes they will 
Rep. Miller called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 52 passes 
Proposal 53: Executive Candidates Debate 
Discussion 
Rep. Westendorf 
Will there be anything different from this debate than last year's debate? 
VP Cotton 
Last year, the debate was more of a forum 
This debate will not be governed by Article V, Section 4, Sub-Section F 
Candidates can make comments on opponent's comments 
Election Committee came up with the rules and regulations 
Rep. Ash 
When will this debate occur? 
VP Cotton 
March 28, 2007, beginning at 6:30 p.m. in ADUC Lobby 
Rep. Fisher 
Do you have the rules for this debate? 
VP Cotton 
The Elections Committee will have two questions for each position 
Each caµdidate can speak on each question for 2 minutes 
The opponent can make comments on their comment for one minute 
Then their will be student questions 
Rep. Miller 
There will be 3 student questions and 2 Election Committee questions 
Rep. Fisher · _ _ 
Can the candidate state the opponent's name? 
VP Cotton 
They can say their opponent's name as Jong as they do not defame them 
Rep. Watts 
Will students be able to ask questions? 
VP Cotton 
Yes ' 
Rep. Watts . 




It is a good idea as long as the candidates act in a professional matter 
Rep. Hughes calls question, seconded by Rep. Stevens 




Mark Sterner will talk about experiences with alcohol 
Advisor Stephens · 
Mark Sterner was on Spring Break a few years ago 
He was the driver of a vehicle and was in a wreck which killed three of 
his Fraternity Brothers 
Will bring a video which show up to the minute of the wreck 
Will talk about the repercussions ofDriving under the influence 
Will talk about responsible drinking, DUI 
President Gay 
Do we want to participate in this event? 
Rep.Malone 
Does Mark Sterner support these mocktails? 
Advisor Stephens · · 
Yes he does 
Rep. Watts 
Did he speak last year? 
Advisor Stephens 
Yes 
Recreational Center Forum 
President Gay 
March 13, 2007 at 3 :30 p.m. in ADUC Lobby 
Advisor Weathers 
The designers want to discuss what we want them to include in the 
Recreational Center 
Rep. Watts 
Have they came up when it will be built? 
Advisor Weathers 
Not yet 
Safety Task Force 
Advisor Weathers 
Governor Fletcher organized a Campus Safety Task Force 
Joe Cline is a member of the task force 
The task force will go to different parts of the Commonwealth in March 
The task force is not meeting at Morehead 
The most convenient spot is March 15, 2007 at NKU from 7:00-9:00 
They will also visit U ofL on March 20, 2007 
This will be an opportunity to voice your concerns 
President Gay 
If anyone is interested, please talk to Advisor Weathers 
VP Cotton · 
Will Rep. Valentine please speak to him after the meeting? 
VP Sharp 
SGA members should not do homework or sleep 
When someone is speaking, please do not talk to your neighbor 
·we need to conduct ourselves in a professional matter · 
President Gay 
Thanked everyone who got people to sign up people for Congress 
There are four spots left 
· Junior, 2 Senior, Cosmopolitan Club 
Announcements 
Thursday, March 8, SAFT Women's Day Poetry Reading beginning at 4:30 in 
ADUCLobby 
Tuesday, March 13, Recreational Center Forum beginning at 3:30 in ADUC Lobby 
Tuesday, March 13, Mocktails with SGA beginning at 6:00 in "j3utton Drill Room 
Tuesday, March 13, "DUI: A Powerful Lesson" with Mark Sterner beginning at 
7:00 in Button Auditorium 
Tuesday, March 13-Thursday, March 15, Alice in Wonderland in Breckinridge 
Theatre 
Thursday, March 15, F ASFA Priority Deadline 
Monday, March 19 - Friday, March 23, Spring Break, Spring Back in Louisville, 
KY and Gulfport, MS 
VP Sharp 
KD Shamrocks- helping Preventing Child Abuse Members 
Saturday, March 10, Shamrock-a-thon beginning 1:00-8:00 in 
VP Cotton 
Weatherby Gym 
Monday, March 12, Lucky Date Auction on the 4th Floor of Reed Hall 
Tuesday, March 13, TNL at BCM 342 
Wednesday, March 14, Annual Classic Dude 
Monday, March 12, Alpha Phi Alpha hosting "A Dialogue Among Men" 
Issues surrounding men 
Rader Hall 103 at 6:00 p.m. 
Rep. Murphy . 
No Limits Week 
Tonight there is a dance at Button Drill Room at 6:00 
Tomorrow there is a talent show at 6:00 · 
Advisor Stephens 
Saturday, March 10, is MSU Open House 
Need help 
Rep.Hockenberry 
Thanked everyone who helped with Relay for Life 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Meeting ended@5:53 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, March 14, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
·AGENDA 




Steve Hoyng, Aramark - Zoca 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
· VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 































6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
6:30p.m. 
6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
KO Classic Dude 
Alice in Wonderland 
FAFSA Priority Deadline 
Spring Break Spring Back 
.Executive Officer Primary Election 
Executive Officer Debate 








Morehead State University SGA 
March 14, 2007 
Proposal54 
Funding for ALL Yance Event 
WHEREAS: The student organization The ALL Yance is hosting a lecture on the 
topic of"What's Morally Wrong with Homosexuality?" 
WHEREAS: The ALL Yance is bringing in Dr. John Corvino, professor of 
philosophy at Wayne State University to give a public lecture 
about homosexual advocacy and acceptance. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all MSU students and will 
take place April 10 at 7:00pm at the Morehead Arts Center (the 
building right behind ADUC). 
WHEREAS: Dr. Corvino has a speaking fee of$2,500.00, of which the 
ALLY ance has raised $2000 through other contributions. 
WHEREAS: The ALLY ance has petitioned S.G.A. to help fund this event. 
BE IT PROPSED: That S.G.A. allocate $500.00 from the Funding and Awards 
Committee budget to cosponsor Dr. John Corvino's presentation 
on "What is Morally Wrong with Homosexuality?" 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
3-14-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Croswell, Fisher, Quackenbush, Woodrum, Yartz 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: 
Director of Dining Services, Steve Hoyng 
Dining services has came up with a plan to take out the Sub and pizza 
place in Alumni, and adding Zoca 
Zoca is similar· to Chipotle 
The University of Alabama and Middle Tennessee State University has a 
Zoca 
The cost ofrenovating is $40,000 
Just wants to gather information about what are the tastes of the students 
Zoca is 6% better than Chipotle ·and 9% better than Taco Bell 
Zoca will serve burritos 
Chicken, steak and ground beef 
These burritos will be made to order 
VP Sharp 
When will this restaurant be open? 
GuestHoyng 
If the plan is followed through, then it will be opened in August and will 
serve food until 2:00 
Rep. Menville 
We should do a survey to see if anyone is interested 
GuestHoyng 
That is a great idea 
The Sub/Pizza place is the best spot because it is narrow and ifwe got any 
other places, then we would have to take out the grill. 
Zoca would also serve breakfast 
Rep. Pennington 
What will happen when Alumni closes down? 
GuestHoyng 
ADUC will have to be open 
Advisor Weathers 
The food places in Alumni will probably be open before the dorm rooms 
open up 
GuestHoyng 
The problem is when the electricity and plumbing are being fixed 
Rep. Spradlin 
Will the C-Store be open? 
GuestHoyng 
It will also be closed due to safety concerns 
· Rep. Bolton 
Why isn;t Taco Bell not open until 7:00 anymore? 
GuestHoyng 
Once Taco Bell opened on Highway 32, sales dropped 
Rep. Watts 
Once Alumni closes down, then ADUC should be open 
A survey should also be done 
President Gay 
If anyone has any questions, then you can speak with me after the meeting 
Guest Hoyng · 
Have a safe Spring Break 
Approval ofMinutes: 
Motion to approve by VP Sharp, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Needs to meet with the PR Committee after this one 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Working on Environmental Awareness Week 
SGA is hosting a Logging Debate 
VP Owens is contacting the forum guests 
We will have a short meeting today 
Public Relations 
If anyone didn't pick up their shirts last week, then speak with Rep. 
Hollon after the ineeting 
Working on Environmental Awareness Week 
Making green and brown flyers 
Publicized Founder's Day 
Publicized the Recreational Center 
Working on publicizing the Candidate's Debate and Larry Stephenson 
Scholarship 
Funding and Awards 
We have one proposal and our budget is $2,575 
Physical Improvement 
The committee members are working on their projects and coming up 
when the treat day will be for the committee 
Student Life· 
Committee members are working on their projects 
The online concerns page has been very useful 
Election 
Will meet Monday after Spring Break to put up the Election signs 
Passed out sign-up sheet for working the table March 27 and April 3 
Do not sign up if you are part of any campaign 
VP Cotton 
Will need a lot of help with the election 
AdHoc 
Went to Fields 
There is a lot of space 
Passed out assignments 
Rep. Ash is working with Physical Plant 
Rep. Watts and Andrews is working with the Housing Office 
Rep. Kennedy and Binion is working with the Administration 
Advisor Weather and Koett will speak will come to the next meeting 
Housing Director, Dallas Sammons is energetic about this project 
VP Cotton 
If anyone wants a guest to bring to the banquet, then will need to tell VP 
Cotton at the next meeting. 
VP Harmon 
One proposal 
Working on the website 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $3,779.90. 
Working on Kappa Delta Classic Dude, so will have to leave early 




Talk with the lumber companies to get panelists for the Logging Forum 
Cleaned up the SGA Office, arid if anyone wants the cross from the 
Church and State Debate, come and get it after the meeting 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick . 
Cleaned the mess from KARH 
RHA Week is April 9-13 
Duck; Duck, Goose will be May 2 
Tomorrow there will be an ice cream social from 12:00-2:00 
SAC President, Stewart 
Mr.Morehead 
Monday, March 28 
Loni Love is the host 
There are 12 participants, including VP Owens 
Tickets will cost $2. 00 in advance, and $3. 00 at the door 
President Gay 
Congratulations to SAC for winning best·theme at Mocktails 
Thanked everyone who worked the Open House 
Eagle Lake Restoration Project 
Grant will be sent tomorrow 
Thanks to everyone who helped with that 
We will find out ifwe got the grant in April 
Have a safe Spring Break 
Looking forward to working with everyone who is going to Spring Break, 
Spring Back 
Gay Quoteofthe Week 
SGA will help make you a strong leader 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Watts 
Where can you purchase tickets for the Mustang? 
SAC President, Stewart 
At the Palmer House 
President Gay 
They money is going to the Gala Fundraiser 
1,000 tickets will be available for $50.00 each 
Advisor Weathers 




Proposal 54: Funding for ALL Yance 
Discussion 
Rep. Bolton 
What is wrong with homosexuality? 
Rep. Stevens 
Dr. Corvine is going to ask that question hypothetically 
Dr. Corvine will give a lecture about homosexual advocacy and 
acceptance 
SAC President, Stewart 
Saw Dr. Corvine speak, and you will really appreciate this lecture 
Rep. Hughes called question, seconded by Rep. Bolton 
Proposal 54 passed · 
Discussion: 
Rep. Pennington 
Has anyone fixed the front stairs at Rader? 
VP Cotton 
They are working on it now 
Rep. Bolton 
Why weren't college students aware that high school student would be 
coming today? 
The students would read a Mass Mail that read Urgent, Please Read 
Rep. Hughes 
We would like a heads up 
President Gay 
The high school students are potential students 
We need to be a good role model for the other college students 
Rep. Stevens · 
Was there when it was a rush with all of the high school students and only 
waited for about 5 minutes 
Notthat big of a deal 
VP Dilley 
They do tell who is coming here on the website, but not very effective 
Advisor Weathers 
There are news articles on the website 
There will not be a red warning sign on the front page because high school 
student read the website 
Rep. Watts . 
Food service employees would also liked to be informed of high school 
students 
We cannot forget the staff 
President Gay 
We need to take an active approach 
Rep. Spradlin 
These events occur about the same time every year, so why not put it in 
the planner? 
Rep.Hughes 
We need to work toward solutions 
We could set a specific spot for the high school students 
Rep. Menville 
This is a semi-college experience, so we should not worry about this 
problem 
Motion to move to announcements by Rep. Whitehead, seconded by Rep. Kennedy 
Announcements 
Wednesday, March 14, 2007, KD Classic Dude beginning at 7:00 p.m. in Button 
Wednesday, March 14-Thursday, March 15, Alice in Wonderland beginning at 
7: 15 in Breckinridge Theatre 
Thursday, March 15, 2007, F ASF A Priority Deadline 
Monday, March 19 - Friday, March 23, Spring Break, Spring Back at Louisville, 
KY, and Gulfport, MS 
Tuesday, March 27, Executive Officer Primary Election from 6:00 a.m. - 10:00 
p.m. 
Wednesday, March 28, Executive Officer Debate, beginning 6:30 p.m. in ADUC 
Lobby 
Tuesday, April 3, Executive Officer General Election from 6:00 a:m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Rep. Bolton 
MSC Game night this Friday 
Rep. Kennedy . 
If you are staying here for Spring Break, Spring Back, contact your Hall 
Director 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Malone, seconded by RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Meeting ended @ 5:37 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, March 28, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call· 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Eagle Voice Project 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA President 
SAC President 
SGA President . 
"It Is true that many people Join the mllllary for college, large bonuses, and the free medical care ••. 
Granted, It Is a motivator, but ifs not the be-all-end-all of reasons. Soldiers have an Inherent sense of 
semessness that is engrained in them. No one In their right mind would risk their lives on a battlefield 
Just to pay off a college loan. They're safer trying lo rob a bank for the money.'We do It because they 
love this country. We do It because they love freedom. We dq it because we want others lo have the 




























SGA Executive Candidates Debate ADUC Lobby 
Regional Stewar,dship Conference Varies 
SGA Executive Officer General Election Online Services 
Unveiling Bronze Globe Bell Tower 
Dr. John Corvino- ALL Yance Speaker Morehead Arts Center 
Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation Breckinridge 302 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
3-28-07 
Meeting started: 5:05 





Honors Leadership Residential College does projects throughout the year 
One of the projects is the Eagle Voice Project 
Guest Smith 
Eagle Voice Project was an idea from IUPUI 
We made the three sided board in ADUC 
The main goal is to have a couple of forums each semester 
The responses are recorded daily 
Guest Walrath 
Last semester we hosted a parking forum 
President Gay, Professor Wallace, and J:lolice Chief Cline made the 
forum panel 
5-10 people asked questions 
It was a success for the HLRC 
We also put questions regarding the Church and State Debate on the board 
We presented this idea at the ADP South Conference 
The goals are to improve the board so people are attracted to it better 
We also want to put topics pertaining to SGA forums and events on the 
board 
Rep.Hughes 
The Physical Improvement Committee wants to find ways to support you 
We just want a list of things that we can help you with 
We are in favor of the board 
Guest Walrath 
Since this is a new project, we want to be self-sufficient this year 
We are planning to come to you next semester 
President Gay 
What can SGA do for the Eagle Voice Project 
Guest Walrath 
. We will have one forum 
We also want topic ideas to put on the. board 
President Gay delegated that the student concerns will go to Rep. Arnett 
Rep.Arnett 
Some of the student concerns are online, so you can use some of those 
topics 
Guest Walrath 
When students express some concern, we will tell it to SGA 
Advisor Stephens 
How often is it monitored? 
Guest Walrath 
People come by and erase the writing every night 
Advisor Stephens 
What about when there is something obsene? 
Guest Walrath 
If people who work on the project walk by and see there is something 
obsene, then they will erase it. 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by VP Sharp; seconded by Rep. Whitehead 




Sent out sign-up sheet for the banquet 
Please signify if you-are bringing a guest 
It will be May 2 at 7:30 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
The deadline for this scholarship is April 26 
Recipients will be notified April 30 
We need 3 more Representatives to be on this committee 
The committee will meet April 29 to determine the 
recipients of the scholarship 
Candidate's Debate 
Will be tonite at 6:30 
You all need to come to see why ell.Ch candidate should be 
the next leader 
Campus Involvement Committee 
There was no meeting bifore Spring Break 
VP Owens is working on the Logging Debate 
Public Relations 
Made voting and debate flyers 
Working on Publicizing Environmental Awareness Month 
Waiting on list for Environment Awareness Month 
Also Waiting on Toni Hobbs for creating the banner 
Funding and Awards 
There was one funding proposal, but it was not passed 
Working on the Faculty of the Month, Senior of the Month, and Student of 
the Month Campaign 
Physical Improvement 
No meeting 
Treat Day is Monday 
Student Life 
Rep. Menville mentioned the Ad Hoc Committee 
Rep. Whitehead is obtaining information on Zoca 
We are creating a Student Poll on the week of April 9 
Election 
Hung up flyers and signs for the Debate and Election 
Encourages everyone to come to the debate tonite 
AdHoc 
Creating a survey for the Student Public 
We need to revise the questions 
VP Cotton 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship is online 
Rep. Garrett 
Where can people find the Senior of the Month application? 
Rep. Stevens 
The applications are online 
VP Harmon 
Working on putting the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
No Proposals 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $3,779.90. 
When you turn in a funding proposal, please turn in the receipt 
VP Dilley 
Getting the board of all of the candidates for the election 
VP Owens 
Logging Forum 
It is going well 
It is hard contacting the loggers 
Pete McNeil is going to be on the logger side 
Paul Loveless will be on conservation side 
Doug Dorfeldt might come 
Ray White might come as well 
Bob Bauer might come too 
If anyone has any suggestions for the forum, please let VP Owens know 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Encourages everyone to come to the Duck, Duck, Goose game 
SAC President, Stewart 
VP Owens was second place 
Bingo is April 4 beginning at 7:00 p.m. and each game costs $1.00 
Some of the prizes are Wal-Mart, University Bookstore, and Gas 
Cards 
Spring Egg Hunt is April 5 
President Gay 
600 people voted in the Primary Election 
Each person who receives a Larry Stephenson Scholarship will receive 
$2,000 
Spring Break, Spring Back 
Went to Spring Break, Spring Back to Louisville, KY, with a lot of 
people, including Rep. Miller 
Learned a lot about myself 
Legislative Update (Rally for Higher Education) 
Bill was proposed in the House of Representative after the Rally 
It passed the House 
This bill cannot get out of the Senate Committee 
Nine ofMSU other agendas also cannot get passed 
We cannot gain authority to build the Recreational Center as well 
as Housing Renovations 
The only way we can acquire the authority is if the Governor calls 
a special session 
Minimum wage has increased to $5.85 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Regional Stewardship conference 
Questions on Reports: 
VP Sharp 
There will be tons of guest speakers 
They will focus on Appalachian Issues 
· Give Rep. Westendorf a hand for his hidden talent 
Rep. Bolton 
Who has the sheet for when people work at the Election Table? 
Rep. Miller 




New Busi~ess: . 
None 
Discussion: 
Kentucky Gubernatorial Mock Election 
President Gay 
SGA was contacted by a spokesperson from the Secretary of State 
They asked SGA to hold a mock election 
The Executive Branch thought it would be a good idea to tag it on 
to the ballot next week 
What does everyone else think? 
Rep. Bolton 
What is the intent of this election? 
President Gay 
It is just a pretend election 
The Secretary of State wanted to see how college students will 
vote in the election 
Rep. Stevens 
How can we publicize this mock election ifwe would have it 
Tuesday? 
President Gay 
People who vote already have the initiative to vote and are more 
likely to vote in the Gubernatorial Race . 
Rep.Hughes 
Many college students do not vote in the Gubernatorial Race 
Presidimt Gay delegated it to the Committee Chairs when they meet next. 
Announcements · 
Wednesday, March 28, SGA Executive Candidates Debate, starting at 6:30 p.m. 
in the ADUC Lobby 
Monday, April 2 - Thursday, April 5, Regional Stewardship Conference 
Tuesday, April 3, SGA Executive Officer General Election, 6:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. 
at Online Services 
Wednesday, April 4, Unveiling Bronze Globe, starting at 7:00 p.m. at the Bell 
Tower 
Tuesday, April 10, Dr. JohnCorvino-ALLYance Speaker, 7:00 p.m. at the 
Morehead Arts Center 
Wednesday, April 11, Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation, beginning at 
6:00 in Breckinridge 302 
VP Sharp-
Monday is Morehead Film Challenge. 
Red Carpet is 8:30 
Movies are being shown at 9:00 
Rep. Bolton 
Black Out Day is this Friday 
Everyone needs to wear black Friday 
This is the campaign to fight spo_usal abuse 
Rep. Arnett 
April 10 is the Safety Walk 
Student Life Committee needs to meet at 8:00 in front of the Police 
Station 
VP Cotton . 
Everyone needs to sign up for the SGA Banquet 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Bolton, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Meeting ended@S:41 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, April 4, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 








Proposal 055 - Congress Appointments 

























7 p.m.- 9 p.m. 








Unveiling Bronze Globe Bell Tower 
SAC BINGO 1st Floor ADUC 
. KFTC & ASC host "KILOWATT HRS" KY Folk Art Center 
RHA WEEK Freeze Tag Laughlin 
RHA WEEK Naptime Fields Lawn 
RHA WEEK Free Soda Pop Day ADUC Commons 
ALL Yance hosts Dr. Corvino Morehead Arts Center 
Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation Breckinridge 302 





Morehead State University SGA 
April 4, 2007 
Proposal 055 
SGA Congress Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to maintain a full organization; 
The following candidates are qualified and have met the requirements of being 
Congress Members on SGA for the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest in obtaining vacant 
positions on SGA; 
Kenna Allen, Junior Representative 
Elizabeth Ash, Senior Representative 
Josh Jones, Senior Representative 
WHEREAS: , President Gay bas appointed those listed to the respective 
positions; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 





BE IT PROPSED: 
· respective aforementioned positions. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
Morehead State University SGA 
April 4, 2007 
Proposal 056 
Funding for Eastern Kentucky Historical Preservation Trip 
The student organization Phi Alpha Theta and the MSU Historical Society are 
planning a joint trip to the Kentucky Coal Mining Museum of Benham, KY. 
The purpose of the trip is to allow MSU students to gain bands on experience by 
working with Benham curators and archivists in an actual museum setting. 
This trip is designed to not only enhance the learning experience, of the students 
attending, but also to promote a collaborative community project between 
· Morehead State students and the citizens of Harlan County Kentucky. 
The MSU Historical Society along with Phi Alpha Theta have petitioned S.G.A. 
to help fund their Eastern Kentucky Historical Preservation Trip. 
That S.G .A. allocates $420.00 from the Funding and Awards Committee budget 
to sponsor the Eastern Kentucky Historical Preservation Trip. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
4-4-07 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Gray, Miller, Pennington, Quackenbush, Watts, VP 
Sharp 




Did you eliminate the big red writing from minutes? 
VP Harmon 
Yes 
Motion to approve by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Congratulations to the new Executive Branch Officers 
Looking forward to hearing the success of next year 
We need people to sign up for the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Committee 
The committee will on April 30 . 
Committee Chairs will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
Campus Involvement Committee 
The Logging Forum will be April 25. Colby is in charge. 
_We will also plan for next semester.· 
Public Relations 
Received designs for signs and banners 
Working on flyers and table tents 
Going to publicize the Larry Stephenson Scholarship and Environmental 
Awareness Month 
Funding and Awards 
The last awards will be given out next week 
Will also work on the Of the Year Awards 
One funding proposal 
This was the best funding proposal 
Physical Improvement 
No meeting last Monday, but will work on the new project 
Student Life 
Compiled the Zoca survey 
Planning on have the survey April 11 and 12 
A concern we are working on.is about people being double charged in 
ADUC 
AdHoc 
Working on survey questions 
Going to meet with Jami Hornbuckle 




The budget is $3,689.90 
All of the committees need to spend their money wisely, especially, do not 
overprint 
Congratulations to the new Executive Branch Officers 
VP Dilley 
Executive Officers need to fill out their Biography after the next meeting 
VP Owens 
Forestry Debate 
April 25, 2007 in Button Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Forum Panelists are Peter McNeil, Paul Loveless, Doug Dorfeldt, 
and someone from the Kentucky Division of Forestry. I am·also 
trying to get Ray White. 
Contacted Keith Kappes to help get Ray White. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
RHAWeek 
Monday, Freeze Tag at Laughlin 
Tuesday, RA Appreciation at ADUC 
Wednesday, Nap Time at Fields 
Thursday, Water Balloon Day 
Friday, Soda Pop Day 
~AC President, Stewart 
Bingo night is tonight at 7:00 
President Gay 
There will be a dollar per game 
Popcorn will be served 
Julia Hawkins 
More career opportunities for a computer program 
Wants to improve relations with SGA 
This program will help students get a job in the workforce 
Special Election 
All three constitutional amendments passed 
Will move this on to the Student Life Committee 
Looking forward working with the new Executive Officers 
Frankfort Update 
They did not pass the Housing Renovations or Recreation Center 
The only hope is if the Governor calls a special legislative 
session 
Banquet 
It will be May 2 
There are few meetings left, so we need to end strong 
Delta Gamma Anchor Slam 
Next Wednesday, and Delta Gamma wants people to donate their 
old sunglasses 
Gay Quote of the Week 
SGA will help make you a strong leader 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Spradlin 
You should do the Zoca survey at Alumni 
Rep.Arnett 
We plan on doing it in different locations 
Rep. Bolton 
What about the "Of the Month" Awards? 
President Gay 
It will be next week 
Rep. Garrett 
Who won the election? 
·President Gay 
President - Brian Gay 
Executive VP- Thomas Stevens 
VP for Administration - Michael Harmon 
VP for Finance - Josh Jones 
VP for Campus Involvement - Katie Hockenberry 
VP for Public Relations - Rebecca Hollon 
Rep. Spaulding 
What is the frequency of the Governor calling a special session? 
·President Gay 
It is very uncommon 
VP Dilley 
What about hosting a Listen Up Legislators? 
President Gay _ 
Will talk to BSBP this weekend 
Ifwe have it, then it will be a very impromptu event 
Rep. Arnett . 
The chairs will meet next week to hold an event MSU 
Rep. Bolton 




Proposal 55: New Representative Appointment 
Discussion 
Candidate Allen 
Excited to be involved with SGA 
Will hopefully bring a lot to the table 
Candidate Ash 
Want to learn more and will hopefully will make a difference 
Candidate Jones 
Got elected to next year's VP for Finance 
Very involved and wants to put his foot in the door 
Rep. Hughes called question, seconded by Rep. Menville · 
Proposal 55 passed 
Proposal 56: Funding for Phi Alpha Theta 
Discussion 
.Rep. Stevens 
Funding and Awards budget is $2,025 
Most detailed request all year 
$84.34 for gas 
· $317.52 for hotel expenses 
$16.80 for student insurance 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 56 passed 
Discussion: 
Rep. Hughes 
What about the Datatel issue? 
We should have a tutorial for students 
Rep. Bolton 
Advisors are still unsure how to use Datatel 
Rep. Thqmton · 
My advisor didn't know how to use Datatel 
President Gay delegated it to the Student Life Committee 
Rep. Ash 
This system causes more work for advisors 
The system is extremely easy and would love to help anyone if they have 
any questions 
Rep. Bolton 
Signing in is difficult 
Rep. Murphy 
Life is about learning 
We can figure it out 
President Gay 
Most of the people can figure it out, but there will still be some people who 
ate confused 
Preisdent Gay delegated it to Rep. Kennedy to make an image tutorial · 
Announcements 
Wednesday, April 4, 2007, Unveiling Bronze Statue at the Bell Tower at 7:00 
p.m. 
Wednesday, April 4, 2007, SAC Bingo at ADUC from 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 5, 2007, KFTC & ASC host "Kilowatt Hours" in the Kentucky 
Folk Art Center from 4:00 - 6:00 p:m. 
Monday, April 9, 2007, RHAFreeze Tag at Laughlin Lawn at 5:00 p.m 
Tuesday, April 10, 2007, RHA Naptime, at Fields Lawn from 12:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 10, 2007, ALL Yance hosts Dr. Corvino in Morehead Arts Center 
starting at 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 11, 2007, Tiplett Creek Water Quality Presentation, starting at 
6:00 in Breckinridge 302 
Friday, April 13, 2007, RHA Free Soda Pop Day from 12:00-2:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 13, 2007 SAC Dance Marathon from 6:00 p.m. - midnight in 
ADUC 
Rep.Harlow 
Delta Zeta Turtle Olympics this Thursday at 5:00 in Gilley 
Advisor Stephens 
Weight Room will open tomorrow 
· President Gay 
Delta Gamma Anchor Slam next Wednesday at the City Park 
Rep. Hollon 
Gamma Phi Beta SpaGammaDinner, May 1, at Carl Perkins Center 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Bolton 
Meeting ended@S:36 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday,April11,2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
RHA President 
SAC President 
SGA President . 
"Any fact facing us is not as important as al.Ir attitude toward it, for that detennines our succe.~ or failure." 




Proposal 057 Logging Debate Funding 

































Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation Breckinridge 302 
Campus Safety Walk Laughlin 
RHA WEEK Water Balloons Laughlin 
RHA WEEK Free Soda Pop Day ADUC Commons 
SAC Dance Marathon ADUC 
National Day of SIience ADUC/Bell Tower 
Local Foods Round Table Breckinridge 302 
Earth Day Clean Up Behind the AAC 






BE IT PROPSED: 
SGA4/ll/07 
Proposal 057 
Logging Debate Funding 
The Student Government Association is hosting a logging debate featuring 
several experts in the field on April 25 in Button Drill Room, 
The Campus Involvement committee is organizing this as a series of events in 
the 2007 Environmental Awareness Month, 
TWs event is free of charge and open to the entire student body, 
The speakers in the debate are professionals and their time is valuable, 
It would be appropriate to provide the debate participants with a stipend for their 
time, talents, and professional expertise, 
That the Student Government Association allocates $75 for each of the six 
debate participants totally $450 from the Campus Involvement Committee 
Budget to compensate the speakers of this event. 
SGA4/11/07 
Resolution 003 
MSU National Day of Silence 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Campus Involvement Committee 
WHEREAS: The National Day of Silence is a student led initiative to end bullying m_embers 
of the bisexual, gay, lesbian and transgendered community across the United 
States, 
WHEREAS: Morehead State University's ALL Yance organization will be sponsoring an 
opportunity for Morehead State University students to take a vow of silence in 
recognition of the students who are silenced by bullying, 
WHEREAS: The ALL Yance invites all students, faculty, and staff of Morehead State 
University to join together in this opportunity to take a vow of silence, 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association will better serve their mission to improve 
the overall quality of student life by supporting the National Day of Silence, 
BE IT RESOLVED: That the Student Government Association commends the ALLY ance for their 
initiative to organize the National Day of Silence; 
BE IT RESOLVED: · That the Student Government Association encourages their fellow students by 
word of mouth to participate in the National Day of Silence on Wednesday, 
April 18, 2007. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
National Day of Silence Events on April 18. 2007: 
8 a.m.: Dedication of Day of Silence, lighting of candle, receive speaking cards, buttons, !-shirts, 
etc; ADUC Lobby Noon: "Silent Lunch"; ADUC Cafeteria S p.m.: Breaking the Silence ceremony; 
Bell Tower; After Breaking the Silence, a discussion will be held; ADUC Lobby 
Meeting started: 5 :02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
4-11-07 




Dean of Library, Guest Pritchard 
President Gay 
The first library was built in 1929 
It was renovated in 1965 and 1978 
We need to get a new facility 
Technology has changed 
Electronic resources have increased· 
We have also added more audio visual holdings 
The CPE recommends a major renovation to the library based on 
physical conditions and adequacy of use 
Renovating the library will recruit more students as well as retain 
the students we already have 
The Library's Pre-Renovation Committee is examining library 
services and how equipment changes with a new facility 
Some of the recent changes have been adding online resources, 
wireless networks, furniture, coffee shop and computers 
The library needs a 24-hr. study area, information commons, small 
artd large group study areas, quiet study areas, additional 
electronic classrooms, comfortable seating, multimedia lab, 
lecture hall, and better access to guest parking 
The library staff wants SGA to help publicize the need for a 
modem facility 
What is the difference between the 24 hr. study area and 24 hr. computer 
lab? 
Guest Little 
The 24 study area will not be part ofIT and would be staffed by library 
personnel · 
Rep. Harlow 
Could you put the study area in the computer lab 
Guest Prichard 
You can put it there as a temporary location 
Rep. Menville 
Since the Library is a historical building, are you looking for a new location? 
Guest Prichard 
The existing building would be used for other purposes 
We haven't picked another sight 
The new library would attract users wherever it goes 
Rep. Tolliver 
Will there be couches? 
Guest Prichard 
We will have a variety of seating in the facility 
Rep.Harlow 
You could also put a large area with lockers for commuting students 
Approval ofMinutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Miller, seconded by Rep. Whithead 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
City Council meeting was last Monday 
April 23 is when the Huddle House opens 
April 19 is when the New City Organization will meet 
They will have a session on what the city of Morehead 
wants to add 
They will meet in the Municipal Building 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Working on the Logging Debate 
One Proposal 
Public Relations 
Waiting on Toni Hobbs on the SGA banner and yard signs 
Rep. Spaulding is working on Student Discount Cards 
Pass out a sign-up sheet to work at a table for the Larry Stephenson 
Scholarship 
Funding and Awards 
Will also have a table for Student, Senior, and Faculty of the Month Award 
Also working on yearly awards 
Will have a proposal next week 
Physical Improvement 
Will either have a Get Fired Up week or Make a Difference Week 
Also working on a Picnic Table Campaign 
Will draft a proposal for three tables and one trash receptacle 
Student Life 
Today we passed out Alumni Dining Surveys to students at ADUC 
Had over I 00 responses 
Will pass out the surveys at Alumni tomorrow at 7:30 
If you can make the survey at 8:30, you can work that shift 
It is also on the SGA website and a facebook group 
The survey has to do with replacing Montague's and Bene with either a 
Zoca or a Mongolian Grill 
We are also going to have a table to see how scheduling work 
Made by the President's Ad Hoc Committee 
The table will be next Tuesday or Wednesday 
Get Fired Up will be the last week in April or first week in May 
AdHoc 
The survey will be made next week 
VP Cotton 
Needs to see the Committee Chairs after the meeting 
VP Harmon 
Made the online survey for Montague's as well as the guide to schedule classes 
One proposal and one resolution 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $3,689.90 
VP Dilley 
Hoping for new Executive Branch Pictures next Wednesday, April 25 
VPOwens · 
RHA 
Ray and Mike White will be out of town due for the Logging Debate 
Working with Rep. Allen to get Rick Armstrong 
RHA Week continues this week . 
Water Balloon 4-6 at Laugnlin Tomorrow 
Free Soda Pop noon - 2 at ADUC on Friday 
SAC President, Stewart 
Dance Marathon is this Friday from 6- midnight 
SGA members will not have to pay to get in 
T-shirt cost $5.00 
President Gay 
Mustang Raffie 
Have tickets, $50.00 a piece 
One in two hundred chance of winning 
See him after the in the office to buy a ticket 
Gay Quoteofthe Week 
All of the quotes are very good suggestions 
The quote came from Rep. Y artz 
It is a cool quote 
Encourages all of the SGA members to keep a positive attitude 
Everyone needs to watch for Get Fired Up Campaign 
Gubernatorial Candidat~s Forum will be in Pikeviile on April 27 
Men for Change Dinner will be April 25 
The cause is to reduce domestic violence 
Advance Registration will be this week 
Committee Member of the Month 
This members is always prepared for- the meetings 
Does his or her homework 
Been a huge help on the committee 
Was a vital asset for Civic Engagement Week 
Helped with the Open House 
Put together the Datatel Guide 
Rep. Justin Kennedy 
Questions on Reports: 
Rep. Spaulding 
Paul Loveless want VP Owens to email him a list of the forum panelists 
VP Owens 




Proposal 57: Logging Debate Funding 
Discussion: . 
Rep. Hughes calls question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 57 passed 
Resolution 3: National Day of Silence 
Discussion 
Guest Stephens 
Thank you very much to help fund Dr. Corvino 
The people at the Bell Tower will be silent deliberately which 
show the silence of people being bullied 
Rep. Garrett 
Will you pass cards at the Bell Tower? 
Guest Stephens 
We will have 200 copies and more if needed 
Rep. Pennington calls question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Resolution 3 passed 
Discussion: 
Advisor Buck 
Foreign Language Festival so you better plan where you are going to eat 
Rep. Bolton 
Forget Me Not Garden by Rader has been forgotten 
Guest Stephens 
RHA and Kappa Delta are responsible for the garden, and I will remind 
the Ex. To take care of it 
Rep.Hughes 
What is the distance a smoker has to be by Residence Hall? 
Advisor Weathers 
Twenty-five feet from every building 
Rep.Hughes 
Can this policy be better enforced? 
Rep. Menville 
Department Heads are in charge to enforce it by the school buildings 
We should think about having cigarette butt receptacles at the place where 
smokers can smoke 
Rep. Watts 
Professors smoke close to the building 
This policy should be mentioned to the professors 
Rep, Bolton 
· One of the reasons why smokers smoke close to the building is due to a 
rain 
Advisor Weathers 
There are designated smoking areas 
Advisor Koett 
There is a map which we can show to the smokers 
President Gay moved to the Physical Improvement Committee 
Announcements 
Tuesday, April 11, Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation, Breckinridge 302 at 
6:00p.m. · 
Tuesday, April 11, Campus Safety Walk, starting at 8:00 p.m. at Laughlin 
Tuesday, April 12, Water Balloon by RHA at Laughlin from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 13, RHA Soda Pop Day at ADUC from noon - 2:00 
Friday, April 13, SAC Dance Marathon at ADUC from 6:00 - midnight 
Wednesday, April 18, National Day of Silence at the Bell Tower from 8:00 a.m. -
6:00p.m; 
Wednesday, April 18, Local Foods Round Table in Breckinridge 302 at 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 20, Earth Day Clean-up starting behind the AAC at 3 :00 p.m. 
Wednes?ay, April 25, SGA Logging Forum in the Button Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Advisor Koett 
Lead is hosting Hotel Rwanda, Wednesday, April 11, Breckinridge 002 at 
7:00 p.m. 
Rep. Kettenring 
Lead will also have a table to donate clothing to Children Services 
Rep. Spradlin 
"Chicago" will be performed in Button 
Rep. Westendorf 
Tomorrow, Invisible Children by BSU at 9:00 
Rep. Pennington 
Chicago is free for all MSU students 
Rep. Menville . 
Call the box office at 3-2170 to reserve a ticket 
VP Cotton 
Committee Chairs, please see him after this meeting 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Whitehead, seconded by Rep. Garrett 
Meeting ended @ 5:52 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, April 18, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business- Ms. Farrah Curtis, Until the Violence Stops 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance · 
VP for Public Relations 




"Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common vision. the ability to direct 
individual accomplishments toward organizational objectives. It is the fuel that allows 




Proposal 058 CongressAppointment 
Proposal 059 Earth Day Clean Up Funding 
Proposal 060 "Displace Me" Funding 
Proposal 061 SGA Annual Award Funding 
Resolution 004 Request for Governor Fletcher to Call Special Legislative Session 
Open 
Discussion 
Rally to Let MSU Build: Students Get Fired Up! 































Local Foods Round Table 
Earth Day Clean Up (Free food/t-shirt) 
Candlelight Vigil for VA Tech Incident 
Logging Forum 
Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner ($10) 
Spring Football Game · 
Mock Trial 
Annual SGA Banquet 
SAC-yard BBQ & Steel Drums 
Breckinridge 302 
Behind the AAC _ 
Bell Tower 
Button Drlll Room 
ADUC Grill 
Jayne Stadium 





Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Resolution 004 
Wednesday April 18 2007 
Request for Governor Fletcher to Call Special Legislative Session 
The Student Government Association of Morehead State University 
recognizes that students deserve a new recreation center and better 
housing conditions, 
The Students of Morehead State University have requested that student 
fees be uti I ized to construct a new recreation center and renovate current 
housing facilities, 
WHEREAS: The House passed House Bill 1 to restore the proposed $17 million 
student recreat.ion center and the $10 million housing renovations that 
were vetoed in the 2006 legislative session 
WHEREAS: The General Assembly was unable to reach a consensus regarding this 
capital projects bill in the regular session of 2007. 
WHEREAS: Kentucky' s retirement systems are unrelated to granting the public 
universities of the commonwealth authoriz.ation to sell agency bonds for 
auxiliary projects such as Morehead State's student recreation center and 
housing renovations, 
WHEREAS: Based on current market conditions, professional capital construction 
cost estimators predict that construction costs will escalate an average of 
I 0% per year over the next two years which will result in increased 
project cost and/or the scope of these projects to be reduced, 
WHEREAS: The Students of Morehead State University call on Governor Ernie 
Fletcher to recognize the importance of restoring these projects diJigently 
to prevent the unnecessary additional costs due to inflation, 
BE IT RESOLVED: That the tudent Government Association does hereby respectfully 
request that Governor Ernie Fletcher call a special legis]ative session as 
soon as possible. The intention of this speciaJ session shall be to produce 
a capital projects bil1 that will allow for Morehead State University to 
build a $17 million student recreation center and expend $10 miJlion in 
housing renovations. 
Brian N. Gay, President 
Morehead Stale University Student Government Association 
Michael Hannon, Vice President for Administration 











BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA4/18/07 
Proposal 058 
SGA Congress Appointment 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to operate at a full capacity; 
The following candidate is qualified and has met the requirements of being a 
Congress Member on SGA for the remainder of the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidate has expressed an interest in obtaining the respective 
vacant position on SGA; 
Kevin Wilson, Greek Representative 
President Gay has appointed the above listed to the respective 
position; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointment of the aforementioned student to the 
respective aforementioned position. 
SGA4/18/07 
Proposal 059 
Earth Day Picnic Funding 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA helped organize and co-sponsor the Environmental Awareness Month of 
April 2007, 
The Earth Day Clean-Up is being held on Friday, April 20, 2007, 
The campus clean-up and picnic are significant contributions to the 
Environmental Awareness Campaign and will help make the college experience 
the best it can be by promoting a healthy and clean environment, 
The City of Morehead is contributing $125 and the MSU President's office 
traditionally contributes to the picnic, 
That SGA express our gratitude to the participants in the Campus Clean-Up by 
donating $300 to purchase food and supplies for a picnic for all volunteers. 
Respectfully Submitted, 











BE IT PROPSED: 
SGA 4/18/07 
Proposal 060 
Funding for "Displace Me" Initiative 
On Saturday, April 28 and Sunday, April 29, 2007, students are interested in 
attending the "Displace Me" initiative to raise awareness and resources in 
support of children and families displaced by violence, civil war and child 
conscription in Nortbem Uganda, 
By traveling to one of the 15 camps-students will be 'displaced' in Nashville, 
TN-- to make a visible statement to our government and media that the citizens 
of the U.S. demand action in ending the war in Nortbem Uganda, 
Titis event is open to all MSU students to participate, 
The Baptist Campus Ministry, the Wesleyan Student Center, and the newly• 
established Morehead Social Justice Group have at least 25 confirmed student 
participants, 
The total travel costs are approximately $1 I 68, 
The event will provide those in attendance with an opportunity to participate in 
student activism and represent Morehead State University, 
That SGA allocate $500 from the General Fund to partially fund the cost of 




The Executive Committee 
SGA Annual Award Funding 
The Funding and Awards Committee has decided to establish a Student and 
Faculty of the Year Award (in addition to the traditional Senior of the Year 
Award). 
The Funding and A wards Committee believes that these awards are among the 
highest honors that our organization can bestow upon a MSU student/faculty 
member. 
The aforementioned awards will be presented at the Student Government 
Association Banquet in recognition of outstanding service, scholarship, and 
leadership demonstrated by students and faculty at Morehead State University. 
A.) 
; 
That the Student Government Association allocate $300.00 from the Funding and Awards 
Committee budget to award a $100.00 prize to each of the annual award winners. 
B.) That the Student Government Association allocates an amount not exceeding $75.00 to purchase 
individually engraved plaques to be awarded to the winner of each category. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
4-18-07 
Meeting started: 5:01 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Binion, Penningtion, Spradlin, Tolliver, Westendorf 
Unexcused: Quackenbush 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hughes, seconded by Rep. Kettenring. 
Motion to approve minutes passed. 
Suspended Business: 
Heather Johnson and Farrah Curtis 
There will be a week to raise awareness about violence 
We will have a festival in August 
UK is having a two week event, whereas we will only have 
one 
This festival will raise awareness about violence 
New York's Theme 
Make NY the safest place for children and women. 
We are having Men for Change Dinner this Wednesday 
It will cost $IO. 00 for the meal 
Donating money is also fine. 
President Gay 
Do you have to make reservations? 
Guest Curtis 
Yes 




Proposal 58: Congress Member Appointment 
Discussion: 
Candidate Wilson 
Has been involved with Sigma Phi Epsilon for 3 years 
Held 2 Executive Officer Positions in Sig Ep 
Rep. Hughes 
Has the Greek Representative resigned? 
President Gay 
Yes 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by VP Owens 
Proposal 58 passed 
Proposal 59: Earth Day Funding 
Discussion: 
VP Sharp 
The General Fund Budget is $3,680.30 
Rep. Watts 
Do you know what the contribution from the Office of the 
President will be? 
President Gay 
They have not allocated a number, but will 
Rep. Bolton called question, seconded by Rep. Watts 
Proposal 60: "Displace Me" Funding 
Discussion: 
President Gay 
This was given to me in a funding request 
Rep. Whitehead called question, objected by Rep. Ash 
Rep. Ash 
How has this been publicized on campus? 
Rep. Bolton 
It is on facebook 
Rep. Garrett 
There was a campus-wide movie called "Invisible Children" 
Most of the people didn't come to the movie 
Rep. Hughes 
Hotel Rwanda has also been showed and there are posters in Rader 
Rep. Stevens 
Could Guest Hall tell us how many people have signed up and give 
us some more details? 
Guest Hall 
46 people are interested 
There is a resistance army in Uganda and they steal children to be 
part of an army to fight the government 
The Ugandan Government has decided to force all of the citizens 
to move to camps 
There are a lot of people who have died in the camps 
We are going to Nashville to do a demonstration and to press our 
Government to press the Ugandan Government to take out 
the leader of the resistance army and to stop the fighting 
Rep. Arnett 
Why is this proposal from the Executive Committee? 
Rep. Stevens 
Funding was for $1,168 and Executive's thought to give $500 
The bylaws say funding cannot exceed $500 for an event 
Rep. Menville . 
When is the deadline to sign up? 
Guest Hall ' 
April26 
Rep. Menville 
Can you put more flyers up? 
Guest Hall 
Professor N'Jaiye is doing her best 
VP Dilley 
Are you planning on having a table next week for sign ups? 
Guest Hall 
· Yes, they will be from April 20-24 
Rep. Watts 
Will this be a heavily attended event? 
Guest Hall 
There are 15 places across the country 
Rep. Arnett 
I support the proposal, but it should be from the Funding and 
Awards Committee 
Rep. Menville 
If the number of students who come to this event increases, will 
amount increase? 
Guest Hall 
The amount is for the bus and drivers 
Participants will have to pay $5.00 for insurance and food 
For housing, we will be building shanty towns 
Rep. Bolton 
Why is it the amount for only $500? 
VP Sharp 
We discussed it for a while 
Since Morehead State Justice Group is a non-registered 
organization and we have already given money to BCM 
and MSC, then we thought $500 was reasonable enough. 
Rep. Ash 
What will happen if there are more students than a bus can hold? 
Guest Hall 
We will take separate vehicles 
We would be more unified ifwe a,re on one vehicle and it is safer 
Rep. Whitehead called question, seconded by Rep. Malone 
Proposal 60 passed 
Proposal 61: Annual Awards Funding 
Discussion: 
VP Sharp 
After the passed proposals, the General Fund's Budget is $2,880.30 
Rep. Miller called question, objected by Rep. Hughes· 
Rep. Hughes 
Are there any estimates on the proposed amounts? 
Rep. Fisher 
It is $25 per plaque 
Rep. Valentine 
What is the price breakdown? 
Rep. Fisher 
The total amount is $3 75 
$300 will go to a $100 for each award participant 
$75 will go for plaques 
Rep. Ash 




What about taxes? 
Rep. Fisher 
It was included 
Rep. Menville 
Why will each winner receive $100? 
Rep. Stevens · 
This will be the three most prestigious awards for outstanding 
service 
Rep. Menville 
So it will only increase the prestigue? 
Rep.Hughes 
What about the selection process? 
What if someone was the Student of the Month in October and not 
the best candidate? 
Will you pool from the previous winners or is it for everyone? 
Rep. Stevens 
Everyone will be eligible 
The evaluation process will be fair 
Student Government will recognize the best attributes for each 
candidate 
The publicity of this award will look good 
Rep.· Spaulding called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 61 passed 
Resolution 4: Request for Governor to call a Special Legislative Session 
Discussion: 
Rep.Hughes 
Very happy we are proposing a resolution. 
Where will this resolution go? 
President Gay 
This resolution will be part of Get Fired Up Week. 
We will deliver this resolution to the Governor's House. 
Rep.Hughes 
This resolution is lengthy, and the Governor will not read it. 
President Gay 
The time is crucial to pass this resolution. 
Rep. Menville 
Can you attach a note of clarification to the resolution? 
President Gay 
Yes 
VP Sharp called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Resolution 4 passed unanimously. 
Rep. Stevens made a motion to reconsider Proposal 60 
Moved to change the amount of funding.from $500 to $750 
Rep. Bolton seconded 
Discussion: 
Rep. Whitehead called question, objected by Rep. Ash 
Rep. Ash 




We can do this 
Rep. Ash 
We donated $1000 to the Washington DC trip 
President Gay 
The amendment is for $750.00 
Rep. Valentine 
I support it as well, but if you need to you can amend the proposal 
to make it come from the Funding and Awards Committee Budget 
Rep. Whitehead called question, objected by VP Sharp 
VP Sharp 
This is a noble cause, but it is unfair 
We cannot recognize all of the organizations who are requesting 
money 
Rep. Arnett 
VP Cotton, what is the purpose ofSGA? 
VP Cotton 
The Student Government Association will commit itself to 
addressing student concerns, improving the overall quality 
of student life and work to make the college experience the 
best it can be. 
Rep. Arnett 
All fairness, the end of the year is 'coming down to the wire 
There will not be many more proposals 
Rep.Hockenberry 
Some visitors are taking initiative 
Rep. Spaulding 
You shouldn't penalize sjnce we have no means to do so 
Rep. Hughes 
There will not be many more projects left, so you should spend 
something worthwhile 
Rep. Bolton 
There are two weeks left 
Rep. Bolton called question, seconded by Rep. Miller 
Amendment to J>roposal 60 passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
Details for Larry Stephenson Scholarship will be sent by email 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Logging forum is April 25 at 6:00 
We are also considering buying a tree 
Public Relations 
Working on flyers 
Put a log in ADUC for the Logging Debate 
Working on Get Fired Up Week 
Funding and Awards 
Working on the of the Month Awards and of the Year Awards 
Physical Improvement 
Working cin Make a Difference Week 
We are mainly going to collect items for that week 
We are going to donate 250 buttons for Get Fired Up Week 
Also working on Bulletin Boards Project 
Going to have a proposal for 3 picnic tables and IO bulletin boards 
Student Life 
Working on Campus Safety 
We are revisiting this issue due to the event at Virginia Tech 
Next Tuesday, we will meet at 4:30 in ADUC 202 
Will meet with MSU's Risk Manager, Bill Redwine, and 
Joe Cline 
Thanked everyone who worked the table for the Scheduling System 
The Recommendation from the Food Survey is to removl) Montagues and 
· Bene Pizzeria 
49% favored Zoca 
If you want the full report, please contact Rep. Arnett 
AdHoc 
Looked at survey questions 
Went over the questions 
Will finalize the wording at the next meeting 
VP Cotton 
Need to meet with Rep. Wilson so he can get on a committee 
VP Harmon 
Four proposals and one Resolution passed today 
Need to speak with Rep. Ash and Wilson for contact information 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $2,630.30. 
VP Dilley 
Rep. Hollon covered it 
VP Owens· 
No report 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
All of the events by RHA are on the board 
SAC ;i>resident, Stewart 
There is an announcement on the bottom of the Agenda 
President Gay 
Campus Clean Up 
Meet at AAC this Friday at 3:00 p.m. 
Participants will receive a t-shirt 
Happy that Food Proposal passed today 
Candlelight Vigil 
Will be this Monday at 4:00 at the Bell Tower 
You can write a note at the globe or put a flower down 
Discussion: 
Advisor Koett 
If anyone has any thoughts on what should happen 
Monday, let him know 
Some of the band will play taps 
We contacted Virginia Tech, and they said it was a good thing 
Spring Gala 
Next Saturday 
If you want a $50 Mustang Raffle Ticket, let me know 
Contact Information 
Please speak with VP Harmon after the meeting 
Want to be at full strength until the end of the semester 
Gay Quote of the Week 
From Rep. Bolton 
· It is a very appropriate quote 
There are so many events, but a nice collaboration 
Vigil on Monday 
Rep. Watts 
SGA can sponsor a black arm band 
Rep. Bolton 
They are available on the third floor of Rader 
We can make a banner and sign it 
Rep.Hughes 
We can ring a bell at the time the accidents occurred 
Rep. Menville · 
Are the flags at half mast? 
Have all of the pictures of all the people who were killed 
Advisor Weathers 
Flags can only be lowered by the Governor or President 
The President has ordered it to be lowered until Monday 
VP Dilley 
AOL has all of the pictures 
President Gay 
If anyone has anything else, let Advisor Koett know 
Rep. Watts · 
On facebook, there are 70 groups for Virginia Tech 
You all need to hold your tongue when writing on facebook 
Get Fired Up Week 
VP Cotton 
May 1, 2007 
Be at Alumni starting at 6:30 to write letters 
May 2, 2007 
Be at the Bell Tower from 11:00-1:00 to inform students 
Open 
May 3, 2007 
Rally will begin at 12:30 
At 12:45, we will march to the Governor's House 
President Gay 
Will send a message to all faculty for their support 
Will send email to everyone on Congress 
This will be one of the biggest events for SGA this year 
It will be critical that everyone shows up because there will media there 
Rep. Ash 
Freshmen have been put on a waiting list for housing 
We might not have a place 
Advisor Koett 
All of the freshmen will have a room next semester 
Rep. Harlow 
SOAR is this weekend so be welcoming to all of the students 
Rep.Arnett 
The 24-hr lab will be closed due to incoming students registering 
for classes 
Rep.Ash 
The lab is the best place for students to register 
Announcements 
Wednesday, April 18, Local Foods Round Table in Breckinridge 302 at 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 20, Earth Day Clean Up, behind AAC at 3 :00 
Monday, April 23, Candlelight Vigil for VA Tech Incident at the Bell Tower at 
4:00 p.m. · 
Wednesday, April 25, Logging Forum at Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner at ADUC Grill at 6:00 
Thursday, April 26, Spring Football Game at Jayne Stadium at 7:00 p.m. 
Monday, April 30, Mock Trial at Rowan Co. Courthouse from 6:00 - 8:30 
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGA Banquet, 7:30 at the Commonwealth Room 
Thursday, May 3, SAC-yard BBQ and Steel Drums, 6:00 at ADUC Commons 
Rep. Menville 
Chicago is this Friday-Sunday 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Bolton, seconded by RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Meeting ended @ 6:02 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order , 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Wednesday, April 25, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business- SGA Monthly Awards 
Mr. Sam Sorrell, EagleCast www.moreheadstate.edu/eaglecast 
· Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus lnyolvement 
RHA President 





Proposal 062 Congress Appointment 
Proposal 063 Free Friday Night Movies 
Proposal 064 EagleCastFunding 
Proposal 065 SIFE Funding 
Proposal 066 Budget Consolidation 
Open · 
Discussion 


























Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner ($10) 
Spring Football Gaine 
Mock Trial 
Rally to Let MSU Build 
Annual SGA Banquet 
SAC-yard BBQ & Steel Drums 
Button Drill Room 
ADUCGrill 
Jayne Stadium · -.. 
















SGA Congress Appointment 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress: 
It is vital for the success of the organi,ation to operate at a full capacity, 
The following candidate is qualified and has met the requirements of being a 
Congress Member on SGA for the remainder of the Spring 2007 semester; 
The following candidate has expressed an interest in obtaining the respective 
vacant position on SGA; 
Jaime Ellis, Senior Representative 
President Gay has appointed the above listed to the respective 
position; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, Section 4 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointment of the aforementioned student to the 
respective aforementioned position. 
SGA 4-25-2007 
Proposal 063 
Free Movie Night Funding 
Respectfiµly submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA makes the college experience the best it can be by funding 
Free Movie Night at University Cinema 
The funding allocated for the 2006-2007 has. almost run out; 
There is two week remaining in the semester and a box office hit is 
expected to be playing for the next two weeks 
Many students are anticipated to attend Free Movie Night 
BE IT PROPOSED: SGA allocates up to $2,000 from the General Fund to cover the 
remainder of the Free Movie Night until the end of the semester, 









Morehead State University SGA 
April 25, 2007 
Proposal 064 
Funding for MSU EagleCast 
The ,Morehead State University EagleCast is a recently founded 
student organization that engages students in coordinating and 
producing a weekly internet radio show. 
EagleCast which can be found at 
(www.moreheadstate.edu/eaglecast) is a podcast that incorporates 
faculty & _student interviews, performances by local musicians, and 
discussion of popular issues relevant to MSU Students. 
MSU EagleCast is committed to broadcasting material that 
favorably publicizes Morehead State University and showcases our 
institution to potential students. and the general public through the 
iTunes network. 
The EagleCast student organization has approached student 
government petitioning us to help them purchase equipment to 
improve the quality of their broadcast, including: 
-BSW Podcasting Kit 
-Microphones 
-Microphone Cables 
-Related Broadcasting Software 
WHEREAS: All equipment purchased by EagleCast with S.G.A. monies would 
become the property of MSU Conference Services and would 
thereby be used under the discretion and authority of Conference 
Services. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to subsidize the cost 
of broadcasting equipment to be purchased by the EagleCast 
student organization, with the stipulation that all unused funds be 
returned toS.G.A. · · 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Th~ Funding and Awards Committee 
WHEREAS: 
Morehead State University SGA 
Proposal 065 
April 25, 2007 
SIFE Funding 
The Students in Free Enterprise is a global non-profit organization active 
in more than 40 countries that works in partnership with business and 
higher education establishing student-led chapters on university 
campuses. 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State University chapter of SIFE recently participated in 
~gional competition against teams from several other states, presenting 
the results of their educational outreach projects and their success at 
creating economic opportunity for our community. 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State University SIFE Team did a tremendous job at 
regional competition representing our university and was crowned the 
SIFE Regional Champion. 
WHEREAS: The MSU SIFE team has been invited to compete in the National SIFE 
Exposition in Dallas, TX where they will represent our university on a 
national stage before Executive Officers from some of the largest 
corporations in the United States. · 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State University SIFE chapter has petitioned the Funding 
and Awards Committee ofS.G.A. to help fund their trip to The SIFE 
National Exposition. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from the 
Funding and Awards Committee Budget to assist the MSU SIFE team in 
traveling to their national competition. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
SGA 4-25-2007 
Proposal 066 
Consolidation of Committee Budgets 
WHEREAS: Each committee has an individual budget 
WHEREAS: SGA needs to effectively and efficiently allocate all appropriated funds 
BE IT PROPOSED: As of April 25, 2007 all committee budgets will be consolidated into the 
SGA general fund. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Sarah Sharp 
Vice President for Finance 
Meetjng started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
4-25-07 




Motion to approve by Rep. Pennington, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: 
Sam Sorell, Director ofEagleCast 
EagleCast is a weekly pod cast 
This pod cast will make MSU look good 
We will have music by Kenny Loggins during Finals Week 
We have a proposal for funding for better equipment · 
This funding will make the pod casts more professional 
Rep. Thomas Stevens, Funding and Awards Chairman 
Each-recipient will receive $25 and a plaque 
Faculty of the Month 
Guest Decker 
Dr. Martha Decker 
Associate Professor of Education 
Diligent instructor 
Available outside of class 
Participates at Adult Learning Center 
Very impressed 
Most proud moment in my 5 year career here 
Rep. Stevens 
Student of the Month 
Trevor Fannin 
Graduated with a Bachelors of Science in Arts 
Pursuing a Master of Science in Communications 
Been in 6 productions this year 
Participated in Theta Alpha Phi 
Been involved with MSC, BCM, and Newman Center 
Guest Fannin 







Involved with RHA 
Advocates for students 
National Communications Coordinator 
KARO Student of the Year 
Works with Newscenter 
President of NBS 
Main impact is launched "The Bird" 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Sent email 
Will meet this Sunday @ 4:00 in the SGA Office 
They winners need to be decided that day . 
Get Fired Up 
Monday from 6:00- 7:00 
Listen Up Legislators format at Alumni 
Tuesday from 11:00- 2:00 
Listen Up Legislator format at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday at 12:30 
March to Governor's House 
Campus·Involvement Committee 
Maybe planning on buying a tree 
Logging Forum is today@ 6:00 
Our meeting will be the forum 
Public Relations 
Passing around a sign-up sheet for Get Fired Up 
Have a log for this forum 
Our meeting will be the forum 
Funding and Awards 
Presented the student awards today 
Two proposals 
If these proposals pass, our budget is@155 
Physical Improvement 
Make a Difference Week is not going to occur 
Make a Pifference Week is copyrighted 
Student Life 
We met with some of the risk managers at Morehead 
Harry Gumm, Bill Redwine, 
The meeting was very informative 
We want to keep SGA in the loop 
AdHoc 
Surveys are done 
We want each of us to fill out the copy 
You can take these surveys to your classes 
VP Cotton 
Need to meet with the chairs and vice chairs very briefly after the meeting 
i 
VP Harmon 
We have S proposals 
VP Sharp 





RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
We will have a record for Duck, Duck, Goose 
Please come out 
It is May 2 and will begin at 6:30 
SAC President, Stewart 
Our big event is in announcements 
President Gay 
Resolution 
Sent it to Gov. Fletcher 
He has received it, but has no reaction yet 
President's Council · 
Students will not be able to defer payments this year 
Instead, they have to sign a Jetter of intent to pay debt which they 
can do electronically 
Will try to have someone to speak about it next week 
SOAR 
500 students signed up for class and they seem like very positive 
students 
Emergency Preparedness Plan 
You can go online and check it out 
www.moreheadstate.edu/emergency 
Vigil 
It went very well last Monday . 
Incident at WKU 
A student committed suicide there 
, We need to keep a positive attitude 
Rally 
You need to tell all of your peers to be there Wednesday 
We will have letter signings · 
The goal is to have 200 students 
We need to be ready 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
VP Sharp 
We need to set a good example about Monday's incident 
Do not gossip, please 
Rep, Menville 
The lounge surveys are on clipboards 
Rep. Ash 
Will the information on not being able to Defer Payments be available in 
the Residence Halls? 
Advisor Koett 




Proposal 62: Congress Member Appointment 
Discussion: 
Candidate Ellis 
I am a transfer student 
Excited about everything 
There are a lot of improvements 
Will contribute a passion for development 
Excited to work with SGA 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Proposal 62 passed 
Proposal 63: Friday Night Movies 
VP Sharp made a for Proposal 63, seconded by Rep. Stevens 
Discussion 
VP Sharp 
Apologizes not finding out until this morning 
Spider Man 3 is expected to come to come to Morehead and is 
expecting a big crowd 
Rep, Spradlin 
Spider man will be at the movies Friday at midnight 
Rep. Westendorf 
We are taking $2,000 from the General Fund 
I think we should table it. until Proposal 66 · 
President Gay 
Did it purposely 
This proposal will not affect any of the other proposals 
Rep. Pennington 
A majority of students who are here on weekends go watch the 
movie 
Spider Man will be shown Thursday night at midnight 
Rep. Watts · 
This is a good idea 
What about funding the awards 
How much money will we consolidate? 
VP Sharp 
We will approximately add $8000 to the General Fund 
Physical Improvement -$3697.00 
Funding and Awards - $1155.00 
Student Life - $152.50 
Campus Involvement - $1,655.66 
Public Relations- $1506.44 
VP Dilley called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 63 passed 
Proposal 64: Funding for EagleCast 
Discussion: 
Hughes 
Are conference services going to fix the equipment when they have 
problems? 
Will we reallocate money 5 years from now? 
Guest Sorrell 
Will maintain it right now 
Will train predecessor to repair it as well 
Rep. Menville called question, objected by VP Dilley 
VP Dilley 
What is the difference between EagleCast and the Bird? 
Guest Sorrell ' 
The Bird has purely music 
We will interview people especially in the departments 
Rep. Stevens 
Can you tell us about the traffic on EagleCast? 
Guest Sorrell 
Last Friday, 273 students, 56 faculty, and 32 people off-campus 
visited the website 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by Rep. Whitehead 
Proposal 64 passed unanimously 
Proposal 65: Funding for SIFE 
Discussion: 
Rep.Hughes 
How many members are going on to the trip? 
Rep. Arnett . 
6 members and 3 advisors are going to attend 
Rep. Whitehead 
What is the total cost and how much fundraising have you done? 
Rep. Arnett 
The total cost is $6,000 
We have all but $1,500 
We have had fundraisers for the last two years 
We are in charge of the College ofBusiness Golf Tournament 
VP Dilley 
Is it open to all students? 
Rep. Arnett 
This trip is closed because you have to qualify at the regional 
competition 
SIFE and the Regional Competition is open to all students 
We try t~ recruit at different classes 
The problem this year was the regional competition was during 
Spring Break 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Proposal 65 passed 23-5 
Proposal 66: Consolidation of the Budget . 
Proposal made by VP Sharp, seconded by RHA President, Fitzpatrick 
Discussion 
Rep.Hughes 
Would b_e in favor in most cases 
We are going to have two proposals next week 
Bulletin Board and Picnic Tables 
Am afraid we will not hold title of the funding 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by Rep. Stevens 
Proposal 66 passed 
Discussion: 
· Committee Member of the Y ~ 
·President Gay 
Everyone can nominate and if the nominee accepts, then they will 
be on the ballot 
Recipient will be announced next week 
Rep. Hughes 
There are a lot of people who left, so is this the proper way? 
President Gay 
'We need to do it today for timing purposes 
If they choose not to accept the award, then we will give it to the 
runner up 
Nominations 
Rep. Stevens nominated Rep. Arnett and he accepts 
Rep. Westendorf nominated VP Hannon and he declines 
Rep. Spaulding nominated Rep. Hockenberry and she accepts 
Rep. Pennington nomina;ted Rep. Hollon and she accepts 
RHA President nominated Rep. Stevens and he declines 
VP Dilley nominated Rep. Hughes and she accepts 
Rep. Arnett nominated Rep. Ward and she declines 




Do not gossip about these important issues 
You should take the high road 
Avoid these incidences at all costs 
Gail Minger will visit campus next week 
Her son died in a fire at Murray State 
She is the chairperson of the Governor's Campus Safi:ty Committee 
Morehead is the last campus she hasn't visited 
She will meet with the student leaders 
Wednesday, April 25, Logging Forum at Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner at ADUC Grill at 6:00 
Thursday, April 26, Spring Football Game at Jayne Stadium at 7:00 p.m. 
Monday, April 30, Mock Trial at Rowan Co. Courthouse from 6:00 - 8:30 
Wednesday, May 2, Rally to Let MSU Build, 12:30 p.m. at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGA Bimquet, 7:30 at the Commonwealth Room 
Thursday, May 3, SAC-yard BBQ and Steel Drums, 6:00 at ADUC Commons 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Meeting ended @ 6:06 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· 5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, May 2, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron DC?ran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Mi!lutes 
AGENDA 
· Suspended Business- Office of V.P. for Administration & Fiscal Services 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
. VP for- Public Relations 




"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it 





















Duck, Duck, Goose Game 
Annual SGA Banquet 
SAC-yard BBQ & Steel Drums/Car Show 





Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
5/2/07 
Resolution 005 
WHEREAS: The mission of Morehead State University is to pursue academic excellence, 
research; community engagement and life-long learning while being 
dedicated to improving the quality of life by preserving and promoting the 
unique cultural heritage of East Kentucky. 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association of Morehead State University is 
dedicated to improving student life and making the college experience the 
best it can be. 
WHEREAS: The Sf,udent Government Association has recognized the concern for a 
student lounge on campus for the use of all students. 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association of Morehead State University has 
made a specialized Ad Hoc committee designed to implement a student 
lounge area on campus for all students to use as a means for relaxation, 
enhanced diversity, and improvement of student life. 
WHEREAS: Morehead State University could benefit from a student lounge with respect 
to student retention and prospective student recruitment. 
WHEREAS: Morehead State University and the students therein would immensely 
benefit from a student lounge academically and socially. 
BE IT RESOLVED: That the Student Government Association of Morehead State 
University support the implementation of a student lounge on 
campus for all students due to the aforementioned reasons. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Ad Hoc Committee 
Student Government Association 
Student Government Association 
. Congress Minutes 
5-2-07 
Meeting started: 5:06 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
· Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: 
Vice President Walters 
Thank you for the invitation 
There will be a change in payments for next semester 
Sent a Mass Mail today 
Some of the students will look to SGA for more information 
Guest Flutie · 
Questions 
Appreciate the opportunity to speak on the subject 
Three. years ago, the cabinet said things need to change 
Student fees are due a week in advance 
If they don't pay then they need to fill out a Letter of Intent by 
August 13 
Encourage students to fill out the letter of Intent this year 
Students will not be able to defer payments this year 
We aren't able to do this function on Datatel 
$35 and $70 deferment fees will still be used 
We will still offer a line of credit up to $600 from the bookstore 
The Statement of Intent says you will pay the bills and plan to go to 
Morehead next semester 
You can mail the Statement of Intent to the Accounting and Budgetary 
Office 
Late fees will still be added 
If you know anyone who will not come back next semester you can tell 
them to dr9p their schedule 
Also read the email 
Rep. Bolton 
What if you do not want the $600 line of credit? 
Guest Flutie 
Then you do not have to take it 
If you need it then use it 
Rep. Stevens 
Will there be a mailing campaign because a lot of people do not read the 
· Mass Mails? 
Guest Flutie 
We will probably do that for the SOAR Students, but due to postage 
. increasing, we probably won't do that. 
We will definitely look into it 
VP Walters 
We will put out news releases 
97% of the students got a message a few years ago 
Guest Flutie 
We will also do local Radio Advertisements 
Rep. Tolliver 
When will the payments be due if a person signs the Letter of Intent? 
Guest Flutie 
There will be no down payments 
You will have 2 months to pay the debt 
Rep. ·Wilson 
What about people who won't be in Kentucky and won't get the e-mails?· 
Guest Flutie · 
It is on the Website now 
President Gay 
Where is it going to be located on the website? 
Guest Flutie 
It will be on the Datatel main page and on the Account and Budgetary 
Control website 
President Gay 
· Do you have to fill out a hard copy? 
VP Walters 
As of right now yes, but the long term goal is to put it online 
President Gay 1 
Why do the full payments have to be due a week before classes begin? 
VP Walters 
Most schools will drop classes earlier to open spots 
It helps schedule facilities 
Rep.Ash 
Will the hard copies be already printed out? 
Guest Flutie 
They will only available online 
Rep. Spradlin 
What about scholarships? 
Guest Flutie 
Encourages everyone to fill out the Letter of Intent 
Some of the scholarship will not come in prior to the week deadline 
Rep. Bolton 
Financial Aid have sent a letter out what scholarships are given through 
MSU 
VP Walters 
You can email Accounting Office to offer more suggestions 
Officer Reports 
VP Cotton 
· This past Sunday, the Larry Stephenson' Committee determined the 
winners of the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Thanked everyone who came out to the rally this afternoon 
Thanked the chairs for all of the hard work they have done this past 
semester 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Logging forum went very well last week 
Duck, Duck, Goose game is tonite at 6:30 p.m. 
Come to the banquet tonight 
Public Relations 
Thanked. all of the members for a great year this semester 
Funding and Awards 
Presentation of the Faculty of the Year, Student of the Year, and Senior of 
the Year will be tonight at the banquet 
April's Faculty of the Month, Dr. Martha Decker sent us an encouraging 
letter 
The letter said SGA members are people with integrity 
Physical Improvement 
Thanked the Committee for a great semester 
Have a great summer 
Student Life 
Mentioned the Rally 
Had a couple of concerns 
The committee has been wonderful 
AdHoc 
Had some issues with the surveys 
Completed most of the surveys 
Passed a resolution which will be on today's docket 
VP Cotton 
Enjoyed working with everyone this semester 
VP Hannon 
One resolution 
Encourages everyone to fill out the SGA Evaluation 
Please take your name tags 
VP Sharp 
The budget is $2,473.60. 
A certain amount has been earmarked for certain projects 
VP Dilley 
Have a good summer 
VP Owens 
It's been real, peace out. 
RHA President, Fitzpatrick . 
Duck, Duck, Goose game will be tonight at 6:30 unless it rains 
SAC President, Stewart 




A student didn't win the Mustang, but won one of the cash prizes 
Banquet 
This will be one of the sweetest banquets 
VP Cotton put a lot of work in it 
Rep. Hockenberry has a slideshow 
There will be a couple speakers and guests 
Name Tags 
Please take your name tags 
Gay Quote of the Week 
It came from Rep. Watts 
This really applies to SGA and the Rally 
We aren't going to see our work with the Rec. Center and Housing 
Improvements 
Everyone came together this afternoon 
Disappointed that the other SGA's were winding down 
I am proud to say that we stayed busy to on the last day 
You took the time out of the day 
Our SGA advocates 
Governor sent us a letter that was read by President Gay 
Our message was heard 





Resolution 5: Supporting of the Student Lounge 
Discussion: 
Rep. Yartz 
Will the lounge be used both academically and socially? 
Rep. Westenforf 
Yes, the students can do group projects there 
Rep. Hughes called question, seci:mded by Rep. Whitehead 
Resolution 5 passed unamiously 
Discussion: 
Rep. Westendorf 
Thanked Advisor Stephens for everything he has done for us 
Rep. Hughes 
Thanks to all of the advisors 
Announcements 
Wednesday, May 2, Rally to Let MSU Build, 12:30 at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGA Banquet, 7:30 in the Commonwealtl:t Room 
Wednesday, May 16-Friday, May 18, Kentucky Leadership Academy, 
Cumberland @ TBA 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Hughes, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Meeting ended@ 5:43 pm 
